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ÀBSTRACT

Despite the crucial roLe of the therapist-client

relationship in therapeutic improvement/ the nature of

client preferences and expectations upon entry into
psychotherapy has yet to be fu1ly understood. MosÈ notabfy I

the effects of subject gender, sex-role orientation, sex-

role attitudes, presenting problems, and psychological

adjustment on preferences for type and gender of therapist

have been studied infrequently. Moreover ranalogue research

has dominated this field, limiting the reLevance of such

findings for cIinicaJ. practice. The few cLinical studies

available have often relied upon small samples and

methodologically flawed designs. Further, correlates of

psychoJ.ogical adjustment and presenting problems incLuding

subject gender and sex-rol-e orientation have seldom been

studied with clinical subjects.

Two hundred and sixteen men and women participated in

this study âs they entered psychotherapy at a university-

based clinic. Variables examined were: preference for

therapist gender prior to the first intervieu, subject

gender, previous therapy experience, sex-ro1e orientation
(Personal Attributes Questionnaire), sex-role attitudes
(ettitudes Toward women-Short Form), psychological
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adjustment factors (california Psychological Inventory-short

Form), presenting problem factors (Personal Problens Rating

Scale created by the author), and "ideal" therapist trait

factors (CounselLor Rating F'orm).

Multivariate analyses of variance revealed several

sign i f icant findings: liberal-undifferenÈiated subjects

reported the strongest preference for a female therapist

while conservative-undifferentiated subjects reported the

strongest preference for a male therapist.i subjects with

more anxiety-related and identity-depression problems

expressed a stronger preference i.n generali and a female

therapist was more freguently preferred than a mafe

therapisl at a rate exceeding previous findings. Feminine

subjects preferring a male therapíst rated their ideal

therapist as significantly more agentic but mascuLine

subjects preferring a female therapist rated communal.-

expressive skiIls highest.

Androgyny as a model of mental health was supported for

women and men in relation to general psychological

adjustment. Àndrogyny and rnasculinity aLone reduced the

risk of psychological problems. Feminine and

undifferentiated subjects were least. adjusted and reported

more problems. Sex differences found were: r{omen were

generally better adjusted and more other-oriented but men

scored higher on confident-outgoing traits. Nevertheless,

sex-role orientation emerged as a rnore potent predictor of

mental health and therapist preferences than did sex aLone.
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T NTRODUCTI ON

It has been argued that client perceptions of

psychotherapists and of the therapeutic process are the most

important determinants of continuation and progress in

psychotherapy (aent, Putnam, KiesIer, & Nowicki, 1976¡

Goldstein & Stein, 1976i Strupp, Fox' & L,essler, 1969).

Bowden and Burstein (19741; Marmor (1975); Schaeffer and

Abales (1977) i strupp (19731; strupp et a1.(1969); strupp

(1977); Watzlawick, l{eakland, and Fisch (1974) agree that a

positive relationship between therapist and client
(particularly with respect to the client's feelings toward

the therapist) is closely related to therapeutic

improvement, regardless of the therapeutic system used.

Specificatly, the client's attraction to the psychotherapist

and his,/her expectations regarding the I'ikelihood of success

should be major determinants of the client's behavior in

psychotherapy (Schaeffer & Abales, 1977 ) and the success of

psychotherapy (Gardner 
' HeLl.er, & Gotdstein ' 1961 ) .

The therapist (and ner/tris personality), rather than the

therapeutic orientation may be integrally related lo whether

the client irnproveê in therapy (Dent, 197e). Fiske (1977),

Gurman (1977), Lambert, DeJulio, and Stein (1978)' and

Mítche11, Bozarth, and Krauft (1977) agree that the
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therapist's empathy, warmth, and genuineness are related in

some complex I unspecified way to cLient change. However, iL

is presumably the patient's perception and experience of the

therapist's warmth, empathy, and genuineness that really

matter (r'iske, 1977). In addition, it has been suggested

that disconfirmation of client expectancies may have

deleterious effects (eope, Seigman ' BLass, & Cheek, 1972).

Despite the acknowledged significance of the client's

expectancy of improvements in determining therapeutic gain

(..g., Krause, Fitzsimmonsr & wolf, 1969; Mcclynn' Reynolds,

& Linder, 1971), very Little empirical evidence has been

generated that demonstrates the effect of the expectancy

state (wiIliams, 1973) or the exact nature of client's

biases (Franks, 1979). Àlthough it is widely believed that

persons enter psychotherapy with expectat.ions (sordin' 1955;

Frank, 1968; Goldstein, He11er, & Sechrest, 1966), it is

quite possible that the effects of expectancíes will not be

clearly understood until the nature of client expectancy is

studied more comprehens i vely.

If the relationship between therapist and client is

accepted as a major el-ement for therapeutic improvement, it
would appear to be especially important to consider the

effects of gender on the relationship between client and

psychotherapist (rranks, 1979). Gender as it relates to
psychotherapy is rarely discussed by traditional therapists

other than to reiterate nebulous psychoanalytic concepts

such as penis envy and oedipal desire (Franks, 1979). For
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example, in a recent article, Cavenar and werman (1983)

concluded that "sex of the therapist is more apparent than

real in insight-oriented psychotherapy" on the basis of

their brief int.erpretations of five psychoanalytically

treated case studies. Despite a lack of empirical evidence,

these authors asserted that the inportant issue is not the

therapisl's gender but whether psychotherapy is conducted

with "due regard for defenses¡ resistance, and transference

reactions". These theories dominating the f iel-d of

psychotherapy have influenced the training of professionals

for the las! 40 years (Garfield, 1981)' and continue to

influence psychotherapy research in encouraging an

individual, internal- rnode rather than recognizing the socio-

cultural influences that impact on the individuaf. These

theories also specify vtomen's innate nature as passive,

dependent, and morally inferior to nen (Hare-Mustin 
' 1983).

A meta-analysis of psychotherapy outcome research

presented by Smith and GIass (19771 illustrates how gender-

related variables have been consistently ignored. NearIy

400 controlled evaluations of psychotherapy and counselling

were incLuded in this analy,sis. Effect size was evaluated

in relation to 16 independent variables; none of them i{ere

sex of therapist or sex of client. Smith and Glass reported

that "therapists who resemble their clients in ethnic group'

age, and social leve] get betler results". Despite the

inclusion of so many variables, however, no mention was made
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of the effects of gender on therapeutic outcome ¡ probably

because much of the psychotherapy literature did not report

the sex of therapists and clients.

Àt this point in time, psychothe rapeut i c research that

does explore the effects of gender as it relates to the

outcome or process of psychotherapy tends to be somewhat

equivocal (Davidson, 1976). The Iiterature available

investigating client-therapist sex-pairings is often

presented as contradictory and confusing because of the

selection of different populations and use of different

instruments (Tanney & Birk, 1976). Such rnethodoS.ogical

differences may well account for discrepant findings in this

research (¡eldstein, 1979t. Brodsky and Hare-Mustin (1980)

also suggest that the inconsistencies in this research may

be nore a resuft of the confounding of salient variabLes

that interact with gender than support for the nonexistence

of gender effects. Nevertheless, male and female therapists

have often been considered to have different goals lrith

respecu to concepts of productiveness (Marmor, 1975) and

psychological adjustment (e.g., Brovertnan' Broverman,

clarkson, Rosenkrantz ' & vogel , 1979). It is' therefore,

1ikely that "the nature of the relationship betneen male

psychotherapist and female client may differ in alternative

dyads, male-male, femafe-fema1e, or female-¡nale" (Franks,

1979, p,454).
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Most psychotherapists continue to be male ând most of

their cLients female (Barrett' Bergr Eaton, & Porneroy, 1974;

Cates, 1973; Chesler, 1971a, 1972; Franks, 1979¡ Goldman &

Mendelsohn, 1969¡ Gove, 1978, 1979, 1980; Gove & Tudor,

1973; Henry, Sins & Spray¡ 1971i Howard & Orlinsky, 1972;

Lerman, 1978; President's Comrnission on Mental Health' 1978;

Rice & Rice, 1973; Schofield, 1969; Tennov, 1975). The

effects of the sex of lhe participants in the therapeutic

dyad, i.e., whether certain clients do better with female or

male therapists (Franks, 1979¡ Kaplan, 1979b), is becoming

more of an issue of interest in contemporary research' À

common criticism regarding the nature of clinical services

to women is thab the authoritarian, hierarchial therapist-

client relationship model is particularly promoted by the

male therapist-female cLient relationship which does not

faciLitate feminine emancipation from male authority figures
(Brodsky, 1973, 1980; Chesler, 1971a, 1971bi Franks' 1979;

Fishel ,1979i Hare-Mustin, 1983; Marecek & Kravetz, 1977¡

Stephenson & walker, 1979). Hare-Mustin (.1 983) further

criticizes mental health services to womens clinicians

share the same culturally restrictive attitudes that

denigrate and disadvantage women as weLl as ask women to

accept and adjust to traditional roles and behaviours that

have unhealthy consequences. These issues are of particular

concern to femínist therapists and researchers who doubt

that any nale psychotherapist growing up in this society

could ease a woman's psychological dif f icul-ties when they
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are (at minimum) uninformed about a womanr s nature and

experience. Biases against women persist as reported by

sherman (1980) who reviewed several clinical studies and

found that men stereotyped more than vromen, older people

more than younger people, and those with Freudian

orientations more than those with other orientations.

Other researchers suggest that while male

psychotherapists nay be useful to female clients, in today's

society it may be particularl-y advantageous for a female

client to be treated by a female psychotherapist (Barrett et

aI., 1974; Brodsky, 1973 i Kronsky' 197'1 ; Westervelt, 1973\.

This female psychotherapist may serve as a role model while

also facilitating the expression of feelings as she

communicates understanding and empathy (Brodsky, 1973;

Kronsky, 1971; Lerman, 1978). Rawlings and carter (1977) ì

Carter (1971) have pointed out that there may be particular

circumstances when a woman rather than a male

psychotherapist is the "rnore appropriate choice". Despile

the criticisms directed at the therapeutic establishment,

the treatment of women has not been seriously addressed,

reflecting the prevaÍ1ing attitudes toward women in our

society (arodsky & Hare-Mustin, 1980; Hare-Mustin, 1983).

It has been suggested that perceptions of female and naLe

clients by female and ¡nale therapists may be quite

different. Biases and stereotypes affecting therapist

perceptions may also differentially affect female and male
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clients in their perceptions of therapists. Undoubtedly'

these perceptions and preferences warrant more attention and

are quíte crucial to the therapeutic process (Tanney & Birk'

1976), The specific effects of different gender

configurations in the therapeutic dyad have yet to be

articul.ated.

Sex of l¡elepj-Ê!: CIient PerceÞtions and Preferences

Over almost 40 years, the claim has been made that women

physicians and therapists are less preferred by people, in

general, t.han are men (Boulware & Holmes, 1970; Chesler,

1971a¡ de Eeauvoir, 1971; Engl.eman , 1974; Fabrikan!, 1974¡

.lackson, 1972¡ T'evy & Iscoe' 1963; Lewis, 1976; Report of

Task Force on Sex Bias and Sex-Ro1e Stereotyping in

Psychothe rapeut i c Practice, 1975¡ Rice & Rice, 1973i Rogow'

1970; Simon, 1973; Tennov, 1975; I,lilliams, 19461 . Williams

(1946) and EngJ.eman (1974) reported essentially the same

results although separated by nearly 30 years: male

physicians were preferred, suggesting little change in the

general pubJ.ic's acceptance of women in the medical

profession.

.lackson (1972) postulated that because the female role is
denigrated in our society, to be assigned to a woman

psychotherapist is to be given "second best", and suggested

that serious negative effects on the therapist-patient

interaction (including both female and male patients)
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result. However, rnost recent researchers (e'g., Fabrikant,

1974) report that a growing trend is occurring where the

female client selects a female therapist, particularly the

young, well--educated female client (Brodsky & Hare-Mustin,

1980a). Brodsky (1980) describes women as no longer

perceiving themselves as "dif f icul-t cases" that only a

strong man can handl-e. She also views women as more

receptive to being independent of men and working with other

women. AIso, female therapists are now more acceptable to

male cLients (clopton & Haydel , 1982).

Wal-ker and Stake (1978) report that recent sex-related

research suggests that previously heLd notions about the

superior competence of male professionals are disappearing

(chobot, Goldberg, Abramson, & Àbramson, 1974; Levenson ¡

Burford, Bonno, & Davis, 19751. Nonetheless' the majority

of clinical. psychologists and psychiatrists is male. An

occupation is considered "sex-typed" when a majority of its
practitioners belong to one sex combined with an associated

normative expectation that it should be this way (Epstein,

1970). Very Litt1e research has so far explored the

question of the relationshÍp of sex-role stereotyping to

perceptions of women in male-dominated professions. It has

also been suggested that isomen must frequently field
questions regarding their competènce, marital status'

children, and suitability ín dealing with t.he client's
problem (oavidson, 1976¡ Kap1an, 1979b'). Such general
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perceptions of therapists which are screened through a

filter of sex-roLe stereotypes undoubtedly influence process

and outcome of psychotherapy.

Process and Outcome Li terature

It miqht be useful to explore initially, the effects of

therapist-client pairings by sex' on the procèss and outcome

of psychotherapy to determine the possibi).ity that success

may reflect benefits of certain pairings. If effects can be

demonstrated in the existing literature, then the rationale

for investigating preferences by clients will be

strengthened because effects may be influenced by the

perceptions of certain characteristics in f emal-e therapists

vs. maLe therapists.

In Parloff, Waskow, and WoIfe's (1978) review of

therapist variables affecting process and outcome of

therapy, they agreed with previous authors (Meltzoff &

Kornreich, 1970; Tanney & Birk, 1976; Johnson, 1978) that

few concLusions coufd be made. Same-versus opposite-sex

therapeutic pairings and their relation to outcone have

often been overlooked in such investigations (Berzins,

1977), Few researchers have "focused on the effect of sex

of the therapist and/or client on the process and outcome of

psychotherapy" (Kaschak, 1978, p. 272). Nevertheless,

Sherman, Koufacos, and Kenworthy (1978) found that 69% of

the psychothe rapi s t s (of both sexes) polled, considered the
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sex of the therapist to be an important variable in

psychotherapy, whiJ.e psychiatrists were more likely to think

that the sex of Lhe therapist had no influence. Shullman

and Betz (1979) found that regardless of presenting problem,

clients were overwhelmingly referred at intake to same-sex

counsellors in a counselling centre.

More recentty, Clopton and Haydet (1982) surveyed Ph.D.

clinical psychologists and found thal subjects indicated a

preference for t.he therapist of hypothetical clients to be

of the same sex. This preference vtas strongest when the

subject was the same sex as the client. Such same-sex

pairing of therapists and clients may reflect an effort to

satisfy anticipated client preference (CIopton & HaydeI 
'

1982).

Bloom, weigetf and Trautt (1977) concluded that the

research literalure concerned with the effects of client-

therapist pairings is characterized by equivocal findings.

For exanple, Howard, OrIinsky, and Hill (1970) found lhat

female clients were more satisfied with female therapists

and HiII (1975) found that same-sex pairings were most

advantageous to successful psychotherapy outco¡nes. However,

Scher (1975) found that sex pairing was unrelated to therapy

outcome. As carfield (1978) has stated, there is no clear

relationship between the sex of the client and outcome (in

fact, most studies show no differences in outcomes). He

also asserted that the problem appears to be more complex I
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involving interaction effects between the sex of the

psychotherapist and that of the client. only when

investigations of such interactions are pursued met.hodically

and carefully, will researchers arrive at some clarity.

However, harmful effects of particular therapist-clienl
gender matches must also be considered with the existence of

sexual exploitation and other forms of sexism in

psychotherapy (Butler & zelen, 1977; Lerman, 1978). In an

important survey of ero!ic practices among licensed

psychologists, Hofroyd and Brodsky (1977). found that 1 in 20

males and 1 in 200 females admitted to having sexual

intercourse with opposite-sex clients.

Therefore, despite methodol-ogical problems and the

contradictory nature of the process-outcome Literature' a

review of available studies is essential. Personsr Persons,

and Newrnark (1974) reported that male clients were more

responsive to male therapists, females more responsive to

f e¡nale therapists. Ludborsky, Chandler, Awerbach, Cohen'

and Bachrack (1971) reviewed several studies concerned with

the outcome of psychotherapy. They concluded that superior

results occurred when the psychotherapist and cLient were of

the same sex. Kaschak(1978) found that women clients when

paired with women therapists reported significantly greater

change than did any of the other three therapist-client
paírs. MaLe clients who had consulted with male therapÍsts,

did not, as in the Persons et aI. (1974) study, report
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greater success than those who had consulted with women

therapists (Kaschak, 1978). He recommends that "those

responsible for the delivery of therapeutic services must

... take heed of the effect of sex upon therapeutic process

and outcome" (Kaschak, 1978t p. 277). Thís recommendation

is particularLy pertinent to women clients, who may in fact

benefit most from therapy with women therapists.

Geer and Hurst (1976) found that the male counseLlor was

more effective with f emal.e clients than the female

counsellor, while the femafe counsellor l¡as more effective

r¡ith mal-e clients than with femafe clients. However,

interpretation of their statistical analysis is
questionable. Since there was only one counsellor of each

sex (Parloff et aI ., 1978) and clients may have been

presenting vocational problems only¡ genèralizations from

Geer and Hurst's findings are not possible. Al-so, such a

finding of better outcome with opposite-sex-pairings,

particularly for female clients, is most unusual.

Orlinsky and Howard (1976) reanalyzed data collected lrom

118 female outpatients, 78 having had male therapists, 40

having had female therapists. Thè data had actually been

collected from 1964 lo 1966' at the begínning of the

development of the Women's Movement. They reported that a

considerable number of women in treatment with male

therapists viewed their therapists as more demanding, more

detached, and less expansive. clients with female
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therapists, particulari.y single, young women (18-28 years

old) and depressed women reported significantly higher

leveLs of satisfaction and encouragement.

Gould (1975) found that when clients were assigned

randomly to female or male counsellors, female clients

rernained with female-Ied groupsf and those who did' reported

the¡nselves to be more satisfied. Kirshner, Genack, and

Hausek (1978) found that among upper middle-class subjects'

greater patient satisfaction and self-rated improvement in

both self-acceptance and main problem was related to having

had f emal-e psychotherapists. These findings' although

Limited, support the contenlion of Chesler (1971a, 1971b),

rlackson (1972), Rice and Rice (1973'), and Shaeffer and

AbeLes (1977) bhat the female psychotherapist ís more

effective with female cÌients. FabrikanÈ (1974) felt that

female psychotherapísts were more effective than males

regardless of therapist orientation or type of client.

Jones and Zoppel (1982) have provided the area of

psychotherapy process and outcome Literature with some

strong evidence based on well-designed research indicating

some interesting effects of client and therapist gender.

one of their sÈudies involved therapists at a university

clinic who completed Rating Scales for Therapy Outcome and

adjective checklist descriptions for 160 former therapy

clients. They found that female therapists rated themselves

as more successful. than nale therapists, particuÌarly with
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female clients. In lhe second study/ clients regardless of

gender indicated in their ratings of therapists, that female

therapists formed more adequate therapeutic afliances than

did male therapisÈs. ÀLthough both male and female clients

of maLe t.herapists reported significant improvement as a

result of thèrapy' female clients appeared to benefít

partícularty with female therapists. Therapists of both

sexes (but especially women ) rated same-gender pairings

higher on improvement expected at the beginning of therapy

and also tended to enjoy same-gender clients more. Such

results provide evidence that the impact of gender in an

interactional manner has clear implications for therapeutic

outcome and that its influence is complex and multifaceted

(Jones & zoppeL, 1982).

A major problem with the earlier psychotherapy research

is that many outcome studies were not originally designed

with therapist sex as a factor and are, therefore, fraught

with such inadequacies as lack of random assignment'

confounding variables (..g., fevel of therapist experience),

and inadequate attention to relevant outcome measures

(parloff et al. , 1978). Sma1l samples have also been a

problem (Jones & zoppel , 1982). Analogue studies are

Limited in their generalizability' since the effectiveness

of therapy as it is actua).ty conducted in naturalistic

research designs provides a superior mode of investigation
(Maffeo, 1979). It would seem that only with more complex'
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multivariate research designs considering many variables

simultaneously can statements regarding the effects of

therapis! and client gender on psychothe rapeut i c outcome be

nade with certainty. This seems to be the direction of the

more recent research (.lones & zoppel , 1982).

"lntermediate" outcome or process measures have also been

used by several researchers. Hill's (1975) counselling

centre clients who saw same-sex counsellors reported more

satisfaction after the second interview (i.e., expression of

feeliirgs, self-disclosure' self-exploration). Same-sex

counsellors reportedly offered an increased level of empathy

to clients (HiII, 1975) although all clients werê most

satisfied with female counseLlors. Brooks (1974) found that

greater patient expression of feelings and self-disclosure

were related to opposite-sex dyads. The Brooks study was

limited by a non-patient sample and the fact that

significant effects were found only in the first three

minutes of the interview. Berzins (1975) found that female

psychotherapists tended to be less sex-typèd than males, and

therefore, probably better able to help female patients.

with respect to process research, the results on the

expression of feelings and self-disclosure are complicated

by interactions with the experience level (r'uIIer, 1963;

Hilt, 1975) and status of the psychotherapist (Brooks,

1975 ) .
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Fron these process and outcome studies (".g., HiIl' 1975;

Orlinsky & Hor.rard, 1976; Persons et aL , 1974), it is

possible to conclude that primarily young f emal-e clients

find that working with female psychothe rap i st s enables them

to express more feelings and to experience more satisfaction

with their psychotherapists. However, othèr researchers

suggest that it is difficult to conclude whether same-sex or

opposit.e-sex pairings are predictors of successful-

therapeutic process or.outcome (Breisinger, 1976; Petro &

Hansen, 1977). Some evidence exists suggesting that the

combination of a male t.herapist and a maLe cLient may lead

to certain limj.tations in the expression of feelings and

self-disclosure by clients (clopton & Haydel , 1982).

Orlinsky and Howard (1976) state that there is no reason to

believe that maLe therapists arè any less able and sensitive

than female therapists. "whether a therapist ís able and

sensitive may be less important than what a male or female

therapist means to the patient" (orlinsky & Howard, 1976, p.

87). For unattached young women who are not emotì.onally

committed to a traditional lifestyle, the female therapist

may weJ.J. be the most satisfying psychotherapi st .

It is obvious from this research that gender of both

cLient and therapist interact with other (not ye! clearly

specified) variables in affecLing t.he process and outcome of

psychotherapy. This area of research is no longer

considered a símple matter of sex pairing (Feldstein, 1992r.
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Factors which affect the therapist-client relationship

include the nature of the client's presenting problem

(Johnson, 1978 ) and counsellor's sex-role orientation
(¡'eldstein | 1979; Highlen & Russell, 1980), to name a few.

Therefore, it seems apt to refer again to the preference

research which has been designed with the sex of therapisl

and sex of clienl interactions as the primary variables of

interest.

Therapist Preference Research

Due to a paucity of research available that has been

based on clinical sampJ.es' some consideration will first be

given to analogue studies concerned with preferences and

perceptions of lherapists in simulated therapy situations.

Davidson (976Ì. has criticized as inadequate analogue

studies concerned wiLh client attitudes toward the sex of

therapist (..9., Wyrick & Mitchell , 1969). She further

states t.hat investigations into preferèncesr process, and

outcome of psychotherapy as affected by sex of patient or

therapist have not been applied adequately to the research

of the real patient-therapist relationship. Of particular

importance is the fac! that clinical analogues have failed

to produce impressive evidence of sex bias, whereas

naturalistic studies have produced supporting data (Brodsky

& Hare-Mustin, 1980; Davidson & Àbramowitz, 1980¡ Fel-dstein,

1979). The relative absence of findings in analogue studies
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of sex-roIe stereotyping does

complex therapy situation and

(Hare-Must in, 1983 ) .

not adequately ref Iect the

pressures in service agenc ies

NevertheLess, it seems valid to assess noncLinical

subjectsr views of psychologists/therapists as well as those

views of cl-ini.caI subjects for infornation that invites
potential comparisons. Unfortunately, minimal research is

also availabLe regarding investigatíons of nonclinicaL

subjects' attitudes toward the sex of a therapist.

Briere and Lanktree (1983a) exposed I29 male and female

undergraduates to three l-evels of sexist noun and pronoun

usage (e.9., he, he or she, she or he) in a description of

the "Ethical Standards of Psychologists". At1 subjects then

rated the attrac!iveness of a career in psychoJ.ogy for males

and females, and their own wi]Ìingness to refer a male or

female friend to a psychologist (sex unspecified). The

results indicated that f ernale subjects were more willing

than male subjects to refer a mafe friend to a psychologist

under the "she or he" condition. Presumably' the

psychologist in thís condition r{as more likely to be

perceived as a female. FemaLe subjects were also most

Iikely to refer a male friend under this condition as

compared to either the "he" or "he or sherr condition. It

might be suggested, if one can assume that a rnale subject

identified with a "¡nale friend", that men when presented

with a choice for a male or female therapist, may be
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inclined to prefer a male. It is not clear why female

subjects were not correspondingly reassured by the

"femaleness" in the stimulus paragraph ("she or he"

condition) such that they would be more willing to refer

fenale friends (Briere & Lanktree, 1983a). This could

relate to Lewis's (1976) comments that due to the socially-

defined competence assigned to lhe male role, female clients

may indicate Iess confidence in female psychotherapists. On

the other hand, femafe subjects may have assumed that a

female therapist vrould best provide the nurturance and

support stereotypically expected of women in the presence of

troubled men (Kaplan , 1979b).

Cashen (1979\ con'sidered sex to be a possibfe factor in

research examining preferences for particular counselling

approaches. She found no significant difference between

male and female nonclinical subjects in their preference for

a counselling approach (after viewing videotapes) but

described several factors as being important: sex of

therapist, type of presenting concern, subjects'

expectations and personal characteristics of counsellors.

These factors were nolr however, exanined in Cashen's study.

Johnson (19781 reported, with another nonclinical sample,

that same-sex preferences occurred significantLy more often

than opposíte-sex preferences with approximately 24p. of both

the male and female groups having no preference. More rnales

preferred female counsellors than in previous studies (".g.,
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FuIIer, 1g64). These preferences were, again, not relat.ed

to self-ratings of problems that mi.ght be discussed in a

therapeutic relationship. Simons and Helms (1976) also

studied noncLinical subjects, but only females, and found

that they preferred female counsellors to male counseffors.
glith a younger sample (high school students), Littrell and

Littrel-1 (1992) found that across alf concerns (personal and

vocationaL) subjects of both sexes preferred same-sex

coun se l Lor s.

Chesfer's (1971a, 1971bl research has been cited as

supportive of lhe claim that most female and male

psychotherapy clients prefer male therapists, with a higher

proportion of women than men preferring male therapists.

Davidson (1976) takes issue with Chesler's evidence and

states that her data do not bear out this contention.

Chesler's analysis involved interviews with '1 001 middle-

incóme clinic outpatients seeking therapy in New York City

from 1965 to 1969. They were not asked about their
preference for sex of therapist and only one-quarter

voluntarily expressed a preference or voiced no preference.

Davidson (19761 suggests that there is no indication that

this seLf-selected sarnple is representative of a much larger

one. More respondents in the Chesler study voiced a

preference for a male therapist than for a f ernale therapist'

but il should not be concluded that most patients prefer a

male therapi st.
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Davidson (1976) asked male and female middle-income

applicants for out-patient psychiatric treatment to indicate

whether they had a preference for the sex of their therapist

and what that preference was. SeIf-administered

questionnaires were given to patients as part of the

registration (intake) process. Patients were also informed

that choices made on the questionnaire would not affect the

treatment course in the clinic. She found that 50% of the

total female and male sample expressed no preference for sex

of therapist, while 35eo preferred male therapists and 15%

preferred femafe therapists. There were no sex of respondent

differences. Neither were Èhere significant differences in

preferences for sex of therapist among or within the various

demographic categories, except for age and marital status.

with increasing age, Davidson found an increasing tendency

Èo prefer male therapists (sex of subject was controlled).

Males in the "widowed-separated-divorced" category had a

greater preference for male than female therapistsr but

preferred a female more often than did single or married

men. Davidson suggests that as feminists have concluded

that women may be seeking a male therapist for "man-seeking"

reasonsr perhaps some male patients are drawn to female

therapists for simifar Àex-related reasons. Female

respondents were also more likely to prefer â therapist of

the opposite sex when in the "sing1e" or " w i dowed-sepa rat ed-

divorced" category. Therefore' patients in different

marital categories may have differing therapeutic needs ¡ or
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may vary in their response strength to sex of therapist

depending on their maritaf category. Young patients were

rnore likely to express no preference for sex of therapist

and to be in the group most like1y to prefer female

therapists.

Helms and Simons (1975) reported that when age and sex of

therapists were taken into account, that clients were

inf l-uenced by both variables and did not choose the

therapist on the basis of sex alone. Schaffer (1980) also

considers variables such as age, racef fnarital statusr and

experience level as well as sex t.o be important to clients
when they choose a therapist. Obviously, other interacting

factors in addition to sex of therapist and client wiIl

affect psychotherapy (Franks, 1979). Consideration of some

of these variables, including the client's syrnptoms or

presenting problems, will f ol-1ow.

Walker and Stake's (1978) research further underscores

the distinctive differences between clinical and nonclinical

samples that occur in the therapist preference research.

They found that more clients than nonclients expressed

preferences, with fewer male counsellor preferences

occurring than had been reported previously in the

l-iterature. Both undergraduate students (nonclinical) and

students appiying to a university counselling centre

(cIinicaI) were white, middle-class, and urban-suburban.

The nat.ure of presenting problems was not considered. MaIe
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clients did not state a significant preference for therapist

gender. Of the female clients, 50% stated a preference,

with significantly more having a preference for female

therapists. OnJ.y 109. of the total clinical sampJ.e preferred

male therapists at the point of entry into psychotherapy.

Àmong those clients stating a preference' they were more

like1y than noncLients who stated a preference to prefer a

same-sex counsel-Lor. Walker and Stake (1978) concluded thaL

most present day undergraduate clients do not view male

counsellors as superior to female counsellors. In fact,

women had a strong preference for female therapists. Data

were aLso analyzed for effects of expèrimenterrs sex, vrith

nonsigni f icant results.

with respect to the nonclients in walker and Stake's

(1978) study, more than 70eo gave no preference, with more

males than females having no preference. Among the rnale

nonclients who had a preference, significantly more stated a

preference for a female therapist. Among female nonclients,

significantly more stated no preference with those stating a

preference being equalty divided for each sex of therapist.

These nonclinical subjects did not seem to vien male

counsellors as superior !o female counsellors. Again, a

nonsignificant reLationship was found for the effect of

experinenter's sex' so that the decrease in preference for

male therapists cannot be explained by the presence of

fenale experimenters.
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with such disparity of results in the preference research

invoJ.ving clinical and nonclinical subjects as well as a

particular paucity of research $'ith clinical samples,

further research shor¡Id explore preferences in relation to

attributions of characteristics by clients to therapists

that may be affected by the client's and/or therapist's sex.

CIient ExÞectations in Relation to Sex of Therapist
Evaluation of Competence and Àttributed Characteristics

As Bent et aI. (1976') and Strupp et 41. (1969) have

stated, how the cl-ient perceives his/her therapist plays a

significant role in therapy outcome. Duckro, BeaI, and

George (1979), foflowing KeLly's (1955) theorizing,

hypothesized that cLients bring to psychotherapy certain

preconceived ideas about the psychotherapist's role and the

nature of the psyc hothe rapeut i c relationship. The patient's

behaviours and predilections may have a direct effect in

changing and, possibly, biasíng therapist behaviour (e.g.,

Fisher & Greenberg, 1977; Hellerf Moyers, ç KIine, 1963;

MueIler, 1969). The evidence, thus far, ís somewhat

eguivocal nith respect to hovr necessary confirrnations of

client expectations are for client satisfaction and

therapeutic success (Duckro et al. , 1979). However, the

possibility that part of the therapy sexism controversy

arises because of differential demands from male and f ernale

clients (Greenberg & zeldow, 1980) remains an issue. Sorne

research has reported that competence is differentially
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âssessed in rel-ation to the sex of the person being

eva I ua t.ed .

Osnond and Martin (1975) reported that college males were

not willing to accept women in leadership and supervisory

roles but college women indicated that women should be able

to occupy such positions. Goldberg (1968) found in

presenti.ng academic articles to college women for critical
evaluation that women were consistently devalued in areas of

professional experlise, particui.arly in tradi!ionally male-

dominated areas. These findings were replicated with both

sexes (Etaugh & Rose, 1975; Etaugh & Sanders, 1974; GoId,

1972). However, other researchers have reported equivocal

results (Deaux & Farist 1975ì Levenson et aI., 1975; Soto &

Cole, 1975). Multiple factors are seemingly moderating this
anti-femaLe bias: sex -appropr i atene s s of fie1d, perceived

leveLs of competence (Míschet, 1974; Ward, 1981) and

perhaps, the personal characteristics of assessors (ward,

1981), including their famiLiarity in the area assessed

(Pheterson, 1969). Devaluation trends appear to be varíable

and elicited by selective factors. Abramson, Goldberg,

Greenberg, and Abramson (1977) and ward (1981) found that

when performance of females and males nas reported to be

equal, that women r,¡ere more positiveLy eval-uated. Hovrever,

ward also reported a marked tendency of male subjects to

denigrate women in terms of their competence and status.
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Brischetto and Merluzzi (1980) found that using the

CounselLor Rating Form (Barak & LaCrosse, 1975), female and

male therapists introduced as expert were perceived as

equally expert and trustworthy. It was suggested by these

researchers that since actual experience with interviewers

wâs the basis of the attributions that the demonstration of

reasonably competent behaviour may eliminate preconceived or

sex-typed perceptions with respect to expertness.

Previously held notions regarding superior competence of

male professionaLs may be disappearing (ctrobot et al.,

1974).

Contrasting opinions are of the sort stated by Kapfan

(1979b) that. the female psychotherapist continues to be

regularly questioned regarding whether her age, theoretical

orientation, marital status or level of training renders her

the most suitable psychotherapist for the patient's

particular problem. RubLe (1983) and Huston-Stein and

Higgins-Trenk (1978) agreed that negative sex stereotypes of

feminine competence remain strong and pervasive, although

attitudes about work and family roles have changed. Deaux

(1984) stated that gender stereotypes are pervasive and that

additional research is needed to understand the precise

nature of these stereoptypes in their relation to judgements

and evaluations of females and maLes. It remains to be seen

the retative extent to which these attitudes prevail in the

minds of clinical populations.
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In terms of the general therapist. charâcteristics

associated with positive therapeutic process and outcome,

there is no doubt that h¡armth and understanding have been

identified as quite important by nonclinical and clinical

subjects alike. Bent et al. (1976) found lhat among

outpatient subjects seeing psychology interns, psychiatric

residents, and social work traineesr those who were very

satisfied with psychotherapy as opposed to those not very

satisfied, described their therapists as warmer, more

Iikeabte, more active, and more involved. These satisfied

subjects perceived therapy as having more generalized and

no!iceable effects on their behaviour ' Generally'

"therapist understanding" is considered imporlant in

relation to expectancies and preferences (aergin, 1966), as

r¡ell as an important factor in successful process and

outcome of psychotherapy (Boulware & HoImes, 1979¡ Rogers,

1957; Truax, 1963i Truax & Carkhuff' 1965).

Àpfelbaum (1958), in a classic descriptive study using

outpatients of a university psychiatric clinicr found that

there were three major types of therapist-ro1e expectations:

nurturant therapist - giving' protecting' guiding

without pushing or criticizing
model - well-adjusted, diplomatic, permissive

I i stener but not protective

critic - analytical, critical, demanding considerable

responses from c 1i ent
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BegIey and Lieberman (1970) also identified clusters of

patient expectations of t.he thèrapist's role: 1) active,

directive, and warm versus 2) nore passive, detached, and

objective. Tinsi.ey and Harris (1976) found with nonclinical

subjects that the therapist was expected to be both expert

and genuine i.n personal communications. These researchers

did not examine the effect of therapists' sex on these

expec tat ions.

Davidson (1976) found that the reasons most frequenlly

checked for preferences of either sex of therapist were

"feeling comfortable" and ability to "ta1k f reelyr'. BIoom

et af. (1977l. measured perceived characteristics of

qualification, dynamism, safety' total credibility' and

willingness to recommend a therapist to a friend who needs

psychological counselling, in relation to manipulation of

therapist sex and office decor (traditional versus.

humanistic).

Although waskow (1976) has postulated that the attitudes

and values of the therapist are of primary importance rather

than the therapist's sex, it will be argued that gender is'
in fact culturally-bound to attitudes and values.

Schroeder and BLoom 11979) examined further the concept

of perceived credibility in therapists of different.

orientationsf but in each videotaped vignette, the same male

therapist was used. The dependent variables of credibility
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that were considered were: quälifications (also considered

important in Simon's 1973 study), dynamism, safety, and

total credibility. The most frequently mentioned

characteristic influencing preference in open-ended

questionnaires given to nonclinical subjects was the degree

to which the therapist v¡as perceived as having personal

invol-vement with and concern for the client (always femal-e,

in the sinulated vignettes) and her problems. A second

cluster of comments focused on the more general therapeutic

traits of empathy, warmth, and sensitivity. A final cluster

involved the degree of conpetence, expert.ise, and

professionalism demonstrated by the psychothe rapi s t .

Although the psychotherapist was male' the subjects seerned

to be particularly conscious of traditionally female sex-

role characteristics such as sensitivity, warnth, and

understanding (Schroeder & Bl.oom, 1979).

In view of previous research (".g., Fuller, 1964i

Johnson, 1978i Orlinsky, & Howard' 1976; Simon, 1973) that

has demonstrated that various sex-pairings of clients and

therapists infLuence clients' perceptions of therapist

attractiveness, Schroeder and Bloom's (1979) study rnust

reaIly be considered incomplete in using only the nale

therapist-femaLe client dyad vtithout comparisons to other

therapist-client combinations. Perceptions of therapists by

clients in relation to attributed sex-related

characteristics cannot be overlooked in future research
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investigating clientsr expectations of therapists'

behaviour. Indeed, therapists may actualLy differ in

choices of treâtment goatsr ê.9., male psychothe rapi s t s may

choose more feminine (communal-expressive) treatment goals

while female therapists choose significantly more masculine

(instrumental) goa1s, regardless of client's sex

(Bi11ingsley, 1977). Subjects also, undoubtedly, have sex-

related biases affecting their expectations of therapist

behav i our .

In an analogue sLudy, Subich (1983) found with

undergraduate students that sex of cLient rather than sex of

therapist was the significant factor i.n affecting

expect.ations about counselling. Female subjects expected

the psychologist to be more accepting¡ more confrontive'

more genuiner more nurturant, more toferant, and more

trustworthy than male subjects. MaLes expecled more

counsellor self-disclosure. Subjects were not presented

with the choíce of counseLLor gender but were randomfy

assigned to a male therapist., a female therapistr or gender-

unspecified therapist. Their responses on the Expectations

About counselling questionnaire were related to the

condition to which they had been assigned.

In contrast to earlier research (..g., Jackson, 1972;

Osmond & Martin, 1975), Vargas and Borkowski (1983) found

that male college students in simulated therapy sessions

generaly attributed a higher level of skilfulness to the
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femaLe counsellors than did female clients. Also in

anaJ.ogue research with college students' Hardin and Tanico

(1983) found that women expected more attractive and

trustworthy counsellors while men expected counseflors to be

more directive and self-disctosing. Hardin and Yanico's

findings also confirmed Subich's findings in that no

significant differences in expected behaviour was reLated to

counseflor gender.

Therapist behaviour may be differentialLy anticipated and

perceived by clients and nonclients in relation to the sex

of each participant and vrhether they are seeking therapy.

These attributions of therapist characteristics could

conceivably influence the preference for sex of therapist

stated by the subject. Again, there is an obvious need for

this research to focus on clinical subjects whose

expectations of therapist behaviour may be guite different

from t.hose expressed by college students not entering

therapy. Davidson (1976) described the fantasized ideal of

Lhe femaLe physician-psychiatrist as sustaining infinite

capacities for empathy, genuineness, and warmth (the

"verilable earth nother"; Scher , 1973). Female

undergraduates have also described their antícipations of

ri'omen counsellors demonstrating signif icantly more genuine

interest in their problerns t.han would the male counseflors

(Simons & He1nf 1978). In at least one study of co-therapy

with opposite-sex group leaders, males were perceived as
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Leaders and females as providers of warmth in the group

(wrignt & GouJ.d, 1977). The study of the actual, incidence

of these characteristics in women is lacking. this is

especially surprising when so much research has been done on

those "feminine" characteristics: empathy' warmth, and

genuineness.

Boulware and Holmes (1970) found in their relatively

early study in which male and female undergraduate students

preferred a male therapist, that subjects also expected male

therapists to be more empathic, more knowledgeable, more

experienced, and better adjusted. The male-preferred

therapist was aLso expected to be active and competent'

¡vhile the female therapist was expected to be passive and

understanding. More recently, Feldstein (1979) has further

clarified such client expectations; in simulated counseJ'ling

interviews,males preferred feminine counsellors and femafes,

mascufine counseLl-ors. In a later study, Feldstein (1982)

found that students (regardless of sex) preferred feninine

counsellors, apparentLy a counsell-or who is "warm,

supportive, feelings-oriented, and empathictr.

¡,ewis (1976) fel-t that a preference for a male therapist

related to clients seeing the male therapist as more

qualified and placing greater trust in the male therapistrs

wisdom. Kaplan (1979b) described the maLe's affinity to the

authority-based structural componênts of being a therapist

while women pat.ients especially, wouJ.d expect riomen
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therapists (at least at the beginning of therapy) to be

exclusively empathic, nurturant, and support.ive. Thêse sex-

role related attributions may explain Briere and Lanktree's

(1983a) finding of greater fenafe willingness to refer a

male friend to a psychologist with the "she or he"

description of psychologists than with the "he" or "he or

she" conditions. Perhaps, these female subjects assumed

that a f emal"e therapist would best provide that support

stereotypicalLy expected of wornen in the presence of

troubled men (Kaplan, 1979b). This explanation becomes

quite plausible with findings such as those of Feldstein
(1979), i.e., that male clients disclosed most to feminine

female counsellors. She suggested that this seems to be

reLated to role expectations of females to be responsive,

sensitive, and understanding listeners; not unlike the

description of the role of h'omen stated more than 30 years

earlier by Konarovsky (19a6).

Broverman et al. (1970); Gifbert, Deutsch, and Strahan

(1978); spence, Helmreich, and stapp (1974, 1975) reported

that both sexes perceived the typical male as beíng more

agentic ("masculine") and less cornmunal ("feminine") than

the typical woman. Spence and Helmreich (1978) agreed that

the traditional view of men as possessing more "masculine"

t.raits than women and women as possessing more "feninine"
than masculine traits is alive and v¡e11.
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Further clarífication of sex role related perceptions and

preferences for the ideal therapist was pursued by Greenberg

and Zeldow (1980). These investigators were interested in

whet.her males and females are looking for the same qualities

in a therapist. Subjects were asked to check any of the 300

adjectives on the Adjective Check List (Gough & Heilbrun,

1965) that would describe their ideal psychothe rapi st .

Heilbrun (1976) indicated that high scores on eight of the

scales are consistent with sex role stereotypic descriptions

of masculinity (i.e., sel-f-confidence, self-control'

achievernent, dominance, endurance, order, autonomy, and

aggression). Seven other scales are keyed such that high

scores are consistent with stereotypic descriptions of

femininity (i.e., lability' nurturance, affiliation, change,

succorance, abasement, and deference). In every insÈance,

women more than menf indicated that they would prefer a

therapist whose characteristics are stereotypic of lhe male

sex role, consistent with Feldstein's (1979) findings. rn

contrast, men more than women rated their ideal therapist as

having characteristics more consistent with the stereotypic

female sex roIe, also consistent with Feldstein's (1979)

findings. Johnson (1978) also found that student subjects

who had a preference for either sex of counsellor lended to

stereotype counselLors accordì.ng to sex, whereas students

who had no preference did not have such differential

expec tanc'i e s diclated by sex.
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It remains to be seen whether perceptions of the male

therapist as more masculine (therefore, presumably more

agentic,/instrumental ) and women as more feminine (presumably

more communal/expressive) wiIl occur and influence the

preferred sex of therapist. Ànother area of interest was

whether males would prefer a therapist possessing more

feminine characteristics and whether females would prefer a

therapist possessing more masculine characteristics.

It is guite possible that the sex-role stereotypes found

with mental health workers (e.g., Broverman et al. ' 1970)

may also be operating for prospective clients in their
perceptions of therapistsr characteristics. Franks (1979)

has stated that "there is no therapist who can honestly say

that he or she does not have a value judgement stereotype in

mind when thinking of the terms feminine or masculine". It

is likely that this is inherentfy true of much of the

ñontherapist population since clients as individuaLs are

affected by the same cultural sex-role expectations

(nobinson, 1981 ) .

Delk and nyan (1977) found that among patient and

therapist groups, the rnale subjects stereotyped

significantly more than their fenale counterparÈs. In

addition, patients stereotyped significan!ly more than

therapists. eslin ( l977) found that female therapists

accepted a wide range of options and behaviours as healthy

for women (e.g., cornpetence, independence) while male
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therapists accepÈed more sex-roIe stereotypes. Jones and

zoppeJ. (1992) found that male therapists described former

patients in less socially desirable tèrms on the Adjective

Check List (Cough & Heilbrun, 1965) than did femaLe

therapists, particularly in their descriptions of female

clients. MaIes checked adjectives such as "affected",
"awkward" r and rrconceited" in describing female clients
significantly more than did femaLe therapists. MaLe and

female therapisls' descriptions of maLe paÈients appeared to

be balanced. This general tendency of female therapists !o

endorse socially desirable adjectives in describing clients
of both genders parallels the work of Haan and Livson

(1973). Berzins (1975)and light (.1 975) also found that more

femafe counsellors have a balance of rnasculine and feminine

characteristics than do rnale counsellors. There seens to be

a shift in attitude since the Broverman et aI. (1970)

research, with women therapists particularly less inclined

to hold rigid stereotypic beliefs. Throughout the empirical

Iiterature, conservatism in gender roles is more

characteristic of ma1es, especially older men (Rice & Rice,

1973). Consistent with these findings, Gilbert et a1.

(1978) found that female subjects described an androgynous

ideal for women but a sex-typed one for men while .male

subjects described the ideal male as ¡nasculine sex-typed and

the ideal woman as feminine sex-typed.
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Franks (1979) hypothesized that "if men and women have

been trained to be stereotypic in their thinking and if they

both have learned to view the world and themselves in

different ways (according to gender), this may influence

interactions which occur in the psychotherapy situation".
Therefore, it is possible that maÌe psychotherapists would

be viewed as more dominant and female psychothe rapi s t s as

more nurturant, particularly if the indivídua] adheres to

certain sex-roIe stereotypes r,¡ithin their own personality.

This issue will be explored further at a later point.

Due to the paucity of research that has examined the

relationship of clienÈ sex-roIe stereotypy to attributions

of sex-role related characteristics in therapists, it is not

yet evident whether these attributions reflect actuaL

therapeutic differences or endorsement of sex-roLe

stereotypic behaviour by clients. Davidson (1976), in her

therapist preference research, found that intelligence of

therapist was a relatively unpopular item in stating reasons

for clients' preferences, allhough it was checked more often

for women than nen therapists. This night suggest that, in

our cuÌture, male intelligence (particularly in a

professional) is assumed. "Understanding ny problem'r was

frequently checked by women seeking i{omen therapists,

suggesting that more understanding f rorn a sarne-sex therapist

may be an expectation for many vtomen. Wornen seeking male

therapists did not rate 'runderstanding" as an important
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expected characteristic of a male therapist. Ðavidson

(1976) also found that persons of both sexes expect to be

able to "talk more freely" with a therapist of the satne sex.

Same-sex dyads cite greater therapist int.erest I concernl

insight, encouragementf self-discfosure, honest feedback'

encouragement to express anger' support (xaschak, 1978;

Persons et aI., 1978), and empathy (Hi1I, 1975).

Bloom et al. (1977); Merluzzi, Banikiotes, and Missbach

(1978) suggest that therapist gender when combined with

other traits rnay yield different patterns of results for

therapist preferences and evaluation. Noncl-inical subjects

tended to endorse the credibility of female therapists if

they displayed the traditional trappings of the professional

role, i.e., expertness, Iow self-disclosure I and a

traditional office (stoom et a1. , 1977). MaIe therapists,

however, were perceived as being more credible in the

humanistic setting. Gender of therapist itself did not seem

to be a significant potentiating fact.or in the perception of

credibility.

In view of the reported research, and in agreement with

some cLinical researchers (e.g., Davidson, 1976) ¡ the

relatioùship of sex-roIe behaviour of both patients and

therapists has yet to be adequately investigated regarding

actual preferences for therapists. It is not yet clear as

some researchers have suggested (..g., Johnson, 1978),

whether clients with no sex preference may be nore flexíbIe,
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psychologically androgynous, and comfortable with their own

masculine and feminine characteristics. Investigation of

this and other hypotheses seerns warranted. Furthermore,

exploration of the expectancies and characteristics of the

"ideaL" therapist may also be related, in that sex of

therapist preferences could be related to nore stereotypic

sex-roLe expectancies of the ideal therapist's
characteristics (Johnson, 1978 ) .

Attributed Characteristics of the Ideal Therapist

It seems fairly evident at this point lhat a client's
perceptions of a therapist's behaviour determines to a large

extent the effectiveness of the therâpist-c1íent

relationship (e.9., Goldstein, et a1 ., 1966; LaCrosse, 1977,

1980; Strong, 1968, 1970), Goldstein et aI. (1966)

emphasized how client perceptions of the therapist. might be

influenced by counsellor behaviour indicative of expertness,

credibility, trust.worthiness, and attractiveness, Ín

particular. Their work stemmed from social psychology

research that suggested the importance of a cornmunicator's

perceived credibility (expertness and trustnorthiness) and

attractiveness, for inducing attítude change (Hov1and,

Janis, & Kel1ey, 1953). Strong and Dixon (1971) then posèd

the question of whether expertness, trustvrorthiness, and

attractiveness were perceived independently or whether they

were inseparable.
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Researchers who followed Strong's (1968, 1970 ) thesis
(oe]1, 1973; Kaul & schmidt, 1971i schmidt & strong, 1970,

'1 971; Strong & Ðíxon, 1971! Strong & Schmidt, 1970a, 1970b;

Strong, Tayforr Brattonr & Loper, 1g71) provided some

evidence that the constructs of expertness, attractiveness,

and trustworthiness may be important dimensions affecling

subjects' perceptions of counsellor behaviour.

Barak and Lacrosse (1975) tested the validity of the

three-factor modeL relpted to the three dimensions of

counsellor behaviour proposed by Strong (1968). A Iist of

83 adjectives $as rated for representat iveness of the 3

attribute dimensions by 4 judges familiar r.tith these

constructs. From this fist, 36 adjectives that reached

interjudge agreenent of at least 75% were selected, with 12

adjectives representing each of the Èhree dinensions. Using

these 36 adjectives and their antonyrns (e.S.' agreeable-

disagreeable), 7-point bipolar scales were constructed,

anchored at each end by one of the adjectives from the item

pair. Undergraduate students then viewed videotapes of Carl

Rogers, Frederich Per1s, and Àlbert EIlis from the film

Three Àpproaches to PsvchotheraÞv (Shostrom, 1966) and rated

the adjective pairs for each therapist.

Fron this research, Barak and Lacrosse (1975) reported

that three factors idenÈified by the three dimensions of

perceived counsellor behaviour (expertness, trustworthiness,

and attractiveness) comprised the most approprÍate factor
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solution (by a scree test). Barak and oell (1977); Barak

and Lacrosse (1977 ) reported that this CounselLor Rating

Form (CRFi Barak & Lacrosse, 1975) differentiaLed these same

attribute dimensions within and between counsellors,

although moderate intercorrelations among the scores on the

three dimensions were found. LaCrosse and Barak (1976)

reported Spearman-Brown reliability coef f icients ranging

from .85 to .91 for the three scales. The Counsellor Rating

Form has become the most widely used instrument for

assessing therapist competence and credibílity' usually

assuming the existence of 3 orthogonal factors (expertness,

trustworthiness, and attractiveness) (Barak & DelL, 1977i

Beutlerr Johnson, NeviIle, EIkins, & Jobe' 1975; Corrigan &

Schmidt, 1983i Lacrosse, 1980; t,ee, HaIlberg, Jones, &

Haase, 1980 ) .

Considerable research has subsequently reported a

significant, positive relationship between perceived

counsellor expertness, attractiveness, and trustworthiness,

and willingness to refer oneself to the observed counsellor

for a variety of counselling problems (Barak & DeIl, 1977;

DeIl & Schmidt, 1976; Peoples & DeIL, 1975; strong & Dixon,

1971; Strong & Schmidt , 1970). LaCrosse (1977) found that

cLient and observer ratings of facilitativeness were highly

correLated with ratings of attraction and expertness. A

client's initial'ratings of a counsellor on the CRF (with

expertness being the most powerful predictor) appear to be
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significantly related to counseÌling outcome (LaCrosse,

1980), thereby demonstrating satisfactory predictive

validity of the CRF.

These traits of expertness, attractiveness, and

trustworthiness undoubtedly relate to the characteristics of

an "ideaI" therapist. whether these attributes are distinct

and orthogonal or interrelated and subsumed by â unitary
perceptual dimension sinilar to Bergin's (1971) "good guy"

(sic) faclor remains a controversial issue in the research

usinÇ t.he CRF. Even Barak and LaCrosse (1975) noted that

expertness and trustworthiness were "highly related" and may

be "part of the more unitary dimension of credibility".
Moderately high intercorrefations have been consistently

reported among the 3 dimensions measured by the CRF¡

LaCrosse and Barak (1976i range, .53-.93)' Lacrosse (1977;

range, .54-.80), LaCrosse (1.980t range, .57-.93), Zamostry,

Corrigan, and Eggert (1981; ran9e, .79-.87). Investigators

have repeatedly suggested two dimensions (Corrigan a

Schmidt, 1983) or even a unilary (single) dÍmension, rather

than three dimensions (u.9., LaCrosse, 1977, 1980i LêCrosse

& Barak, 1976; Zamostry et al-., 1981): Nevertheless ' most

researchers using the CRF to examine client perceptions of

therapist behaviour have based their findings on 3 scale

scores (as dependent variables) corresponding to these

factors (trustworthiness, expertness, and attractiveness) as

if they were distinct and orthogonal (..9., Barak & ÐeII,
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1977¡ Barak & IraCrosse, 1977; Barak, Patkin & DelL, 1982;

Ci.aiburn, 1979; LaCrosse & Barak, 1976; McKee & Smouse'

1983; Merluzzí, Merl.uzzi, & KauI , 1977; Siegel & Sell'

1978 ) .

Given the controversy regarding the existence of three

factors with subseguent research based on the assumption of

such factors, it is essential that the original factor

structure reported by Barak and Lacrosse (1975) receive a

closer examination. It can be seen that for each analysis

of therapist traits (Rogers, EIlis, PerIs), the first factor

accounts for 79.6 to 83.09" of the variance and includes the

12 items of the expertness dimension as welL as 1 to 4 items

of the attractiveness dimension (depending on the therapist

rated), and I to 9 of the items on the trustworthiness

dimension which l-oad at a level of at least .35. It would

seem, then, that the interpretation of 3 distinct othogonal

factors is not supporled by Barak and L,acrosse's data.

Although the CRF undoubtedly measures important therapist

traits with sufficient reliability and predictive vaIídity,
the current research attempted to clarify the factor

structure of this questionnaire wíth a clinícaf sample. In

addition, the extent of generalizability and validi.ty to

clinical samples remains at issue. Most of the validation

studies for the CRF have been conducted on samples drawn

from college populations using analogue procedures to

represent actual counselling situations (Corrigan & Schmidt,
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1983 ) . Heesacker and Heppner ( 1983 ) studied client
perceptions at a university counseJ-Iing centre to examine

the psychometric properties of the CRF. They performed a

principal components anaJ.ysis which revealed one major

factor (accounting for 56s" of the common variance)

underlying client's perceptions of counsellors. However r

the analysis also yielded 5 factors with eigenvalues > 1.00,

accounLing tor 71% of the common variance. These

researchers concluded that real cl.ients at the point of

termination of therapy do not clearly distinguish among

perceived counselfor expertness, attractiveness, and

trustworthiness. Instead, Heesacker and Heppner contended

that one major construct operates in the client's
perceptions of counsellorsr suggesting the notion of a

"powerful, unitary dimension of counsellor behaviour"

(LaCrosse, 1980). They suggested that the intercorrelations
among the three scales increased over time, vrith the three

constructs being more distinct at the beginning of therapy.

Since the current research was conducted upon entry inbo a

therapeutic relationship, such an issue could be considered.

Whether actual client expectations can be defined ¡nore

precisely than previously (Duckro et al ., 1979) was also

investigated. The enduring feature of the CRF as a valid
mèasure of therapist competence and credibility
(particularly "expertness") justifies further use of it in

the exploration of client perceptions of an "ideal"
the rapi st .
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Preferences for Sex of Therapist and Presen.tino Problems

In his overview of psychotherapy research and practice,

Strupp (1978) emphatically stated a significant question

worthy of close consideration: which patient characteristics

and problems are most amenabLe to which techniques conducted

by which type of therapist in what type of setting? Franks

(1979) agreed that it is important to fit the treatnent and

disorder to both therapist and patient' This is especially

true for women, as the number of vtomen seeking psychiatric

help is rapidly increasing (r'rieze, Parson, Johnson, Ruble,

& zellman , 1978), A proporlionately greâter number of wonen

than men seek psychiatric and psychologicaL treatment in

various mentaL health care facilities (Dohrenwend &

Dohrenwend, 1969; Gove & Tudor, 1973 i Luce & Wand, 1976;

Russo & Sobe1, 1981; Statistics Canada, 1970); thereforef

these issues are especially pertinent to women.

A frequent failure to delineate type of client concern in

lhe therapist preference literature can be viewed as a

serious methodological problem, given that the type of

problem has been demonstrated to influence therapist

preferences (Boulr+are & Holnes, 1970; L,ee et a]., 1980;

lllezzano, 197'1 ; Schneider, Laury, & Hughes, 1976).

As early as 1956, KoiIe and Bird found that individuals

preferred a same-sex therapist for "personal" problems.

Fuller (1964) also found a tendency for f ernale nonclient
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subjects to indicate a preference for a female counsellor

for some counselling problems, suggesting that the nature of

the problem is quite important. Although Boulware and

HoLmes (1970) pointed out that much of this research is

confounded by other factors and rnethodological problens,

they supported these findings. À maLe psychotherapist was

generaJ.Ly preferred to a female psycholherapist for
vocational problems. FemaLe subjects. significantly
preferred a male therapist for vocational problems but

preferred a femaLe therapist for personal problems.

Boulware and Holmes commented that such findings seem to

reflect the popular notion that males know more about

vocational matters because they are invofved in them, while

people of the same sex nay understanil better, personal

probJ.ems, having been through the same thing (presumably).

Vice (1975) found that preferences of female subjects for

male counsellors related primarily to educational/vocational

problems, while those of nale subjects for female

counsell-ors were primarily related to personal/soeíaL

probJ.em areas. More recently, Lee et a1. (1980) reported

that for a vocational concern, both maLe and femaLe students

indicated a strong preference for a male rather than a

female counsellor. Male therapists may be perceived as more

instrumental and female therapists more expressive, thereby,

influencing such choices. Some research seems to support

these earlier findings. Haviland, HorswilI, O'ConneII, and

Dynneson (1983) found that rnale native Àmerican college

students preferred male counsellors for vocational and
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personal problems while females expressed a preference for

female counselLors only if they had a personal problem. It

is not entirely clear how cultural/racial issues may have

interacted in thi s research.

In contrast, Persons et al. (1974) found that college-age

women dealing with identity, role, and sexual issues, as

well as loneliness, anxiety, and vocational choices,

experienced more help and understanding from female

therapists. Howard, OrIinsky, and HiIl (1970)and Orlinsky

and Howard (1975, 1976) found that the impact of therapist

sex was also great for depressed women patients who reported

their experience with women therapi.sts as most supportive

and satisfying ( i.e., less self-critically aroused, felt
more open and less inhibited). Those women diagnosed as

having personality disturbances were least reactive to the

sex of therapist. this finding may suggest that women

presenting with more "sex-role appropriate" symptoms may

have a greater preference for same-sex therapists. Orlinsky

and Howard (19761 reported that differences between patients

who had male or female therapists in other diagnostic

categories were generalLy less saLient and Iess controlled

with respect to probabfe outcome.

. Sirnons and Helms (1976). found that both college and

noncollege women preferred female counsellors when the

counsellors were described as working in the area of

"¡r'omen's problems'r. It remains to be seen what the specific
parameters of such problems might be.
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As Bloom et aI. (1977) have so aptly stated, "it is

certainly conceivable that t.he nature of the client.'s
problem might be significant ín understanding the apparent

contradictions of sex-pairing research", so that "different
types of problems night be better handled by same-sex or

opposite-sex therapistsrr. For example, a client concerned

with personal and sex-related problems (e.g., feminist

issuesr rape, masculinity) might benefit from sane-sex

pairing. ln contrast, for a client's problems that are

rel-atively nonsex-rel-ated (e.g,, general dissatisfaction or

phobia, perhaps even vocational difficulties), sex matching

might be fess crucial. Such "therapeugenic" factors as

characterisLics of the client and the cJ-ient-therapist

relationship may possess secondary (possibLy, primary)

therapeutic benefits and should not be considered as inert
or incidental to the psychological treatment of

psychopathology (aloom et al., 1977).

Sex Roles, and Attitudes Toward Women in Relation to
Therapist Preferencesr Adiustment, and Psvcholooical

Problems

As previously stated, few researchers have investigated

the conditions under which gender and sex-roLe-related

variables affect the processes and outcomes of psychotherapy

(Berzins, We11ing, & wetter, 1978). Berzins et al-. (1978)

also suggest that with rrthe ascendancy of psychological

androgyny as a modeL of mental health ... such research has
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high prioriLy". Às attempls to delineate firm data

demonstrating that sex of therapist and patient

systematically affect the course of psychotherapy faiJ., it

becomes more apparent that this research rnay indeed, be "too

simplistic" (Franks, 1979). rn addition, it is crucial that

research go beyond the traditional focus on models of

individual psychopathology ( e.9. , disease-mode1,

inLrapsychic rnodel) to consider the social conlext and

social roles demanded by that context. It is also time that

cLinical researchers explore the antecedents and correlates

of psychological adjustment in moving toward a rnore positive

model of mental- heal th.

Sex Roles and the ConceÞt of Androqvnv

1t is generally accepted that sex roles are cultural

expectations concerning the "appropriate" behaviour of women

and men (schaffer, 1980). The cultural expectations about

appropriate behaviours are associated with consensual

betiefs about the personality altributes women and men

should possess (Gilbert, 1981). There is also general

agreement in the literature with respect to which

personality trait.s are primariJ.y either masculine or

feminine in nature (¡em, 1974; Rosencrantz vogel ' Bee,

Broverman, & Broverman, 1968; Spence, et 41. , 1975). The

stereotypes of masculine and feminine personality traits are

consistent with Parson and Bales's (1955) description of
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instrumentaL qualilies in men and expressive qualities in

women, They are also consistent h'ith Bakan's ('1 966) concept

of agency or sense of self (masculine principte) and

communion or sense of selflessness (feminine principle).

Theorists beginning with Bakan (1966), Carlson (1971),

and Constantinople (1973) proposed that feminine and

masculine qualities be viewed as trvo independent dimensions.

Therefore, òoexistence of masculinity and femininity in Lhe

same person is theoreticaLLy possible (Marecek, 1979).

Àndrogyny combines the traits and behaviours of men and

women whiLe, idealIy, not being Iimited to sex-typed

prescriptions (Bem, 1974; Gilbert, 1981; Kapfan, 1976t

1979a, 1979b; Rossi, 1964, 1969). Àn androgynous personl

then I may dispì-ay characteristics and engage in behaviour

that s/he views as most effective for the situation,
regardless of whether cuLtural expectations labeI thèm as

appropriate for either women or men. Gilbert (1981) and

Spence and Helmreich (1978); have further defined

psychological androgyny as the possession of hiqh degrees of

masculine ( instrumental ) attributes and of feminine

(expressive) attributes.

Measurement of Masculinitv, EgJqi¡.iÂ!$, and Àndrooynv

Before discussing androgyny and its relationship to
therapist attributions and adjustment, it is essential to

discuss in detail the measures assessing sex-role stereolypy
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and the rationale for selecting the Personality Attributes

Questionnaire (Spence et at., 1974 ) and the Attitudes Loward

women scale (spence & Hel-mreich, 1972b¡ Spence, Helmreich, &

Stapp, 1973).

With the Bem Sex RoIe Inventory (nSRti Bem, 1974),

separate masculinity and femininity scales were first

devised using items selected on the basis of sex-typed

desirability and with items that Bem considered to be

positive in context. The relationship of the masculinity

and femininity scores was considered essentially orthogonal

rather than strongly negative as implied by the bipolar

model (Foushee, Helmreich, & spence, 1979). tlith the

original scoring method devised by Bem (1974) 
' a t-ratio or

difference of lhe masculinity and femininity scales produced

a measure of androgyny (fow difference between scores) which

included Low masculínity-Iow femininity indivíduals as well

as high masculinity-high femininity individuals.

l{ith the development of the Personality Attributes
guestionnaire (eag; Spence et aI. | 1974 ) , the scoring method

of the BSRI (Bemf 1974) has become subject to increasing

criticisrn. As Whíte (1979) has stated, the additive

approach used i{ith the PAo allows for distinguishing the

high androgynous group (high on both masculine and feminine

characteristics) and the low androgynous group (not high on

both scales) or later labeIled "undifferentiated". Bem

(1977) conceded that these two definitions of androgyny
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should be distinguished and recommended the median split
method which then re-assígns lhose low-low subjects

consídered androgynous r¡ith the t-ratio to the

undifferentiated group. The median split nethod assigns

those individuals scoring above the sample median on both

femininity and masculinity as androgynous (above 50p. of

one's comparison group in the endorsement of both feminine

and mascul-ine traitsi Sedney, 1981). sex-typed individuals

score higher than 50s. of their comparison group in either

femininity or masculinity. Therefore, the two scoring

methods can produce disparate results when variables are

related to the androgynous group defined differently by both

methods. Research based on the t-ratio method wilI be

considered only generalJ.y related to the proposed research,

since the nedian split method is considered preferable (Bem,

1977; rJones, Chernovetz, & Hansson, 1978 ) in assigning those

subjects who score above the rnedians of the masculinity and

fenininity scales to the androgynous group. Bernard (1980)

evaluated the impact of various scoring methods on data and

concluded that for research purposes, Èhe scoring method of

choice was the median spJ-it method. Most investigators in

this area use this procedure (nem, 1977¡ Berzins et aI.,
1978; Kelly & Worell , 1977; Spence et al., 1974, 1975¡

Spence, Helmreich, & Holahan, 1979; Strahan | 1975i WoreIl,

197e),
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Ànother criticism of the BSRI is that the femininity

scale contains a number of iterns not clearfy measuring

expressive and/or communal traits (e.g., shy, soft-spoken)

and which may be social.ly undesirable for women as well as

men (e.g., yielding, flatterable, gullibte), (HeImreich,

Spence, & Holahan, 1979; Spence & Helmreich, 1979). Briere,

ward, and Hartsough (1983) added that the problems

(confusion, conflicting results) associated with all the

scoring methods used with the BSRI , make it an extremely

problernatic method of measuring androgyny.

In other studies (waters, waters, & Pincus, 1977 i whetton

& Swindells, 1977 ), Bem's Sex RoIe Inventory was subjected

to a factor anaLysis. These studies found that there v¡ere

more than just three factors (masculinity, femininity, and

social desirability) that Bem said the scale was measuring

(Hoyenga & Hoyenga , 1974). Instead, one study found that

thè test measured five independent traits or factorsr

empathy, power, honesty, autonomy, and neuroticism. The

other study found four similar factors: biological sex,

expressiveness (empathy), dominance-aggressiveness, and

independence (autonomy). These analyses indicate that

although the simplistic, inaccurate way of predicting

behaviour of the bipolar model is avoided with the dualistíc
modeJ., that there are still great complexities (ttoyenga a

Hoyenga , 1979),
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Gaa, Liberman, and Edwards (1979) factor analyzed the

BSRI and PÀQ, providing results inadequate to substantiate

the assumption of independent scales. with the faclor

analysis of the BSRI , 16 factors were identified' and wíth

the second order analysis, 16 additional factors were

identified. Examination of these faclors of the BSRI

clearly indicates that no single masculinity or femininity

factor was identified for the instrument as a whole (Gaa et

at. , 1979) .

1n contrast, the first order factor analysis of the PAo

identified six factors accounting for 45.8ø" of the variance

(Gaa et al ., 1979). The four major factors were empathyl

emotional, aggressive¡ and self-confidence. Given the small

number of factors, no attempt was made to identify second

order factors. With the PAQ, only the Empathy factor seemed

to represent a sex-typed feminine sca1e.

Given some of the problerns discussed with the BSRI ' the

PAQ was considered a preferable instrument. The dominant

practice (Bem, Martyna, & gliIson, 1976i Spence et al., 1975)

to examine sex-ro1e orientation groups on dependent measures

appears to involve the use of at leas! two-way analyses of

variance followed by comparisons of the four subgroup means

(as advocated by Lenney, 1979), with females and males

considered separately (taylor 6, HaIl , 1982).
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The Personal-ity Attribut.es ouestionnaire. The PÀQ

(Spence et al., 1974) is a sel-f-report instrurnent consisting

of a number of S-point trait descrì.ptions, each set up on a

bipolar scaIe. The content of the M scale contains items

referring to instrumental, agentic characteristics
considered socially desirable for both sexes but that males

presumably possess ìn greater abundance (Spence & Helmreich,

1978, p. 35). The content of the F scale contains items

referring to expressive, communal characteristics considered

socially desirable for both sexes but lhat females

presumably possess in greater abundance (Spence & Helmreich,

1978, p. 35). The items on the Masculinity-reminity (t"I-r)

scale consist of characteristics the social desirability of

which appears to vary in the two sexes while also containing

both agentic and communal characteristics (Spence &

Helnreich, 1978, 1979).

The four-way cfassification (masculine, feminine,

androgynous, undifferentiated) from the median split method

may be expanded into an eight-way classification by dividing
individuals in each of the four ceIls into those falÌing
above and below the overall median of the M-F scale (Spence

& Helmreich, 1978, p.35). This method, then, aIlows for

comparisons of subjects wíth extremely hígh endorsement of

masculine or feminine traits vs. less extreme scores.

Spence and Hefmreich (1978, 1979, 1980) caution that the

masculinity and femininity scales of the PÀQ are only
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minimally related to many sex-role behaviours that do not

direcLly require instrumentaL or expressive skills. women

typically score higher than men on the femininity-
expressiveness scale and men typically score higher than

lromen on the masculinity-instrumentality scale across a wide

spectrum of age and socioeconomic groups (Bem, 1974; Deaux,

1984; Spence & Helnreich, 1978). O'Connor, Mann, and

Bardwick (1978) also replicated Spence et al.'s (1975)

findings: significant positive correlations between men's

masculinity scores and the use of masculine stereotypes, and

positive correfations between women's femininity scores and

use of feminine stereotypes. The use of stereotypes r¡as

measured by the willingness to describe "typical" men and

women in sex-stereotyped terms. Sex-appropriate sex-role

attribution self-ratings were negatively related to feminism

for women and men (o'connor et aI., 1978).

white (1979) cites problems with measuring sex-roIe

identity only with college populations since these

individuals are,"experiencing certain socio-biological needs

characteristic of the mat.ing and nesting stage of 1ife", but

there are very few studies that have obtained data on older

adulls. Nevertheless, White (19791 using the Gough

Adjective CheckList (eCr; Cough & Heilbrun, 1955) found that

androgyny in adulthood was defined by high competency in

both agentic and communion skilLs. O'Connor et al. (1978)

found that upper-cIass adult men described themselves as
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more mascuLine than younger colfege men. It remains to be

seen to what extent responses give on the PÀQ by college

students, especially in terms of classification into sex-

role categories, compare with an older adult sample.

A further caution regarding generalizability between data

using different sex-roLe inventories involves discrepancíes

between categories to l¡hich subjects are assigned. KeIIy'

Furman, and Young (1978) found that there was 60.8%

agreement (sexes combined) between PÀQ and BSRI assignments

with 60.0e" agreement for males and 61.5% agreement for

females.

Àtlitudes Toward !.¡omen Scale-Short Forn. This scaLe

(ewsi Spence & Helmreich, 1972b¡ Spence et aI., 1973)

contains statements describing "rights, roles' and

privileges women ought to have or be permitted". It

requires respondents to indicate their agreement with each

statement on a four-point scal-e: agree strongly, agree

miIdIy, disagree miIdIy, and disagree strongly. Spence and

Helmreich (1972b) found that women score higher (are more

profeminist) than men and that college students score higher

than their same-sex parent.

spence et a1. (1973) found that co)-J-ege women scored

significantly higher than college men, while mothers of

college students also scored significantly higher than

fathers of college sludents. Other studies hâve also
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demonstrated that men score more traditionalJ.y than women on

the AWS-Short Form (Goldberg, Katz, & Rappeport, 1979;

Helwig, 1976; Minnigerode, 1976¡ Zuckerman, 197e). For

example, Goldberg et aI. found that the mean score for women

(out of 75) was 64.01 and for men, the mean score was 57.29,

Using the PAO, Spence & Helmreich (1978) found that

individuals who conspicuously violate traditional
expectations by being high in psychological attributes
stereotypically associated with the other sex (i.e. I cross-

sex-typed and low in attributes associated with their own

sex) tend to be more eqalitarian in their attitudes than

their contemporaries. However I Spence and Helmreich

reported that low correlations between these measures

generally indicate that the association between abstract

attitudes toward appropriate role behaviours for men and

women and the psychological attributes of masculinity and

femininity is sJ.ighl.

Using the BSRI and ÀWS, Mezydlo and Betz (1980) found

that nonfeminist males and females described ideal men and

women in terms of traditional sex-role stereotypes.

Feminists of both sexes viewed the characteristics of the

ideal v¡omen as similar to those of the ideal man, those

characteristícs suggestive of masculine sex-typing. Bem

(1977) confirmed these findings; mascuJ.ine ¡nen were

significantly more conservative in attitudes than anyone

eIse, while femininity in men was positively related to
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liberal attítudes toward women. Bem found that attitudes

toward women did not relate significantly to masculinity or

femininity in women. It is possible to hypothesize that

more conservative men, especially if also masculine, would

be much less inclined to select a woman therapist than would

feminine, liberal men.

Jones et a1. (1978), however, found that significant

differences in the relationship of sex to feminist. ideology

were found only for women, Masculine femaLes indicated

significantly more favourabl.e attitudes toward feninist

issues than either androgynous females or feminine females.

There was also a trend for androgynous femaLes to show more

favourabl-e attitudes than feminine femafes. All women '
regardless of sex type showed significantly higher scores on

the woments Liberation Ideology Scale than did males (.lones

et aI., 1978). These researihers state that construct

validation for the BSRI is provided by these findings: being

a woman, and particularly a less traditionally sex-typed

woman, was related to greater endorsement of contemporary

women's issues. Previously, BSRI scores failed to correlate

with two separate measures of attitudes toward nomen (Kamens

& Liss-Levinson, 1975; Zetdow , 1976) .

Schaffer (1980) reports that as the level of education

increasesr attitudes become more liberal , especialli; in

relation to attitudes toward women. Also' younger

individuaLs and women currently employed tend to be more
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liberaI, while married or widowed individuals (especially

female homemakers) are less supportive of changes than are

single or divorced people of both sexes (Chandl-et, 1972i

Tavr i s, 1973r.

Zeldor,¡ and creenberg (1979) studied attitudes toward

wonen and the orientation to seeking professional- help in a

coJ-lege student sample. Liberal attitudes toward women were

associated $¡ith positive help-seeking in women and men.

AIsor the orientation to seeking professionat help was

correLated h'ith âctuaI help-seeking in women and men.

"People who embrace traditional opinions with regard to
women's role in society display more negative attitudes
toward seeking he1p" (Zeldow & creenberg, 1979). Zel-dow and

Greenberg (1980) replicated these resuLts by findíng that
although liberals and conservatives (as determined by the

AWS-Short Form) seemed equatly willing to say that they

would seek psychological heIp, Iiberal-s would more readily
seek psychotherapy and remain for more than five sessions.

These findings suggest that the AWS is a good predictor of

actual help-seeking. Given this relationship between

Iiberal attitudes and willingness to seek help, it ís

important to mention that Logan and Kaschak (1980) found

that male and fenale college students with more liberaL

scores on the AI,¡S scored higher on the Well-Being Scale of

the California Psychological Inventory. In other research,

women who scored in a more liberaL directíon on the AWS
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achieved a greater sense of self-actualization than did

those women with more traditional sex-rol-e attitudes (ujette

6, ButLerf ieId, 1974 ) .

Some methodological considerations concerning the

Attitudes Toward women scale have been suggested by Goldberg

et a1. (1979). They have suggested thaÈ the AWS, Iike most

attitude scales, is vulnerable to falsification' that there

are social desirability aspects of AwS items, and scores on

AwS do not necessariLy predict behavioural commitnent.

è!,ê!_e9y-!ll, FIexibiIitv, and therapist Preferences

Berzins et al-. (1978) defined psychological androgyny as

incorporating a "relative balance of masculine- and

feminine-typed attributes in the context of high social

competence (openness to interpersonal and intellectual

experiences)". Such "openness" or potential behavioural

flexibility (Bem, 1972, 1974, 1975; Bem & Lenney' 1976; Bem

et aI., 1976; Ke1ly & wore1l , 1977 ) may also predict a lack

of sex-role stereotypy in stating preferences and

characteristics of prospective psychotherapists.

some researchers (e.g., Spence, 1979¡ Spence & Helmreich,

1979, 1980) have suggested that the possession of expressive

and instrumental skiIIs may enhance the person's ability to

take on various Iife roles and activities, without dictating
what roles will- be preferred or adopted. Ànother perhaps
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more common view presented by Bem (1974, 1977), Jones et aI.
(1978), Marecek (1979), and !,rore11 (1978) is that
personality measures of psychological- masculinity and

femininity are indicators of sex-role preferences and

behaviours. Gilbert (1981) supports the available empirical

data (Helnreich e! aI., 1979) providing stronger evidence

for the former view than the Latter. Gilbert (1981)

describes masculinity and femininity as inner psychological

attributesr not observabfe patterns of behaviour that a

given cuJ.lure deems appropriate for each sex. Nevertheless'

it is possible that such attributes could influence

perceptions and preferences. For example, Motowidlo (19e21

reported that highly androgynous subjects who were Iow-to-

middle-leveI business managers showed more acceptance of

nontraditional jobs and support for persons in jobs unusual

for their gender.

Merluzzi and Merluzzi (1991) expJ.ored client sex-roIe

orientation as a variable that may contribute to

differential perceptions of female psychothe rapi st s .

Unfortunately, perceptions of male psyc hothe rapi st s were not

included. Àlso, analyses were done across sex of subject,

without any comparisons between female and male subjects.

Merl-uzzi and Merluzzi hypothesized that previous results
(u.9., Bloom et aJ-., 1977; ltlerl-uzz i et al ., 1978\ could be a

function of the tendency of sex-role stereotypic subjects to

make differential judgements as a function of therapist
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gender and behaviour. In other words, Iess sex-ro1e

stereotypic subjects (i.e., androgynous) might be less

critical of female psychotherapists. They aJ.so hypothesized

that sex-roIe stereotyped subjects ¡roul-d perceive female

psyc hothe rapi st s differently as a function of therapy

experience (..g., new Ph.D. in Psychology versus B.A. in
EngIish) and disclosure level. unfortunately, their
comparisons were limited to only androgynous and stereotyped

subjects using the median sp1it method with the BSRI , and

without regard to undifferentiated or cross-sex-typed

subjects. Nevertheless, the thrust of the Merfuzzi and

Merluzzi (1981) study lras consistent with Bem's (1979)

conceptualization of sex-orientation as a cognitive schema

or filter, screening information and interpreting it in a

fashion consistent with the particular sex-roLe orientation

of the individual.

After being assigned to the expert or nonexpert condition

and high or low disclosure, the subjects completed

counsellor rating forms on dimensions of expe r t ne s s , soc i a I
attractiveness, and trustv¡orthiness. Merluzzi and Merluzzi

(1981) found that the perception of trustvrorthiness in

f emal.e psychotherapists was moderated by sex-ro1e

orientation of the subject. Androgynous subjects did not

di.f f er in perceptions either as a function of disclosure

level or experience. Stereotyped subjects perceived high

disclosing femaLe nonexpert therapists as significantly J.ess
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trustvrorthy than low disclosing nonexperts. Às Long as the

female psychothe rapi st s were defined as expert, a certain

degree of trustworthiness was perceived by stereotyped

subjects. High disclosing femaLe therapists were perceived

by stereotyped subjects to be high1y emotional, unstabler or

even capable of vioLating confidentialiLy. Low disclosing

therapists were perceived by those subjects as stable,
rational, and Èherefore, trustworthy. It ís possible that

androgynous subjects do not use rol-e-bound notions of women

to extract and interpret information, and therefore, do not

vary substantially in t.heir trustworthiness scores as ã

function of therapist experience or disclosure level
(Merluzzi & Merluzzi, 1981 ) .

It seems that perceived differences in psychotherapíst

credibility as a function of gender may be partially due to

the subject's sex-role orientation. Furthermore,

trustworthiness may be a varíab1e particularly susceptible

to differential perceptions by subjecls as a function of

therapist gender. F'urther investigations could explore such

relationships as they involve male therapists.

tlilder, Hoyt I zettle, and Hauck (1978) aLso commented on

the lack of studies concerned vrith the association of client
personality traits $¡ith client. preferences for a

counsellor's sex. They cite a faiLure to control for
personality traits associated with client preferences for
sex of counsellor as undoubtedly contributing to the
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inconsistent resulLs in research exploring the impact of

counsellor and client sex on the counselLing process

(Boulware & Holmes, 1970; Brooks, 1974; Fuller, 1964; HiI1,

1975; Persons et al ., 1974¡ Scher, 1975).

Wililer et a1. (1978) did not, however, include sex-roIe

stereotypy as a variable in their study, which seems to be a

serious oversight given the influence of sex-ro1e stereotypy

and gender on client attributions to therapists (e.g.,

Merluzzi & Merluzzi, 198 1 ) . Nevertheless, after using

personality measures (Opinion, Attitude, Interest Survey;

Fricke, 1963; a college student guestionnaire; and the

California PersonaLity Inventory; cough, 1957, 1968), they

concluded that male and female sludents preferring a same-

sex psychotherapisù are "acquiescent I conventional ,

conformist. . . rather conservative, retiríng, rather

pedestrian, in all probability...a response to an underlying

fack of self-confidence and fear of i.nf eriority ...
submissive, introverted, compliant, self-abusing" as well as

being Iess enotionaLly adjusted than the no-preference

students. It is possible that the subjects stating a sarne-

sex preference had particular difficulties that dictated

this choíce, or may have been "open" to the opportunity of

therapy and viewed it more seriously, therefore, making the

preference for sex of therapist a more pertinent issue. In

any event, Wilder et al.'s (1978) speculations with respect

to inadeguate client motivation in the same-sex preference
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their data. This study can

and without the benefit of

(as it rêlates to

lacking justification for the

Jones et al. (1978) suggest that studies in this area

raise questions regarding the generalízability of current

demonstrations of flexibility of androgynous índividuals.

Jones et at. (1978) found in their research that sex-typed

females and cross-sex-typed females with very few

exceptions, showed the most flexible and competent pattern

of responses. Their conclusion must be viewed with caution

since the assignment of subjects to sex-role groups was done

using the subtract.ive method with the BSRI .

In summary, the androgynous person cannot be defined as

generally "flexible" across aIf sex-roIe behaviours. Such

flexibility is reportedly related closer to instrumental

skilts (Helmreich et al. , 1979; spence & Helmreich, 19791

1980). In fact, masculinity has predicted greater

flexibility for both sexes j.n some research (e.9.f ,Jones et

aI., 1978), but rnay not be related ùo ftexibility in

preferences for therapist sex and in attributions of

therapist. characteristics.
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Sex-Role StereotvÞv, Androqynv, and General Ad iustment

Although sex-roIe stereotypy has been related to the

judgement of mental illness (e.9., Broverman et aI., 1970;

Tilby & Kalin, 1980), it has not been extensively studied in

relation to actual psychological difficulties. WoreIl

(1978) points to the importance of comparing subcultures in

that it is guite possible that pertinent differences exist
in the cultura] norms and/or sex-role practices of clinical
and coLlege populations. Analogue research, again,

dominates this area of research thus far. There remains an

immediate need to study holr sex-roLe stereoLypy relates to

individuals who are seeking therapy, presumably because they

are experiencing psychological difficulties. How then, does

sex-roLe orientation reLate to personal adjustmen! within

thi s group?

Traditional formulations of sex-typing (e.9. , Cheek,

'1 964; Kohlberg, 1966; McCleIIand & Watt, 1968) have

suggested that adoption of sex roles appropriate to one's

masculine and f erninine gender is developmentally desirable,

particularly in determining greater psychological

adjustment. Biller 11973) maintains that col-l-ege women who

have a more masculíne orientation might be more predisposed

to psychopa tho logy , while a more feminine orientation will

lend itself to problems in colJ-ege academics.
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LaTorre and cregoire (1977 ) reported that mental health

clients (who were college students) were more androgynous

than the group of subjects seeking medicaL treatnent at the

university. Rather than interpreting these results as

indicating that androgynous individuaLs may be more willing
to admit psychological difficulties and seek help, they

stated that "confusion regarding role adoption" related to
adjustment difficulties. À further problem with this study

is that the t-ratio method of scoring the BSRI was used so

that undifferentiated subjects were also included as

androgynous. Furthermore, their assumption that individuals

seeking psychological help are less weIl-adjusted than those

not seeking help is not based on empirical evidence. In

addition, it is commonly agreed that seeking the help of a

psychologist or psychiatrist in our cuLture is viewed as

less appropriate for males than for females (e.g., Coie,

Penningtono & Buckley, 1974). The sample of males found at

a psychological clinic is therefore¡ not necessarily

representative of all- males experiencing psychological

difficulties. Actual measures of adjustment and

psychological. problems may clarify the role of sex-role

orientation more directly.

Recent thinking influenced by the reconceptualization of

masculinity and femininity within the same person has led to
the hypothesis that androgynous rather than sex-typed

individuals set standards for mental health ând personal
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effectiveness (e.9., KapJ.an , 1976, 1979a; Schaffer, 1980;

Spence & Helmreich, 1979a, 1979b). within a sociopolitical
context established by Bem (1974, 1975) it has become a

general belief that androgyny is "good" and that mental

health is synonomous with androgyny scores on sex-role

measures (Deaux, 1984 ) despite the central issue concerning

the meaning of the scales themsefves and what they measure.

It has been argued that highly sex-typed pêrsons may exhibit
behavioural deficits in situations calling for opposite-

typed responses (Bem, 1974, 1975t Bem & Lenney, 1976; Bem et

al ., 1976). Thus far, androgyny has been compared to the

presence of sex*typing in personality/behaviour in relation
to: 1) adaptive,flexible, and effective interpersonal

behavi.our (previously discussed), 2) broad life-sty1e coping

variables (not relevant to the present study), 3) freedom

from obvious pathology (to be discussed), and 4) seff-esteem

or positive self-evaluation (aLso to be discussed) i (Jones

et aI. , 1978 i Schaffer, 1980; worelI , 1978).

A controversy continues regarding whether androgyny or

masculinity epitomizes a nore adaptive mode of human

functioning (..9., Ànti11 & cunningham, 1979¡ Jones et aI.,
1978). Taylor and HaIl (1982) presented persuasive evidence

for lhe position that the main effect contributions of the

masculinity (instrumentality) and the femininity
(expressiveness) scales provide more predictability of

behaviour than does the unique prediction of androgyny.
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However, Deaux (1984) asserts that "rneasures of

psychological health promise to go beyond the construct

validity (of these individual scales) and offer a test of

some of the basic assumptions of androgyny theorizing."

Spence and Helmreicln (1979a, 1979b, 1980) maintain their

earlier position (Spence et a1., 1975) that since

masculinity and f enininit.y relate independently and

positively to self-esteern and psychological adjustment,

androgyny contributes a unigue potential for a grealer sense

of well-being and generaJ. adjustment.

The research in this area continues to be complicated by

methodological problems. Sex-roIe functioning as defined by

the PÀQ and the BSRI may leâd to discrepant predictions for
many psychopathology variables. General-izations concerning

adjustment and psychological weJ.l-being should be confined

to the particular instrument used to assess sex roles as

weIl as the particular scoring method adopted (woreLl,

1978). Jones et a1. (1978) stated that much of the

available data did not directly address the issues of mental

health and social competence. Many studies have also failed

to include cross-sex-typed subjects or males in t.heir design

while others have combined males and females, or cross-sex-

typed individuals with conventionally sex-typed individuals.

Nevertheless, some consistency regarding the potential

benefits of androgyny occurs in this l-iterature.
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Nevill (1977) reported a positive relalionship between

self-concept and androgyny. There were, however,serious

methodological flaws in this research; only 86 of the

original 1000 subjects provided usabfe data and subjects

were classified only as androgynous or non-androgynous

(Hinricksen, Follansbee, & Gane1len, 1981 ) . Rodriquez,

NietzeI, and Berzins (1980); Ke1ly, O'Brien, and Hosford

(1981) found that androgyny was associated Ìrith effective
social skills and undifferentiated roles were connected with

ineffective ski11s. Kaplan (1976) suggested that sex-typed

traits themselves are not pathological r rather "pathology

accrues from either of the tno extremes: overly sex-typed

reactions an\/ot the absence of responses that are assigned

to the opposite sex". Orlofsky and Windle (1978) reported

that androgyny in undergraduate subjects reLated to greater

behavioural flexibility and hi.gh levels of self-esteem and

personal adjustment. However, high level.s of adjustment

were al-so observed in masculine males and feminine females.

Orlofsky and Windle stated that appropriate sex-typing may

lead to lower self-esteem ín women, but rvill also relate to

a sense of social acceptability due to the prevailing

cultural stereotypes. Such an interpretation may have

validity only for thís particul-ar group (young college

students). In addition, there were extremely smalJ. numbers

of subjects in certain ce11s (e.9., 5 undifferentiated
females, 9 feminine maIes, 9 masculine females) further
Iiniting the conclusions that can be made from this data.
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In any event, androgyny as a model of mental health has been

researched and supported to the extent of offering a

plausible hypothesis of psychological adjustment (Bem &

Lenney, 1976; Gilbert, Waldroop, & Deutsch, 1981; Heilbrun,

1 976; Spence el al . , 1979ì, .

From a different position, it is possible that

androgynous people are seen at psychological clinics not

onJ-y because they are more willing to admit difficuLties
(Frank, 1979), but because they are emitting sex-roJ-e

discrepant behaviours that may be judged by others as more

maladjusted (..9., Broverman et al. , 1970 i Sherman, 1980).

Many researchers (e.g., Sobel & Cumnings, 1981) are not

convinced that androgynous persons wiIl be well-adjusted

individuals in todayrs society. It is possible that

androgynous people may have the poÈential for greater

behavioural conflict (felly & Woret1 , 1977). Ðue to

traditional sex-role standards stiII being enforced,

achievement of androgyny and corresponding greater

flexibility of sex roles may create stress and anxiety-
related problems for those ¡rho do manage to attain
androgynous behaviour (tÍlby & KaIin, 1980).

In some research, women with a more mascuLine orienlation
(who violate sex-ro1e expectations) seem to be more

adaptive fconpetent, and secure than either androgynous or

sex-typed women (Jones et al., 1978). Behavioural- and self-
report data from a number of studies uniformLy shor¡, in both
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sexes, positive correLations between masculine

instrumentality and many indices of mentaL health, often to

a substantial degree (nelLy & worell , 1977 i Spence &

Helmreich, 1978). Feminine expressiveness, in contrast, has

a weaker or zero-order association with the same indices

(Gilbert, 1981). These results have been replicated in

other sanples of díffering age and backgrounds (¡em, 1977i

O'Connor et aL, , 1978). Àndrogynous and masculine subjects

have reported adjustment and higher self-esteem than

feminine and undifferentiated subjects, with no differences

occurring within each pair of categories (AntilI &

Cunningham, 1979; Gilbert et aI., 1981; O'Connor et aI. I

1978). cilbert et aI. concluded that androgynous

individuals only sometimes have an advantage over nasculine

individuaLs but typically do have an advantage over feminine

individuals. AntilI and Cunningham suggest that the level

of masculinity may be the major contributing factor to seLf-

esfeem.

Baucom (1980) conducted a study wit.h a large sample lZgl

undergraduate students) which confirmed that masculinity and

femininiLy are related to different aspects of adjustment

but that androgynous individuals may be the most

psychologically adjusted. Sex-role typology was constructed

for each sex (including aIl four groups) using masculinity

and femininity scales developed on the California
Psychological Invent.ory (cPI; Gough, 1957'), (Baucom, 1976),
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Scores on these scales were reLated to psychological

correlates of lhe CPI and the Adjective Check List (ÀCLt

cough & Heilbrun, 1965). Baucom found that the masculinity

scale was positively correlated with the scales¡

dominance,capacity for status, sociability, social presence,

self-acceptance,sense of well-being, self-controI,
tolerance, good impression, achievement via conformance,

intellectual ef f ic iency, psychological-mindednessi and

negatively correlated rrith the scaIe, femininity. The

femininity scale was positively correlated with

responsibility, socializationf seff-control., tolerance,

achievement via conformance, and femininity. He concluded

that masculine persons are comfortable as leaders,

understahd other people, are accepting and nonjudgemental

toÌiard others, and have good intellectual skiI1s. He aLso

concluded that generally, feminine individuals are

dependable and conscientious, emotionally sensitive, have

good seJ-f-reguLation, and are achievers. Masculine sex-

typed and feminine sex-typed persons appeared to conform to

stereotypic views of masculínity and femininity. The

feminine and undifferentiated groups, however, presented on

the ACL and the CPI a less favourable picture of themselves

than either the androgynous or mascul,ine groups, with the

androgynous group presenting itself most favourably (Baucon,

1980). The CPI profiles of women and nen withín each sex-

rol-e were also remarkably similar, a finding that Baucom

interpreted as meaning that individuals of both sexes with

the same sex roles may perceive themselves similarly.
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Jones et âI. (1978) suggested that general adaptability

varies as a direct linear function of a relative mix of

traits dominated by such factors as assertiveness ¡

decisiveness, and intellectuality as opposed to nurturancel

responsivity, and emo!ionality. Obviously, the acquisition

of instrumental traits may be adjustive in a patriarchial'

male-oriented culture, whereas t.he adoption of expressive

traits per se is not (Btock, 1973; GiLbert, 1981i Gilbert et

aI., 1981; Tilby & KaIin, 1980). Greater social value has

Iong been recognized in association with such traits

Iabelled as masculine (Broverman et aI ., 1970; McKee &

Sherriffs, 1959; MacBrayer, 1960). ÀIso' there may be a

contingent relationship between the manifestation of

instrumental behaviours and the application of various

social rewards (acceptance, approval, esteemf deference)

(Jones et aI., 1978). Therefore, due to such cultural

sanctions, futl ernpirical support cannot be provided at this

tirne for the hypothesis that androgynous people are most

effective and best adjusted. No doubt, feminine behaviour

is accepted even Less in men than in women so that androgyny

within the context of a traditional cuLture' may lead to an

adjusted state only in women. However¡ due to our culture's
greater approval of masculine behaviour (especially in men),

it is not surprising that masculinity has been reported as

having a more positive effect on psychological health than

does femininity (ÀntiIl 6, cunningham, 1979; Bernard' 1980;

KelIy & woreLl , 1977; Kenworthy, 1979; Locksley & Colt.en'

1979; Silvern & Ryan, 1979; Spence et al., 1975). This
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research also indicates, almost without exception, that

rigid, stereotypically f erninine sex rol-es are not those

maximal.ly associated with psychological well-being in either
sex (t<eIly, 1983; Taylor & Hal-1 , 1982).

The Measurement of Àdiustment: California PsvcholoqicaL
I nventorv

Researchers investigating androgyny and adjustment have

studied the specific areas of well-being from the CPI (Logan

& Kaschak, 1980), the entire CPI and the ACL (Baucom, 1980),

self-esteem using Coopersmith's (1967 ) measure (Jones et

af., 1978), the Texas Social Behaviour Inventory (Helmreich

and Stapp, 1974; Helrnreich, Stappr & Ervin, 1974) used by

Bem (1977); Spence et aI . (1975); Spence and Hel-mreich

(1978), as well as confidence in one's ability, pol-itical
anareness, and creativity (Jones et aÌ., 1978).

While these rneasures tend to be specific to l-imited areas

of adjustment and usualLy do not reflect current general

adjustment, other more general measures tend to be oriented

toward dètecting pathology (..9., MMPI; Hathaway & McKin1ey,

'1 943; Psychological Screening Inventory; Bruch, 1977) and

rarely toward interpersonal community copíng skills
(Sundberg, Snowden, & Reynolds, 1978). The California
Personality lnventory (Cpl) was designed for use with norrnaL

individuals and individuals with behaviour problems (Gynther

& cynther, 1976) with an emphasis on interpersonal behaviour

and dispositions relevant to sociaL interactions (cough,
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1968). This measure has become associated as a diagnostic

measure of self-perceived adjustment with scaLes related to

the characteristics of poise, sociaf responsibíIity, and

achievement (Sundberg et aI. , 1978). The CPI predicts

future adaptive behaviour on the basis of assessing an

individual's strengths (Gynther & Gynther, 1976t.

The CPI is comprised of 480 True-Fa1se items;

approximately 178 are virtually identical to MMPI items and

35 others are quite similar (Megargee, 19721 . Most of the

remaining items selected and scale construction were based

on the "empirical technique" (Gough, 1968) where large

samples of criterion subjects were obtaíned for empirical

itern analysis. Fj.rst¡ a criterion dimension was defined.

Then, "inventory statements which seemed to bear a

psychological relevance to the criterion dimension r¡ere

assernbled in a preliminary scale" (Gough, 1968, p. 18). For

example, on a given scale such as dominance I subjects were

selected by having persons rate their acquaintances on

dominance. Analyses were then performed, on the item

rèsponses of individuals with very high and very low

ratings.

Àt least 20 factor analytic studies have been reported in

the research (Megargee, 1972) and in general, the same 5

basic factors have been found (Gynther 6, cynther, 1976).

Factor 1, the largest factorr appears to be a measure of

impulse mânagement and socialization with high loadings in
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the scaLes: self-contro1, good inpression / sense of well-
being, tolerance, achievenent via conformance, and

responsibility. Factor 2, the second Iargest fact.or

extracted, can be characterized as a measure of

interpersonal effectiveness (or even extraversion), with

high loadings on t,he scales: dominance, capacity for statusf

sociability, social presence,and self-acceptance. The ot.her

three factors accounted for considerably less variance.

Factor 3 was defined usually by high loadings on achievement

via independence and flexibility (with sometimes, occasional

loadings of tolerance and inteLLectual efficiency). Factor

4 has had high loadings on communalit.y and socialization,
and may be regarded as reflecting the internalization of

conventional values. Factor 5 when it has appeared, has

been defined by a high loading on the femininity sca1e.

The scales as cough (1968) originally described them,

together provide a prof iJ.e of personal adjustment. See

Appendix A which provides explanations of these scales. A

score above the mean of a given scale suggests positive

adjustment and one below the mean indicates a probLem area.

Gough (1968) grouped the scales into four classes,

partially on the basís of factor analytic fíndings and

partially because of interpretive considerations. The first
tvro cLasses of scaLes pertained to "intrapersonal
effectiveness, style, and adequacy"i and "interpersonal
controls, values, styles, and beliefs" (Gough, 1968),
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relevant to adjustrnent. Class III ("of basic relevance to

academic counselling and guidance"i Gough. 1968) includes

the scales: achievement via conformance, achievemenÈ via
independence, and intellectuaL efficiency which are not

considered directly pertinent to the current research.

CIass Iv reflecting i'broad and far reaching aLtitudes toward

Iife" (Gough, 1968), includes three scales which were

considered relevant to the present investigation:
psychological-mindedness, flexibility, and fernininity. The

present researcher's deletion of the third class of scales

reduced the total number used to 15.

Burger (1975) and Schut, Hutzell, Swint, and Gaston

(19S0) have developed and validated two short forms of the

CPI which incLude all 18 scales, but reduce the number of

items by half. Burger (1975) reported that correlations of

the short form with standard scales, factor structure of the

short form, cross-validated regression equations ho

eliminate standard scale scores, and test-retest reliabiJ.ity
coefficients indicating that a short form is a "reasonable

alternative to the complete inventory in situations where

time savings are required". It appeared that a sufficiently
large portion of the variance of the full-version CPI scales
(through a factor analysis) was accounted for in the scales

of both short-forms (Schut et al., 1980). In the only known

comparison of these two short-forms (schut et al., 1980),

lhe Repeated Items Short-Form (Schut et al., 1980) was equal
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or superior to the other short-form (Burger, 1975) in

approximating t.he ful-l-version cPI (Schut et aI., 19e0).

This short-form incorporating 223 CPT items was used in the

current i.nvestigation.

Psvcholoqical Problems and Sex-Role Orientation

wonen and men are at high risk for psychological

disorders that dovetaiL with the femaLe and male stereotypes

(Marecek, 1979). women are at heightened risk for disorders

involving depression (¡e11e, 1980; Radloff, 1975¡

Rosenfield, 1980i Russo & Sobel | 1978; Weissman & Klerman,

1977; Woodruff, Goodwin, & Cruze, 1974); social withdrawal

and agoraphobia (Bootzin & AcoceIIa, 1984; Marksf 1969); low

self-esteem, passivity, lack of assertiveness (Alberti &

Emmons, 1974; Hollandsworth & WalI | 1977 ); as wel-l as high

anxiety and "hysteria" (Jones & zoppel , 1982). Àggressive

disorders, vioLencer psychopathy and alcoholism are reported

more arnong maLes than fenales (¡elIe, 1980; Dohrenwend &

Dohrenwend, 1976; Feshback & Feshback, 1973; Hetherington &

Parke, 1979; Jones & Zoppel , 1982¡ Ke1Iy, 1983; Marecek,

1975), The extent to which these labels reflect socio-

cultural biases and the extent to ¡rhích such diagnoses

reflect actual behaviouraf manifestations of a particular

sex-roIe orientation remains a controversial issue. Past

definitions of mental health (and psychological disorders)

have focused exclusively on the characteristics of the
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the soc ioLogical and

Àn issue which has received increasing attention in the

1970's and '1 980's is whether these sex differences occur due

to actual differences in mentaL ilLness or due to a higher

likelihood that women wilL seek help for psychological

difficulties than will men. These two views have been

represented primariLy by two groups of researchers,

Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend (1976), and Gove and his

colleagues (..9., Gove, 1972, Gove & Tudor, 1973; Gove &

Swafford, 1981). Dohrenwend and Ðohrenwend conveyed the

impressíon that extrap"y.ùi. factors were J-argely

responsible for higher treatment rates of women. Gove and

Swafford (1981) argue that real sex differences occur,

unrelatêd to women having a greater propensity to seek heJ-p.

KessIer, Brown, and Broman (1981) gathered data from

extensive nationaL surveys of the health status of. 6,913

noninstitutionalized individuals ageð 25-74 years and

surveys from the Centre for Epidemiologic Studies of the

National Institute of Mental Health with 1,173 individuals,
including the assessed use of treatment facilities as well

as self-reported morbidity (e.9., depression, general lack

of well-being). Kessler et aI. found that men and women do

nct differ in the tiketihood of their either perceiving

themselves as needing help or seeking help once a problem is
recognized. However ¡ women were considerably more Iikely
than men to recognize emotional problens when they existed.
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These researchers concluded that this greater sensitivity
plays an important rol-e in the overrepresentation of women

in treatment facilities. This sex difference in problem

recognition was aLso related to t.he possibility that women

had higher levels of true psychological distress than men.

AIso, the sarne (perhaps, nonspecific) feelings of depression

or low well-being are rnore likely to lead women than nen to

perceíve themselves as having a personal problem (Kessler,

et al. , 1981).

Kelly (1983) has criticized much of the current research

on sex differences in psychological disorders that has not

yet systematically taken into account t.he effect of sex-role

orientation independent of a person's biological gender. He

asserls that the disorders commonly found in women and men

relate directly to stereotypic behaviours in each sex which

when exaggerated become manifested as t.hese disorders. Such

disorders as dependent personality disorder, histrionic
personality disorder, agoraphobia, and anorexia nervosa

(where the numbers of women exceed men) represent

caricaturized behaviour of the traditional female sex-role
(.lones et al., 1978; Kelly, 1983; Ke1Iy & tTorell , 1977).

AIso, highly feminine sex-typed persons may use strategies

that in ivestern culture do not typically elicit
environmentaL reinforcers (e.g., kindness, emotionalily,

self-subordination, gentleness), (KeIly, 1983).
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The importance of wornen being particularly at risk for

disorders of psychological functioning is gradually gaining

more rêcognition (e.9., Russo & Sobel , 1981 ¡ Subpanel on

Mental Hea1th of women , 1978). As Chesler (1972) asserted,

v¡omen are diagnosed for both overconforming and

underconforming to sex-role stereotypes. women are not only

punished (diagnosed) for acting "out of Line" (i.e., not

Iike a woman) (Sherman, 1980), but traditional roles may

"drive" women crazy (t<aplan, 1983; Logan & Kaschak, 1980).

Feminine traits are also not valued to the same extent as

masculine traits (TiIby & KaIin, 1980). Rigidity of sex-

role orientation may more accurately predict some sex-

differentiated disorders than gender (reIIy, '1 983).

Neverthelessr the demands of traditional sex roles have been

described as leading to more problems for women than men,

e.9., the internalization of negative feelings, behaving to

satisfy a rnale partner, passivity, learned helplessness,

exaggerated femininity, and other-directedness (Hare-Mustin,

1983 ) .

It would appear, Èhen, that the endorsement of sex-role

stereotypic and cross sex-typed behaviours by a woman or nan

wiIl relate to the psychological difficulties t.hat s/he

report.s. Rosenfield (1980) reported a study involving

interviews of 50 married individuals incLuding self-report
items on depressive types of symptoms (..9., problems with

sleeping and appetite, being in Low spirits). In comparing
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women with men in the study, females were higher on the

depression sca1e, especially if they were not working and if

the division of Labour in the home was traditional . when a

wonan was working and the family work roles were less

traditionalr men were more depressed. When traditional sex

roles are chalJ.enged (such as through "consciousness-

raising" groups), lromen report Iess of a sense of

helplessness and depression (weitz, 1982). Rosenfield

(1980) concfuded that sex differences in depressive symptoms

are explained nore by sex roles explanations than by

biological factors or particular sociodemographic

characteristics. The small sampJ-e limits the impact of

these f indings, however.

There are very few studies which have tested the

relationship of sex-role orientation to specific
psychological problems in a cfinical sample. Àndrogynous

indíviduals of both sexes and, secondarily, masculine

individuals, have been reported by sorne researchers to be

lower in anxiety, depressionf and other indices of emotionaL

distress than do f emi.nine or undifferentíated individuals
(".9., Bem, 1977; Spence et aI., 1975; Spence et aI., 1979).

Jones et al. ('1 978) reported that androgynous tnales were

Iess effective than nasculine males in coping ability in:
adjustnent, locus of control, afcohol problems, and

introversion. Feminine males were more externaJ-, more

neurotic, had lower self-esteem, and had more alcohol
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problems when compared with nasculine maIes. Feminine males

were aLso more neurotic and had Lower self-esteem relative
to androgynous maIes. Masculine females were found to be

more extraverted than either androgynous or feminine

femaLes. No other significant differences for women were

found, although a trend suggested that masculine females had

rnore problems with alcohol than did androgynous females.

Only one comparison of androgynous and undifferentiated
subjects resulted: Iow masculine-low feminine males

manifesled significantly greater problems wíth alcohol that

drd their hlgh-h1gh counterparts.

Burchardt and Serbin (1982) compared clinical and college

samples on lhe BSRI and Faschingbauer Abbreviated MMPI . The

clinical sample was extremely small (31 subjects) with no

rnasculine females. As expected, feminine clinical subjects

scored higher than androgynous subjects on depression and

social introversion. Undifferentiated cl-inical subjects

scored higher than androgynous subjects on paranoia,

depression and social introversion scales. Within the

college sample, androgynous women had lower scores than the

feninine group on depression and social introversion and lhe

masculine group on schizophrenia and mania scales. À1so,

androgynous lromen were less depressed than androgynous males

but masculine men were Less depressed than masculine women.

Evidently, role flexibility (i.e., androgyny) in wo¡nen was

related to mental health in both the nonclinical and
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men. However I there hrere no masculine women

sampl e .
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occurr ing among

in the clinical

More recently, Thonas and Reznikoff (1984) compared

clinical and nonclinical sarnples to discover vrhethèr

feminine females would appear more frequently in the

cl-inical sample. The PAQ was chosen, for "content purity of

instrumentality and expressivity scales" (Thomas &

Reznikoff, 1984). Although their research was an advance

over previous research in terms of exploring overall
personality structure (including overall emotional

stability), onJ.y female subjects were included. within the

smaIl clinical sample (47 subjects), most (39) were feminine

and undifferentiated. Thomas and Reznikoff (1984) concluded

that a lack of the instrumental component rather than

femininity itself may be related to mental illness in women

and that the possession of feminine expressive skills may

enhance psychologicaL well-being in women, only when

combined with instrumentality. This is further supported by

their finding that both androgynous and mascul.ine "norma1"

subjects scored higher in emotional stability than feminine

subjects.

The re¡naining studies that examined the involvement of

sex-role orientation in self-reported psychological problems

are based on analogue designs, thereby Iimiting thè extent

of generalizations to clinical subjects. NevertheLess,
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similar results have been reported in the previous research

comparing clinical and noncfinical subjects (e.9., Burchardt

& Serbin, 1982; Thomas & Reznikoff, 1984). A discussion of

the analogue research is, therefore, justified, despite the

inclusion of clinical subjects only in lhe prèsent research.

Carsud and Carsud (1979) studied the relationship of sex

roles and Levels of defensiveness to self-reports of fear

and anxiety with undergraduate students. Feminine subjects

regardl.ess of sex or levef of defensiveness perceived

themseLves as experiencing greater fear than either
androgynous or mascuLine subjects. There r,rere no

differences in self-reported anxiety in relation to sex-rofe

orientation; i.e., aIl groups: masculine, feminine, and

androgynous subjects reported equal leveJ.s of anxiety. A

serious methodological problem mitigates these findings the

t-scoring method (Bem, 1974) was used lrith the BSRI , without

any distinctions beíng made between truly androgynous and

undif ferentiated subjects.

Hinricksen et aI. (198f) reported that androgynous

college students reported fewer problems in general

maladjustment, neurosis, and personality disorders. Cross-

sex-typed (feminine) males manifested less self-satisfaction
and a rnore negative sense of physical self than both

androgynous and sex-typed males.
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Briere and Lanktree (1983b) tested the relationship
between sex roles and self-reported depression with 622

undergraduate students using the Beck Depression Inventory,

the Bem Sex Rol-e Inventory, and the Attitudes Tolrard Women

Scale. Depression did not relate to sex or sex-role

attitude but sex-roLe identity interacted with sex. Sex-

typed (feminine) r¡omen were significantly more depressed

than were sex-typed (masculine) men. Sex-typed maLes were

Iess depressed than their cross-sex-typed or

undi f ferent iated counterparts, with undifferentiated mal-es

being the most depressed. Àndrogynous females were less

depressed than feminine, cross-sex-typed (masculine) and

undifferentiated women (who were the most depressed). It
would appear that within this college sample, masculiniLy

benefited males in terms of reducing the risk of depression

and androgyny did not provide maLes with unique benefits in

this regard. In contrastr women who are cross-sex-typed may

be more depressed than androgynous Ì¡omen because they

experience interpersonal difficulties leading to a sense of

depression when they violate social standards of sex-role
appropriateness and do not endorse feminine traits (Briere &

Lanktree, 1983b). Àndrogyny clearly benefited tromen but not

men in this sample with respect to depression.

Baucom & Ðanker-Brown (1979) using the Learned

helplessness model as an analogue of depression (Abramson,

SeIigman, & TeasdaIe, 1978; SeIigman, 1972, 1975) found that
feminine and mascuLine sex-typed subjects demonstrated
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cognitive and motivational deficits as weLl as dysphoric

mood in the helpless condi!ion. Androgynous subjects

responded only to the helpless condition with a dysphoric

mood while undifferentiated subjects were essentially
unaffected by the helpless condit.ion. It is interesting
that the masculine sex-typed and feminine sex-typed subjects

performed sinilarly throughout the experiment. À1so,

differential susceptibility to the helpless manipulation was

solely a function of sex roles, not sex per se (Baucom &

Danker-Brown, 1979). These findings implicate sex roles as

an important factor in the etiology of depression. This

study (albeit an analogue study) does point to the relative
mentaf health benefits of androgyny. MascuLine sex-lyped

persons may avoid helplessness situations, however, in

natural settings (Baucom & Danker-Brown, 1979) as suggested

by the instrumentaJ.ity inherent in the male stereotypic

roIe.

In view of the reported research concerning sex-ro1e

stereotypy, androgyny, and adjustment, with a considerable

lack of specificity in the symptomatology described, it
seems essential that further research pursue clarification
of these issues. More sophisticated multivariate research

designs (Cronbach, 1975) are reguired to explore the

complexities of psychotherapy expectancies. It is hoped

that such research will provide more conclusive evidence

regarding the optimal conditions for personal growth within
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in which sex roles develop.
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as the cultural cont.ext

It may be possible that as some researchers (e.g.,

Heilbrun, 1984) have found, androgyny contributes to social
competence onJ.y for women and may have no special advantages

for men. Nevertheless, the assumption that I'androgyny

equals adjustment" has received mixed empirical support

(nelty, 1983). The rel.ative benefits of masculinity versus

androgyny to psychological- heal.th require further
exploration particularly within sanples rnore representative

of our culture in general (Hinricksen et aI., 1981 ; KeIIy,
1983; Logan & Kaschak, 1980 ) .

Summa rv

There is no doubt that previous psychotherapy research

has firmly established client perceptions and preferences

regarding a therapist to be crucial to therapeutic process

(".9., Tanney & Birk, 1976). For example, an increasing

preference for female therapists, especially among female

clients (when such information is solicit.ed) suggests that
expectancies are strong and have the potenlial to influence

the therapeutic process. More information is required

regarding the prevalence of such preferences and how they

affect the client's perceptions of his/her therapist.
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Gender differences have been suggested in terms of hovr

therapists are perceived (Brodsky & Hare-Mustin, 1980) but,

thus far, data are fragmentary and studies are inconsistent

or lacking in positive results. Simple conparisons are no

Ionger adequate. As several researchers have stated (..g.,

Brodsky & Hare-Mustin, 1980; Cronbach, 1975; KeJ.1y, 1983) 
'

sophisticated muLtivariate research is needed to assess

gender in interaction with other variables, with particular

attention to how sex-roIe variables are integrated into

client expectancies and psychological functioning. The

current investigation studied client gender, sex-role

orientation, sex-ro1e attitudes, psychological adjustment'

and presenting problems in relation to each other and as

they af fected therapist preferences.

Hvpo the se s

1. It is hypothesized that feminine and undifferentiated
subjects wilI report more psychological problems and be less

well-adjusted than androgynous and masculine subjects.

2. It is hypothesized that sex of subject, sex-role

orientation, and attitudes toward women will rFlate to:

a) the stated preference or lack of preference for the

therapi st's sex and

b) stated reasons for their preference for sex of

therapist (..g., comfortableness, att.ractiveness, etc.).
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3. It is hypothesized that the nature of reported

problems and psychologicaJ. adjustment wiII relate to the sex

of subject, the stated preference (or lack of preference)

for sex of therapist, and sex-role orientation.

4, 1t is hypothesízed that the sex of subject, sex-role

orientation, and the stated preference or lack of

preference for sex of therapisL wiII reLate to percèptions

of the rr ideôl rr therapi st .

5. It is hypothesized that prior psyc hothe rapeut i c

experience will influence the extent to which subjects

prefer a same-sex or opposite-sex therapist, or state no

preference at aL I.



METHOD

Sub iects

Two hundred and sixteen subjects (126 females and 90

males) between 18 and 66 years of age participated in this
research project. Al-I individuals at least 18 years of age

who present.ed between September 1982 and March, 1984 at the

Psychological Service Centre (p.S,C.), University of

Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba were asked at the time of their
first visit to conplete a packet of research questionnaires,

regardless of therapy mode requested. Three hundred and ten

individual-s accepted the packet, 19 refused, and 216 packets

(69.67%) were returned to the P.S.C. The sarnple was

comprised of 90 males (41 .7e") and 126 femaLes (58.3e"). Of

the 94 subjects who did not complete the questionnaire, 57

vrere women and 30 were men. Seven packets were either lost
in the maiL system or misplaced by subjects.

Although the P.S.C. is located within a university
community, it does not serve this community exclusively, but

referraLs of cLients, incJ-uding self-referrals, arê accepted

from any area of Winnipeg and rural Manitoba. Subjects were

paid a small honorarium ($3) upon receipt of their cómpleted

research pac ket s .

o2
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Materials

This investigation invoLved two major sets of variables:

subiect character i st ics and .üer.ègig! attributions.
Demographic information including sexf age, marital statusl

and education as well as prior psychotherapy experience

(type of psychotherapy and gender of most recent therapist)
was provided by subjects on a brief self-report
questionnaire ( see Appendix B).

Subiect Characteristics

Questionnaires concerned with subject characteristics
included¡ the psychological dimension of masculinity,
femininity, and androgyny as measured by the Personal

Attributes Questionnaire (Spence et aL., 1974); attitudes
tor,rard women as measured by the Attitudes Tor.rard Women

Scale-Short Version (Spence et al. , 1973); a Personal

ProbLems Rating Scale developed by the vrriter to distinguish
those problems which subjects would' choose to discuss in
psychotherapyi and a short form of the California
Psychot-ogical I nventory ( Schut et a1. , 1 980 ) .

Personal Àttributes Ouestionnaire. Subjects cornpleted

the Personal Attributes Questionnaire (peQ; Spence et a1.,

1974) generating scores for the Masculinity, Femininity, and

Masculinity-Femininíty scales (see Appendix C). The median

split method was used to classify individuals on the
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MascuJ.inity and Femininity ScaJ.es (Spence & Hetnreich, 1978,

p. 35). The subjects above the median for MascuLinity and

below the median for Femininity were cLassified as

masculine. Subjects sho scored below the median for
Masculinity and above the median for Femininity were

classified as feminine. Subjects who scored beLow both

medians were assigned to the undifferentiated group and

those who scored above both medians were assigned to the

androgynous group. In this manner, four sex-roIe

orientation groups were determined. The Masculinity-
Femininity scal-e was not used to further subdivide the

subjects into eight groups (Spence & Helmreich, 1978 ) due to

Limitat.ions imposed by the expected cell sizes.

With respect to validity, items selected for the PAQ were

those lhat showed significant sex-role stereotypes in prior

research using the Sex Role Stereotype Ques!ionnaire
(Rosenkrantz et aI., 1968). The data collected from tno

groups of 530 and 164 coffege students indicated

statistically significant sex-role stereotypes for both

sexes on all items (Spence et aI., 1974). Test-retest
reJ.iability on the PÀQ was .91 for women and.80 for rnen,

h'ith the three subscales of the PAQ having test-retest
reliabilities ranging from .65 to .91 (Spence et al., 1974).

More recently, Yoder, Ríce, Adamsf Priest, & Prince (1982)

reported test-retest reliabilities of military cadetss PÀ0

masculinity for mal"es was .58, for females, .62 and PÀQ
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f ernininity for females was .67 with .54 for maIes. Yoder et

a1. (1982) reported that changes in males' scores occurred

due to basic training intervening between PAQ

administrations. Internal-consistency reliability for 248

college men was .73 and.91 for 282 college wonen (Spence et

aI ., 1974).

Spence et al.. (1974) construct.ed a short form of the PAQ

which includes eight items from each of the three subscales¡

male-valued items, fenale-valued items, and sex-specific
itens. The items were chosen for the short form on the

basis of the item-total correlations obtained when the J.ong

form was administered (Beere, 1979). The correlations
betvreen the short form of each subscale and the full-Iength
subscale were .90 for each of the three subscales. The

correlation between the total scores on t.he long and short

forms was .94 (Spence et a1., 1974). Therefore, the PÀ8-

short form was used in this investigation (see Appendix C

for instructions and questionnnaire items).

Attitudes Toward Vlomen Scale--Short Form. The Àttitudes

Toward women ScaIe (ÀwS) measures attitudes tovrard the

rights and roles of women in contemporary society (Beere,

1979) , The AwS-Short Form (Spence & Helmreich, 1972b;

Spence et aI., 1973 ) v¡il-l be employed to establish scores

indicatÍng the relative presence or absence of a

profeminist, liberal attitude (Spence & HeLmreich, 1977),
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The AWS and ÀWS-Short Form have been used so extensively

that more is known about their psychometric properties than

most instruments now available for measuring attitudes
torvard women's issues (Beere, 1979). The 25 itens that best

discriminated among quartiles for each sex and thal had the

highest item-tot.al correlations were selected for the

Àttitudes Toward Women Scale-Short Form (Beere, 1979).

Items are objectively scored and equally weighted. Scores

for the 25 items are summed to yield a total score, which

can range from 0 (extremely conservative) to 75 (extremely

l-iberal or prof erninist), (see Àppendix D for instructions
and quest ionnaire iterns).

Spence et al. (1973) recommend tha! the ÀWS be used when

information is desired on attitudes tovrard each of the

issues represented by items. They recommend using the ÀWS-

Short Form when one r¡ishes to compare groups of persons on

whether their attitudes tovrard vromen are more traditionaL or

more libera1. Since the latter function was most pertinent

to this investigation, the Aws-Short Form was used.

Spence et aI. (1973) reported item-totaI correLations

ranging from .31 to .73 tot college students. Stanley,

Boots, and llohnson (1975) found an internal-consistency

reliability of. .82 tor 72 v¡omen and .89 for a sample of 150

colJ.ege males and females on the AWS-Short Form.

Correlations between the fuIl-length and short-forn of the

AwS were .968 for college men, .969 for college women, .956
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for mothers of college students, and .963 for fathers of

college students (Spence et aI. , 1973). Yoder et aI. (1982)

reporled test-retest reliabilities for male and female

military cadèts of. .743 and .797 respectively.

PersonaL Problèns Ratino Scafe. This guestionnaire
(ppnS) incLuded a list of 23 symptoms on which subjects were

instructed to rate, on a Likert-type scale ,from 1 to 7, the

likelihood that they wouLd discuss each problem in

psychotherapy. In the absence of an appropriate validated
instrument, the 1¡riter constructed this inventory from

symptoms that have been suggested by ot.her clinical
researchers (..g., Barak & DeII, 1977) as well as other

items designed to provide information regarding general

psychological problems (see Appendix E for questionnaire and

instruct ions ) .

Factor analysis of this scale was performed to assess the

internal-consistency reliability of this measure and to
ideally reduce the number of items to fewer distinctive
factors. Reliability coefficients lrere then computed with

Cronbach's (alpha) procedure (uul1 c Nie, 1981) for each

factor. Test-retest reliability was not assessed, since

considerable time usually lapsed from the time lhe subject

initially accepted the questionnaire !o it being received by

the researcher. Follow-up at that point would in many cases

have reflected radical changes in the subject's perception

of problems due to the psychotherapy process and alterations
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to the individual's situation, lhereby reducing the

questionnaire's apparent reliability. The PPRS was also

intended as a self-report measure of Iikelihood of

discussing several psychological problems upon entry into
psychoÈherapy.

California Psvcholoqical Inventorv-Short Form. Às noted

by Sundberg et aI. (1978), objective inventories such as the

MMPI were largely oriented toward detecting pathology. In

contrast, the California Psychological lnventory (CPI;

Gough, 1957) was developed to measure interpersonal coping

skills and competence. The CPI was designed for use with

normal subjects and indivíduals with behaviour problems

(Gynther & Gynther, 1976). Such "positive" scales of the

CPI , relating !o characteristics of poise, social

responsibility, and achievement have confirmed its uses as a

measure of self-rated adjustnent (Sundberg eL aI ., 19781 .

On this basis, the CPI was selected for the present study as

a measure of current, self-perceived adjustment.

The original CPI includes 18 scaLes and 480 items. For

the purposes of the present research, a measure of such

length potentially risks its orvn validity by causing boredom

in the subject, resulting in haphazard. responses. This is a

part.icularly salient issue given that,other questionnaires

were included as weII. Schut et al. (1980) deveJ-oped and

validated a short form of the CPI which includes all 18

scales but reduces the number of itens to 223. Correlations
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of the short form with the standard scales, the short form

factor structure, and its test-retest reliabilities
indicated that this shortened version is a viable

alternative to t.he original version of the CPI (Schut et

aI. , 1980),

One group of scales (the third class) "of basic relevance

to academic counselling and guidance" (Gough, 1968) was

eliminated since it included achievement via confornance,

achievement via independence, and intellectual- efficiencyi
scales not directly relevant to the present study.

Consequently, the number of CPI items used was reduced to

203.

The data were analyzed for each subject on each of the

remaining short-form scales: dominance, capacity for
status, sociability, social presence, seJ.f-acceptance ¡ sense

of well-being, responsibifíty, socialization, self-controLl
tolerance I good impression, communality, flexibility,
femininity, and psychological-mindedness (see Appendix A for

descriptions of these scafes and see Appendix F for
instructions and personality inventory). Pilot data

including 60 completed CPIs gathered prior to this study

(Spring, 1982) were included in the factor analysis of the

CPI . These data had been collected from clients who were

being seen in therapy at the Psychological Service Centrel

University of Manitoba, to strengthen the validity of the

factor analysis that was performed on the CPI scales to
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reduce the nurnber of variabLes. Internal consistency and

reliability were further assessed with Cronbach's alpha,
(uul1, & Nie, 1981) procedure.

Therapist Attributions

Preference for sex of theraÞist. Subjects were required

to respond to a brief guestionnaire where the presence or

absence of preference for sex of therapist was indicated as

weLl as the strength of the preference. À 7-point scale,

similar to that used by Johnson (1978), was used with one

end representing a strong preference for a male therapist
and the other, a strong preference for a female therapist.
The midpoint of the scale represented no preference for the

sex of therapi st.

This Therapist Preference Form (fpf') also included a

checklist of possible reasons for having that preference,

adopted from research reported by Davidson (1976). Subjects

could check any of thesê reasons as relevant to their choice

as well as provide reasons of their own. In this manner,

clarifícation was possíbIe regarding the subjects'
preferences for therapísts and their expectations for
therapy ¡rith a therapist of the preferred gender (see

Appendix c for guestionnaire and instructions).

The Counsellor Ratinq Form. The Counsellor Rating From

(CR¡') was designed to assess perceptions of counsellor

behaviour (Barak & l,aCrosse, 1975). This Likert-type scale
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involving 36 sets of bipolar adjectives (".g., unalert,
alert; attractive, unattractive) has been demonslrated to
measure counsellor expertness, attractivenessl
trustworthiness, and nany other traits found to be

predictive of facilitativeness (LaCrosse, 1977 ) and outcome

(LaCrosse, 1980). In this regard, it has been used reliably
in a number of studies (Barak & DeLl , 1977 i Cash & Kehr,

1978i Krumboltz, Becker-Haven, & Burnett, 1979; LaCrosse I

1977 , 1980t McCartlny, 1982).

Subjects were given the CRF in its original form (Barak &

LaCrosse, 1975) but were instructed to indicate their
ratings of how the I'ideal" therapist should be, in their
opinion (See appendix H for instructions and rating form).

Factor analysis of lhis scale was perf orrned to reduce the

number of variables and lo determine the comparability of

factor structure for this clinical sample with previously

reported factor structures (..g., Barak & LaCrosse, 1975).

Reliability coefficients lrere computed using Cronbach's

alpha procedure (gult & Nie, 1981) to assess the internal-
consistency reliability of each factor generated.
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Procedure

Upon arrival at the PSC for their "intake" interview,

subjects completed registration materiaÌ for the centre, and

if they desired, the Therapist Preference Form (ter') prior

to being interviewed by an Intake clinician. It was

emphasized by the receptionist,/secretary distributing the

materials, that the TPF was for research purposes only, that

cornpletion of the form was voluntary, and that their
responses would not affect thê eventual assignment of a

cLinician.

A female research assistant then met briefly in private

with each client prior to the intake interview to explain

the research that was being conducted for the writer's
doctoral dissertation (see Àppendix I). Each subject was

told that the research was entirely voJ.untary and

confidential as well as independent of the therapeutic

contact they would receive. Subjects nho agreed to

participate were given a packet of questionnaires to

conplete at home. They were asked to return the completed

f or¡ns as soon as possible either by nail (in the stamped

return envelope) or when they returned for their next

interview. Subjects were contacted by telephone a week

later, usually by the sane research assistant who initially
contacted them. Any questions were answered at that time.

Subjects were contacted a second time the following week if
the research package had not. been received by the
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researcher. Subject.s who stated that they had decided not

to complete the questionnaires during the first follow-up
calI, were not contacted again.

The packet incl-uded all the questionnaires which were

coded for anonymity as well as a cover letter describing the

purpose of the research, the offer of a small honorarium

once they returned the completed packet, and reiterating the

conf ident j.al nature of the research. À space was provided

for subjects to indicate whether. they wished to receive
general results once the research was compl-eted (see

Àppendix J).



RESULTS

This chapLer wiII begin with a description of the sample

demographic data (sex, age, education, and marital status),
previous therapy experience, and distributions of subjects

according to their responses on the sex-role attitudes and

sex-role orientation guestionnaires. The factor analyses

which were completed prior to the major analyses to reduce

the data set will then be described. Each hypothesis wiIl
be presented in the order in which it was statistically
analyzed. Some of the primary analyses involved factors

derived from the factor analyses of the Counsellor Rating

Form, the Personal Problems Rating Scale, and the California
Personality lnventory. À11 data analyses f oIl-owed the

specified prograrns presented in the Statistical Packaqe for
the SociaI Sciences (SPSS), (Nie, Hul1, Jenkíns,

Steinbrener, & Bert, 1975) and the SPSS UÞdate Nie & HuII,

1981 ) .

Description of the Sarnpl e

Subjects were aged from 18 to 66 years with a rnean age of

32.5 years; 90p. of the subjects were 44 years or younger

with 50% being 3l years or younger.

I 
^Ê 

_
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In terms of narital status, 32.87e. of the subjects lrere

single , 47.22r" Ìrere married, 3.24>. i-ived with partners,

14.35e" were divorced or separated¡ 1.85eo were widowed, and 1

subject did not report marital status. Of the 216 subjects,
28.7>" }:ad less than a Grade 12 education, 23,15s" nere high

school graduates, 35.65e. had compleled some college or had

finished a degree, 7.87e" had technical or vocational

training (..g., Community co1lege, secretarial school),

3.24e. reported having had some postgraduate training (".g.,
Master's degree), and three subjects did not report their
educat ional bac kground.

Previous TheraÞv ExÞeriences

Of the total sample, 116 subjects (53.70%) responded

negatively to the question, "Have you ever, at any time,

been in psychotherapy?", while 100 subjects responded

af f irmativei-y. Of these 100 subjects, previous therapeutic
invoLvement included 78 individual , 26 marital , 9 tamíLy, 2

academi c/vocat i ona I , and 15 other (did not report, brief
consultation, etc.). of the 100 subjects who had previously

engaged in psychotherapy, 60 had a male therapist, 28 had a

female therapist, and I subjects reported seeing male and

female co-therapists. Four subjects who stated previous

involve¡nent in psychotherapy did not report the gender of

their l-a st therapi st.
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ResÞonses to ÀWS and PAO

AÈtitudes Toward Women ScaLe-Short. Form

Separate median scores were found for the males (57.63;

mean=56.19; standard deviation=10.40) and for the females

(62.67; mean=61.36i standard dev i a t i on = I . 3 4 ) . The mean of

the medians (60.15) was caLculated for subsequent analyses

as recommended by Spence and Helmreich (.1 978) when the

groups of female and male subjects are unequal.. Using the

median-spl it method, those subjects who scored less than

60.15 on the AWS lrere considered conservative and those

subjects whose scores exceeded 60.15 were considered liberal
or profeminist. Nornative data for this scale, in terms of

standard median scores, does not exist. In fact, data

collected from cIinical. samples as well- as adults older than

college-age are lacking. AIsor researchers using the AWS

have not typically reported the medians used for group

assignnent and have provided only the means. These means

for college studènts have ranged from 51.14 to 63.25 for
males and from 50.56 to 64.01 for females, with wonen more

often having more LiberaL attitudes (Goldberg et al., 1979;

zeldovr & creenberg, 1979). Spence and HeLmreich (1978)

reported means for the AwS with students and their parents

but unfortunately used the 15-item AWS, thereby precluding

ili rect compar i sons.

Of the 216 subject5, 116 scored below this median (60.15)

and were classified as conservatíve; 94 scored above the
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median and were classified as Iiberal. Six subjects could

not be assigned to a group due to missing items. The scores

for males ranged from 29 to 75, vrith 57 subjects classified
as conservative and 29 as Iiberal. Females were more

liberal in scoring from 4'1 to 75 with 59 subjects classified
as conservative and 65 as Iiberal. This finding of greater

endorsement of Iiberal sex-roLe attitudes in women was

consistent wíth the data coLlected by Spence and Helmreich

(1972, 1978) from nonclinicaL populations of college

students and thei r parents.

Personal Àttributes Oue st i onna i re

The median sp1 it nethod (Spence & Helmreich, 1978) was

used with the means of the medians of the M and F scales for
the two sexesr providing the basis for assignment into sex-

role orientation groups. This method vras recommended by

Spence and Helmreich (1978) for dealing with unequal numbers

of males and females occur. On the M scale, the median for
males was l7.583 (mean=.1 7.59; standard deviation=4.68) and

for f emal-es was 18.375 (mean=17.53ì standard

deviation=4.46). On the F scal.e, the median for f ernaLes was

23.32 (mean=23.21 ; standard deviation=4.39) and for males

was 21.86 (mean=22.00; standard deviation=a.45). Women

scored higher than men on both the M and F scaLes. The

medians used to classify subjects into the four sex-roIe

orientâtion groups were: 17.98 for masculinity, and 22.59

for femininity.
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Normative data for the PÀQ are also lacking (as with the

AWS), particularly for clinical subjects. Means, rather

than medians, have typically been reported (e.9.,23.21 f.ot

fathers versus 19.58 for mothers of colJ.ege students on the

M scale and 21.06 for fathers versus 23,99 fot mothers on

the F sòale; Spence & Helmreich, 1978) . Spence and

Helmreich (1978) aLso reported mothers having lower F scores

and fathers having higher M scores than same-sex children
suggesti.ng some age-related differences in endorsement of

¡nasculine and feminine traits. Thonas and Reznikoff (1984)

reported using a median of 23 on the F scale and 21 on the M

scale for normal and clinical femaLe subjects. These

medians h'ere not aclually derived from their data, but

recommended by Spence in a personal communication (Thomas &

Reznikoff, 1984 ) .

The M-F scale which is used to further divide the groups

into eight classifications ( including high and lor¡ masculine

and feminine groups) was not used, as it was evident from

the numbers within the four cells that some groups, e.g.l
highly feminine mal.es, would include very few subjects. The

sex-roIe orientation groups were classified as¡

undifferentiated if below the medians of both M and F

scal,es, as feminine if below the median of M and above the

nedian of F scales, as masculine if above the median of M

and below the median of F scales, and as androgynous if
above the medians of both M and F scales,
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FemaLe subjects were classified as: 32 undifferentiated,
25 feminine, 21 masculine, and 46 androgynous. within the

group of male subjecEst 26 were undifferentiated, 19

feminine, 22 masculine, and 19 androgynous.

Undifferentiated maLes were the most highly represented in

the male group of this clinical sanple while androgynous

females comprised the largest group of fenale subjects.

Stat ist ical Analyses

The folLowing factor analyses of the Counsellor Rating

Form, the Personal Problems Rati.ng Scafe, and the California
Personality Inventory generated factors which were then used

in subsequent relevant analyses.

Factor Ànalysis of the Counsellor Ratinq Form

AII 36 items of the CRF (used by subjects to rate their
"ideal', therapist) were analyzed ¡,¡ith a Principal Factors

Solution followed by a varimax rotation on alL factors with
Eigenvalues ¿ 1.

Factor analysis produced l0 factors (with EigenvaJ-ues I
1) which accounted for 63.8% of the variance. Previous

research (Barak & LaCrosse, 1975¡ LaCrosse & Barak, 1976;

Barak & DeII, '1 977¡ Cotrígan & Schmidt, .1 983) supported the

perspective of a 3-factor nodel of the CRF. Therefore,

further factor analyses were performed, one forcing a
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4-factor solution and another, ä 3-factor sofution. The

first factor in boLh solutions was identicaL in relation to

the items which had factor loadings > ,35. The second and

third f act.ors were also identicaJ. except for the "closed-
open" item which did not load significantly (¿ .35) on

factor 2, at .34 in the 3-factor solution and lhe

"suspicious-beIievable" item which did not load

significantly on the third factor for the 4-factor solution
and loaded marginal-J.y on the 3-factor solution (.35). (see

Tables 1 and 2 for the factor matrixes following varimax

relation for t.he 4-factor and 3-factor solutions. ) The

first three factors in the four-factor solution accounted

î.or 92.1>. oÍ the variance, accounÈed for in the original
factor analysis by the 10 factors with Eigenvalues ].1 , so

that it was considered reasonable to adopt the 3-factor

soLution for future analyses.

Using the three factors, it was found that Factor 1

accounted for 68.8s. of the variance (originally accounted

for by the 10 factors with Eigenvalues | 1) and reflected
general Professional Competence, somewhat relaled to the

expertness factor reported by Barak & Lacrosse, 1975. The

iten "inexpert-expertrr did not load sufficiently on this
first factor. The items which did load significantly to be

included on this factor were, in order of loadings:

skillful, responsible, logical, intelligent,
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Table I

Factor Structure Followlne Varimax Rotatfon of Four Factors of the Counsellor

Ratlng Fopm

Factor

Scale " (so) I 2 3 4

agreeable-disagreeable
unalert-alert
ana lyt ic-dif fuse
unapprecia tive-apprecia t ive
ât !ract ive-una t t rac tive
casual-formal
cheer f u1-depres sed
vague-clear
d is tânt-c1ose
compa t ible-incompat ible
unsure-conf ident
suspicíous-believable
undependable-dependab le
ind if f erent-enthus ias t ic
inexperienced-experienced
inexpert-expert
unfr iend 1y- fr lendly
hones E-dishones t
lnforrûed-ignorant
ins lghtful- óns lghtles s
s tupid- intelligent
unlÍkeable- likeable
1o g ica J. - í11o g ical
open-closed
pr epa red-unpr epar ed
unreliab 1e-reliab 1e
disres pec t f ul-respect f ul
irrespons íb 1e-respons ib 1e
s e1f 1es s-s e1f ish
s inc ere-ins incere
skill ful-unskillful
so c iab 1e-unsoc iab 1e
dec eit fu1-s traight forward
trus lwor thy-unErus tworthy
genuine-phony
warm-co1d

a

L4
L.2
1.0
L.4

.9

.8
L.2
1.1

,8
1.3

1.1
1.0

.8

.6
,6

r,0
.8
.8

o

.7
ô

.6

.7

.8

.8
..8
1.I
,7

. .8
.9

3.1
6.6
¿.)
5.8
3.4
tq
l_.8
6,7
5.6a
r.9
6.5
6.L
6.6
6.0
6.2
b,r
6,5
L.2
1.3
L,6
6,6
6.4
1.5
I.4

6.8
6,6
6.7

t.4
1.5
¿.u
6,6

1.6

.2I

.00

.37
_ n1

-, 10
-. 01

.10
_ no

-.01
.12

-.56
- ^o
- .L6

- /o
- .32
-,09

tl
.24
.62---=--

-.16
.74
.24
.59

- .27
- ,)'>

----;--
. Jb
.62
.n
.r4

-. 18
.2L

.07

-. 01
.L9
.06
.L6
.10

_ 11

-.39---- --;
. JO

,04
_ to

.16

.22

.46

.1u

.06

.10

.46
-. 51
-.)J
- .25

.05

-.12
_ a1

-.u
.60--;;
.40

-. 01

- tq
- .07

.6L
-.45
-.n
- .r7

.05
-.10

.03
-.41

. t3

.30
-. 03

.43
-,04
-.26

-. t8
-.07
-.16
- ,49

,')
-.00

-.09
- .44
- 08-

. .54
1'

.02
-.31

.03

.33

.07

.62
-.14

.14
,54

--;i

-.u
to

_ l1

.26
t')

.26

.42----;-7

. JO

.62

.30

.39---;-;

.L+
- ,25
-,05
-. 08

.15
- .02
-.04
-.00

.27

.09

-,04
-.14
-.L2

.08

.03
-.10

.06
- l1

Percentage of total 24.8 g,g
varLance
Percentage of cumulalive varlance 24.8 33.6
Factor Loadings were consídered signlficant where weíghts >

4.8

43,5

5.1

38 .7

.35



Table 2

Fâctor Structure FolloIatíng Vårimax Rotatlon of Three Factors of the
Counsellor RaEing Form

Scale

Fac tor

1 2 3

agreeable-disagreeable
unalerE-alert
analyt íc-di f fus e
unappreciat ive-apprecíative
a tErac! ive-unaEtractive
casual-formal
cheer fu1-depres s ed
vague-c1ear
disËant-close
compat ibl e-incompa t ibl e
unsur e-conf ident
sus pícious -bel íevab le
undependab le-dependable
indif f erent-enthusias tic
inexper ienc ed- experienced
ínexpert-expert
unfriend 1y-fr iendly
hones t-d ishones t
in f o rmed - i gno r an t
íns lghtful-íns ightles s
s tupíd- inEell igent
unl Íkeable-likeabl e
logíca1- illo gíca1
open-closed
pr epared-unpr epared
unrel iab 1e-rel íab 1e
d isrespec I f u1-respec t f u1
irres pons ibl e-r espons ib 1e
s e1f les s-s e1f ish
s incere-ins lncere
skí11fu1-unskll lful
soc Íab 1e-unso c íab1e
deceit fu1- s tra ight forward
trus two r thy-untrus t\n'or thY
genuine-phony
warm-co1d

.2L

,36
-.03
-. 10

.00
1a

-.11
-.03
. .15
- .56
-. 1l
-. 19

-. 06
- .49
-.33
-.r2

.24

. z5

.63
-.75----:"=

.74
)7
.60

- .29
-.24
-.74

37
--.64

.16
- 11

.¿4

.58-.10

_ t,
.28

- ,02
,24
.06

-.L4
- ,44

.42

.08
- )\

'J.34
.55
J8
.15
.22
.46

-. 50

.05

.27
-. 09
-. J+
_1^

.67
'¡7

.34
-.00

. JJ

-¡L

- .44

. -tJ
_ 10

.09
-.46

.10

. JZ

-.07
-.58- ,48
-. 08
-. 35

_ l'l

- ,46
.23

-. 04
-. 08
-. 09
-. 43

. u5

.49

.09

.01
_ ?Q

.09

. JZ
,L4
.07
.53

-.09
.31
.09r5

18

7. of Total varlance

Z of Cumulative var íanc e

24 ,8

24 ,8

8.9

JJ.I)

.35Factor loadings were considered significant when weighEs >

5.1

38.7
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sincere, insightful, prepared,genuine, confident,
experienced, seLfIess, and analytic (see Table 2). The

second factor, accounting for 21 .5s" of the variance

originally accounted for by the 10 factors, included these

it.ems wíth significant Ioadings in order from highest

J.oading: reliabfe, straightforward, honest, dependable,

informed, friendly, cheerfuf, trustworthy, cIear, and

respectful . This factor was Labelled: Agentic Interpersonal

SkilIs. The third factorf accounting for 9.79. of the

variance originally accounted for by the 10 factors,
included in order of loadings, the items: close, sociable,

warm, open, compatible, appreciative, friendly, J-ikeabLe,

attractive and believable. This factor appeared to measure

Communal-Expressive Inlerpersonal SkiIls. Although the

three factors were sornewhat distinct from each olher, the

first two factors seemed to identify characteristics related

to general competence in an active, instrumental sense.

These factors relate well to behavior considered more

masculine in our culture. In contrast, the third factor
included iterns compatible with the expressiveness of

behavíour culturally-sanctioned as feminine (e.g., warm,

soc iable, open, and appreciative).

Scales based upon these factor analyses of the CRF were

constructed by unit weighting and summing all items that
loaded at least .35 on a factor. Cronbach alphas,

reflecting internal consistency and reliability, were .86,
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.81, and .77 for Factor 1, Factor 2, and Factor 3

respectively.

Factor Analvsis of the Personal ProbLem Ratinq Scale

The means for the it.ems reflect the extent to which

subjects reported that they would discuss each problem in

therapy (see Table 3). Since likelihood of reporting a

given problen was rated on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1

referring to greatest Iikelihood, a lower ¡nean reflects an

overall tendency of subjects to report having that problem.

The problem which had the towest mean (1.94) and Èherefore,

was rated most often as being a problem that subjects r,¡ou]d

discuss, was depression ("feeling J.ow or depressed"). The

problem which had the highest mean (4.36) and therefore, was

rated least often as being a problem that subjects would

discuss, was "sexual or physical abuse (including incest)."
The 23 items of the PPRS were factor analyzed vrith a

Principal Factors solution followed by a Varimax rotation on

all factors vrith Eigenvalues I 1.

Four factors were generated, accounting for 63.6% of the

total. variance (see Table 4). All factor loadings of value

I .35 were considered significant for a particular factor.
Factor 1 included the items in order of Ioadings: identity
issues, Iow self-esteemr fears of "going crazy", problems

going on living, feeling low or depressed, getting al-ong

with others, rapid mood changes, unusual thoughts
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Table 3

Mean Likellhood of Reporting Problems of the ppRS

Problem Mean Standard DevlaÈion

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8,

o

10.

11.

L¿.

13.

14.

15.

76.

L7,

18.

10

t^

2I ,

,,.

3 .62

3.88

3.03

2.59

3 ,62

L.94

2.63

3 ,66

3. 30

4 .36

2 .39

4.Ls

3 .24

'¡ ,o

3,54

3. 38

3.11

J. ¿)

3.04

1,80

2.78

2.65

2 .5I

2 .37

2 .IT

t <o

1.84

L .57

1.98

2 ,46

2.I7

2 .55

1.89

2.55

2 ,30

2 .40

a ,-r

Isola tíon/ lonel lnes s

Sexual Problems

Drug or Alcohol Abuse

Academic Prob l ems

Career choíce Dif f iculties

Physícal Problems Related to Anxiety

0vereatíng

Difficulties sleeping, no apperite

Feelíng Anxious

Feelíng Low or Depressed

Problems being Assertive

Problems going on Living

Rigíd expectatlons of sex roles

Sexual or Physlcal Abuse

Problems with Self-Esteem

Sexual Discriminatíon

Dif f iculties Controllíng Temper

Problems Getting Along çrith Others

Unusual thoughts or Fe e 1íngs

Fears of rrGoing Crazy"

Poor Concentration or At tent íon

IdentÍty ls sues

Rapid Mood Changes
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Table 4

Factor Structure Followins Rotation of the PPRS Factors

Problem

Fâctor

I 2 3 4

Isola t Íon/Lonel ines s
Sexual Prob lems
Drug or Alcohol Abuse
Academic Problems
Career Choice DÍff lcul t ie s
Physical Prob l ens /Anxiety
0vereating
DÍfficulties Sleeping, No Apper Íre
Feeling Anxious
Feellng Low or Depres sed
Problems Being Assertíve
Problerns Going on Living
Rigid Expectations of Sex Roles
Sexual or Physícal Abuse
Lo\,r' Self -Es Eeem
Sexual DíscrÍminatíon
DifficulËies Controllíng Tenper
Getting Along wirh others
Unusual Thoughts or Feelings
Feârs of "Going CrazyÍ
Poor Concentratlon or AËEention
Identity ls sues
Rapid Mood Changes

.45

.18

.17

.4L

.42

. bJ---ì o

.47

. /6
--Êt

.1',

.14

.I7

.11
11

.2L

.08

.12
1''

.22

.24

.28

, L)

.56----t
JL
.05
.25
.34

.17

.09

.2I

.38

.58

.68

.26

.56

.31

.30
10

.36

.4L .25
,n ,04
.26 ,39
.13 .60
.zt .tJl
.19 .31
.24 .53
. 16 .46.
,2I . 16
.56 . 10
.33 .35

.34 .11

.L4 .40

.62 .14

.L9 ,46

. Jb .5b

.55 .55---t,o- ---tF

.57 . 31
,44 . s0
.b2 .34

-50 
.45

.19

.27

.26

% of Total Variance

Z of Cumulative Var ianc e

47 .2

47.2

6.5

53.7 59

35

4.6

63 .6

Factor loadings were consídered significant when weights >
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or feelingsr poor concèntrations or attentionl
isolation/loneLiness, and difficulties controlling temper.

Due to higher loadings on the problems of identity issues,

and depression, this factor was labeIl-ed Identity-
Depression. This factor also accounted for 47,2>" of tìne

total variance.

Factor 2 included the following items with loadings of

.35 or greater, in order: career choice difficulties,
academic problems, difficulties controlling temper, gètting
along with others, overeatingr poor concentration or

attention, sexual discrimination, difficulties sleeping and

no appetite, rapid mood changes, sexual or physical abuse,

drug or alcohol abuse, and problems being assertive. The

highest loadings on this factor (>.60) were for academic and

career problems justifying a label of Career-Academic Role

Functioning. This factor accounted for 6.5p. of the total
variance.

Factor 3 included the following items with significant
Ioadings (>.35), in order: sexual or physical abuse

( incJ.uding incest), rigid expectations of sex roIes, sexual

discrimination, sexual problems, drug or alcohol abuse,

problerns going on living, unusual thoughts or feelings, and

fears of "going crazy". The highest loadings on sexual or

physical abuse (.68), rigid expectations of sex ro1es, and

sexual discrimination justified a label for this factor of

Gender Related Issues. It âccounted for 5.3e. of the total
var iance.
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Factor 4 included the fo]Lowing items wit.h significant
loadings (> .35), in order: feeling anxious, physicat

problems rel-ated to nervousness and anxiety, feeling low or

depressed, difficulties sleeping and no appetite,
isolation/Loneliness, career choice difficulties, and

academic problems. This factor v¡as labelled Anxiety and

accounted for 4.6% of the total variance,

Scales based upon Èhis factor analysis of the PPRS were

constructed by unit weightíng and additively combining all
items that loaded at least .35 on a factor. These scales

were then tested for internal consistency and reJ.iabiIity.
Cronbach alphas were .92, .92, .88, and .76 for Factor 1,

Factor 2t EacLot 3, and Factor 4 respectively, indicating
that the faetors were sufficiently reliable.

Factor Analvsis of the California Personalitv Inventory-
Short Form

The '1 5 scales of the CPI-short form were factor analyzed

for the 216 subjects of the main investigation as well as 60

subjects from a pilot study who were previously recruited at
the Psychological Service Centre. The sample of 60 subjects

had been asked, whiLe al-ready engaged in psychotherapy to
compLete onlv the CPI . These data were cornbined to provide a

sufficiently large sample for a valid factor analysis.

The CPI -short form scales, incorporating the 203 items,

Factors Solution followed bywere analyzed wit.h a Principal
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a varimax rotation on the four factors having Eigenvalues >

1. These four lactors accounted for 73.9% of the totaL

variance. For alL factors, those scales (incorporating

specific items scored True or False as Schut et al., 1980

stated) which had factor loadings > .35 were considered

significantly Ioaded on a part.icular factor.

The first factor accounting for 42.8s" of the total
variance included, in order of loadings: good impression,

tolerance, self-contro1, flex ibi 1ity, psychological-

mindedness, capacity for status,sociability (negatively

Ioaded in relation to other scales), sense of well-being,

feminini!y, and responsibiJ-ity. This factor was labeIIed¡

General Adjustment (see Table 5). The second factor,
acounting tor 14.8% of the total variance included in order

from the highest Ioading: socialization, dominance, sense of

weLl being, and capacity for status. ÀLL scales except

capacity for status had factor loadings ¿.60 (see Table 5).

This factor was labelled: Mature Socialized Dominance. The

third factor, accounting for 9.2>" of the total variance

included in order: sociability, social presence, and

domínance. This factor was narned Confident - Outgoing. The

fourÈh factor, accountíng tor 7.1s. of the total variance

included: self-acceptance (highest loading), psychological-

mindedness, communal i ty, and responsibiLity.
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Table 5

Factor Slructure Following Varlmax Rotatlon of the CPI Factors

Factor

Scale x (so) I 3

Dominance

Capacity for S ta Eus

Sociability

Soclal Presence

Self-Acceptance

Sense of Well BeÍng

Respons ib ility

Soc ial izâÈ ion

Sel f -Control

Tolerance

Cood Impression

Communallty

PsychologÍcal-
Míndedness
Flexibilíty

Femininítv

7 .2

5,4

3.4

-6.1

- .1

-20. 8

-160.3

_1 t /,

5.4

-7 .3

- .8

'7 ')

10

9.0

8.1

o.z

15.5

6.4

aÁ 1

1ô A

1' O

4.4

5.7

ot

4.9

- ,02

- ,L4

- .29

.47

40

. r3

QO

.90

.9l

-. 00

.70

,66

.39

-,18

_^,

-. 08

.07

-.67

.38

.26

'1 0

.09

.04

.r+J

_ 1',ì

ìo

- 1L

-. J4

- .27

.15

,06

- )^

- .L4

Jtr

.77

60

59

.06

-.01

.15

,62

.81

.r7

'r)

.12

.2L

.07

-.06

.03

47

.83

.44

T2

24

Z of Total Variance

% of Cumulatíve Variance

42.8

42 ,8

14.8

57 ,6

ot

66. 8

7.r

t'ì o

Factor Loadings were consldered significant \^rhen weights > '35
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SeIf-acceptance was negatively loaded on this factor in

reLation to the other scales (See Table 5). This factor was

labeIIed: Other Or ientat ion.

The factors including the scales which were unit weighted

and summed (if they had loaded at >.35) were then tested

for internal consistency. Cronbach alphas grere .89, .72,

.64, and .66 for Factor .1 , Factor 2, Factor 3, and Factor 4

respectively, indicating that the factors were

satisfactorily reliable.

Gender,
Pr obI e¡ns

Primarv Àna lyses

Sex Role Orientation, Adiustmenl, and Psvcholoqical

Hypothesis '1 , that sex-role stereotypic and

undifferentiat.ed subjects wiLl report more psychological

problems and be Less well-adjusted than androgynous and

masculine subjects, was tested using two sex (2) x sex-ro1e

orient.ation (¿) ¡¿¡Hovas, one using the CpI factors and the

other using the PPRS factors as the dependent variables.

Multivaríate analysis of variance of CPI factor scores

revealed only a significant main effect of sex-role

orientation, E(12,540.02)=2.5a, p .003, (sex !(4,204)=2.08,
p<.085, sex x sex-role orientation F(12,540.02)=1 .69,
p<.065). The univariat.e F-test for CPI 1 (GeneraI

Adjustment ) in reLation to the effect of sex was

sígnificant, F(1 ,207)=6,13, B<.014 as was the univariate F-
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best for CPI 3 (Confident-Outgoing) in reLation to the

i.nteraction term, F(3,207)=2.77, p<.04, However,

nonsignificant muLtivariale results precJ.ude the

interpretation of univariate Fs (Harris, 1975; Tatsuoka r

1971), This principle relates to all subsequent analyses as

weIl. The post-hoc anaJ-yses, thereforer were necessary only

for the main effect of sex-role orientation.

Examination of univariate Fs revealed that General

Àdjustment was signíficant, F(3,207)=3.55, Þ <.0.1 5. Mature

SociaLized Dominance was significant, f(3,207)=4.60, p <

.004, and Confident-Outgoing was significant, F(3,207)=3.39,
p < .019. In addition, canonical correlations between each

CPI factor and the set of sex-role variables were

significant (p . .05) for General Àdjustment , -.57¡ Mature

Socialized Dominance, -.70i Confident-Outgoing, -.54; and

Other Orientation, -.44. Therefore, pairwise comparisons of
group means using Scheffe's post-hoc tests were performed

(uays, 1973, p. 608). The cornparisons which were

significant (p . .05) for General Adjustment were between

androgynous subjects and all the other groups. Androgynous

subjects, therefore, were significantly better adjusted than

undifferentiated, feminine, and masculine subjects (see

Table 6). The higher and more positive the score, the

higher the level of psychological adjustment.

Scheffe's post-hoc tests riere also performed on the group

means for Mature Socialized Dominance. Pairwíse comparisons
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Table 6

Mean California PsychologÍcal Inventory Factor Scdres According to Sex-Rol-e

0rÍentatÍon

Sex-Role 0rientation

Factor
Und if fer entiated Feminine Masculine

(n=60) (n=4+) (n=a3 )
Androgynous

(n=6 s )

General Adj ustment

Conf ldent-0ut go ing

0ther Orientation

-211.51 -218 . 5l -205 .20 -181. 58

Mature Socialized Dominance

-13.05

6 .61

3.84

9.14 L7 .07 15. 39

-r4.86 -3.86

J.)J 6. 89

-.16

Note: The rnore posítive the mean factor score in value, the hígher the

level of adj us tment.
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which were significant at the .05 level occurred !¡ith the

following groups ¡ undifferentiated and masculine,

undifferentiated and androgynous, feminine and masculine,

and feminine and androgynous. Àcross sex, undi f ferent iated
subjects and feminine subjects were significantly less welf

adjusted on this factor than were masculine and androgynous

subjects. However ¡ there nere no significant differences
within these pairs of groups.

FinalIy, Scheffe's post-hoc comparisons were performed on

the group means for Confident-Outgoing. Significant
comparisons (p . .05) occurred between the f o1l-owing groups:

undifferentiated and masculine, undifferentiated and

androgynous, feminine and rnasculine, and feminine and

androgynous. Undifferentiated subjects were significantly
less adjusted than were masculine and androgynous subjects.
Feninine subjects were slightly better adjusted than were

undifferentiated subjects but significantly (p <.05) less

adjusted than were masculine and androgynous subjects.
Àlthough masculine subjects scored higher on the Confident-

Outgoing factor than did androgynous subjects, this
difference was non-significant (see TabIe 6).

Multivariate analysis of variance of PPRS factors scores

indicated a main effect of sex-role orientation t .

î(3,542.67)=2.36, p <.006; no effect of sex, F(1,205)=.81, p

<.5'l 8; and no sex x sex-roIe orientation interaction,

Y(3,542,67 l=1.16, p<.308. None of the univariate Fs for the
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main effect of sex-role orientation was significant
precluding the use of Scheffe's post-hoc tests of pairwise

comparisons. The univariate Fs were as follows: Identity-
Depression, F(3,208)=2.47, p<.063, Career-Àcademic Role

Functioning, t'(3,208)=.78, p<.507, Gender-ReIated Issues

F(3,2081=.22, p<.884, and Ànxiety, E(3,208)=1 .40, p<.244.

The canonical correlat.ions revealed significanl (>.30)

multivariate relationships between sex-role orientation
groups and Identity-Depression(.55) and Anxie!y (.41). In

the absense of significant univariate ANOVA results, post-

hoc multivariate contrasts between the various levels of

sex-role orientation were performed. When all PPRS factors
were considered simuLtaneously, undifferentiated subjects

were significantly more likeIy (Iower means reflect greater

likelihood of reporting problems) to discuss problems in

therapy than androgynous subjects (r(a,205)=a.40, Þ < .002)

or mascuLine subjects (g(¿,ZOS)=9.47, p < .009), (see Table

7). In addition, feminine subjects were significantly rnore

1ike1y to discuss PPRS problems (F(4,205)=2.63, p < .036)

lhan masculine subjects. The group means shown in Tabl-e 7

indicate that on Identity-Depression, Career-Academic Role

Functioning, Gender Related Issues, and Ànxiety, there were

advantages of masculinity alone as well as of androgyny.
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Table 7

Mean Persona 1 Problems Ratins Scâ1e Fâcto!' S.rlÌes Accordlns to Sex-Role

0rfentation

Sex-RoIe Oríentation

Factor
Undif ferent iat ed Femínine

@=aa)(n=60)
Masculine

(n=43 )
Androgynous

(n=65)

Iden tity-DeÞr es s ion

30. 28

Career-Academic Role Func tíoning

40 ,25

Gender-Related lssues

30.74

Anxíety

18. 00

31.98 36 .4r

30. 48 30.61

4L,95 4t.7 3

11 .75 20.95

L\ L']

38 .64

3r,75

20 .95

Note: The Lower the nean factor score, the greater the like1íhood of

reporting the problems on a given factor.
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Preferred Gender of. TheraÞist and Subiect Characteristics

Hypothesis 2a, that sex of subject, sex-roIe orientation,
and attitudes toward women wiII relate to stated preference

or Lack of preference for therapist's sex, vras tested using

a 2(sex) x 4 (sex-role orientation) x 2 (liberal versus

conservative sex-role attitudes) ÀNOVA h'ith the score on the

Therapist Preference norrn (tpf') being the dependent

var iable .

Analysis of variance of TPF scores indicated a

significant sex-rol-e attitudes x sex-roIe orientation
interaction F(3,194)=3.48, p<.017. There v¡as no effect of

sex, E(1,1941=1 .45, p < .230i no effect of sex-rol.e

orientation, F(3,19a)=1 .60, p < .190; and no effect of sex-

role attitudes, f(1,194)=1 .39, p < ,?4O. Two-way and three-
way interactions were aLso nonsignificant: sex x sex-roIe

attitudes, E(1,19a)=0.28, p <.597; sèx x sex-roIè

orientatíon, t(3,194)=.46, p <.71'1 ; and sex x sex-role
attitudes x sex-role orientation, F(3,19a)=0.22, p <.883.. A

score of 1 to 3 indicates a preference for a male therapist,
a score of 4.00 indicates no preference, and a score of 5 to
7 indicates a preference for a female therapist. Figure 1

illustrates lhe significant sex-role attitudes x sex-role
or ientat, í on interaction.

A test of simple effects indicated significant
differences between the sex-role orientation groups within
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o Liberal Sex-Role At t í tudes

. ConservaÊive Sex-Role
Attitudes

Undifferentiated Ferninine Masculíne Androgynous

SEX-ROLE ORIENTATION

Mean Therapist Preference Form score as a functíon of sex-role

orienLation and sex-role attltudes,

Figure I
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the l-arger group of liberal subjects, F(3,19al =3.35, E

<.020. By examining the mean scores (see Figure 1), it can

be seen that liberal, undifferentiated subjects had the

strongest preference for female therapists and conservative,

und i f f e r en t i a t ed subjects had the highest preference for a

male therapist (M=3.74). Means for masculine and

androgynous subjects !¡ho were l-iberaL refLected a marginal

preference for a female therapist.

The test of simple effects also indicated significant
differences between Liberal and conservative subjects who

had an undifferentiated sex-roLe orientation,
F(1 ,194)=12.0e, p <.001. Post-hoc analysis of the simple

effects of sex-roLe oríentation and sex-roIe attitudes on

therapist preference was done using Scheffe's test (most

conservative), the modified least-significant difÊerence

test, and the Ieast-significant difference test (nost

Liberal). These are atl tests of pairwise comparisons that
are exact for unequal [s. By the Scheffe procedure, no two

groups were significantly different at the .05 level. By

the modified least.-significant difference, only the

conservative-undif ferentiated and liberal-undif ferentiated
subjects were significantly dífferent (conservative subjects

having a greater tendency to prefer ma1es, liberal subjects

having a greater tendency to prefer females). By the least-
significant difference test, Iiberal-undifferentiated
subjects had a stronger preference for females than all
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subjects except those who were androgynous. AIso,

conservative-undif ferentiated subjects were signif icantly
different from conservative-and l-iberal-androgynous subjects
in having a greater tendency to prefer male therapists.

Reasons for Preferred Sex of TheraÞist

Hypothesis 2b, that subjects will endorse TpF reasons

according to sex, preferred sex of therapist, sex-roIe
orientation, and attítudes toward women, was tested using a

2(sex) x 2 ( female preferred therapist, male preferred

therapist) x 4 (sex-roIe orientation) x 2 (sex-ro1e

attitudes) ÀNOVA eight times, once for each reason as the

dependent variable. The number of subjects !¡ho stated a

preference was 96 out of the total sanple of 216 subjects.
Of these subjects, 58 stated a preference for a female

therapisl and 32 for a mal-e therapist. croups by sex

included: 13 men who stated a preference for a ¡nale

therapist, 20 men who stated a preference for a female, 19

women who stated a preference for a male, and 38 women who

stated a preference for a femaLe therapist. Due to rnissing

data, 6 subjects with a therapist preference had to be

eLimínated. All data were dichotomous (0 or 1) for the

dependent variable I TPF reason.

For the first two reasons, "I would feel more comfortable

in t.he presence of a person of that sex" and "À person of

that sex would be more attract.ive to me personally" there
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were no significant effects of sex, preference, sex-role
orientation, sex-roIe attitudes, or of the Ètro-r\'ay

interactions (see Tables I and 9). Duè to empty cells,
higher order interactions were suppressed for this and all
subsequent analyses.

For the third reason, "I could talk more freely about my

problems" I there was a main effect of preferred sex of

therapist that reached significance (see Table 10). Of the

two-interactions, only sex x preference was significant.
Since the presence of an interaction Èypically precJ"udes the

interpretation of component main effects, the post-hoc

analysis was restricted to further exploration of the sex x
preference term. A test of simple ef f ect.s indicated that
there were significant differences between women and men who

preferred a rnale therapist, e(1,6a)=8.59, p <.005 and

between women who preferred a femaLe therapist and women who

preferred a male therapist, F(1,6a)=10.21 , p <.002. Figure

2 illustrates this interaction. Men who preferred a male

therapisi were significantly more Iikely than women who

preferred a male therapist to endorse this reason. Women

who preferred a femaLe therapist were signifícantly rnore

likely to stale this reason than were women who preferred a

male therapist. This was a reason that relaled best to
samè-sex pieferences.

For the fourth reason, "A person of that sex would

understand my problerns better", onJ.y sex x preference was
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Table 8

Summary Tabl-e of Analysis of Varlânce of Effects of Sex of Subject,

Preferred sex ôf eraDÍsÊ. Sex-Role 0rientatíon- ând Sex-Ro1e Attitudes

on TPF Reason I

Source df MS p

Main Ef fec ts

Sex

Preference

Sex-Role 0r ientation

Sex-Role Att Ítudes

Two-Way Interactions

Sex x Preferenc e

Sex x Sex-Role orientation

Sex x Sex-Role At Eitudes

Preferenee x Sex-Role OreÍntation

Preference x Sex-Role At t íEudes

Sex-Role orl-entation x Sex-Role
Attitudes

Error

1

1

3

0 .52

1.00

1. 03

2 .8r

0.10

0 .52

0.81

0.s6

0 .26

0.58

L.12

1.15

3,13

0.11

0. 58

0.90

0.62

0.28

.45

tô

.33

,08

74

63

35

60

60

I

3

1

I

3

72

0 ,05

0.90

0.06 98
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Table 9

Summarv Table of Analvsis of Var of Effects of of Sub i ect,

Preferred Sex of TheraDlst. Sex-Rol e oríentation. and S Attitude
on TPF Reason 2

Source df MS F p

ùfåin Ef fec ts

Sex

Pre fer ence

Sex-Ro1e 0rientation

Sex-Ro1e AttÍtudes

Two-Way Int erac t ions

Sex x Preference

Sex x Sex-Role orientat ion

Sex x Sex-Role AttíÊudes

Preference x Sex-Role Orienta! ion

Preference x Sex-Role At tr ibut es

Sex-Role 0rientation x Sex-Role
Attitudes

Erro¡

1 0 .20

0.05

0.03

0, 00

2 .4r

0. 54

0. 31

0. 00

0.63

1.07

0,04

1.68

0.00

13

47

82

95

3

1

I

3

I

0.05

0. 09

0. 00

0,L4

0.00

0. 05

0.09

.43

.84

.18

1.01

3 0. 55 6s

7T
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Table 10

Sun¡narv le of Effects o f Sex of Sublect, Preferred Sex of Therapls t,
Sex-Role 0rien tation. and Sex Ro !-e Attitudes on Reason 3

Source df MS F P

Mafn Eff ec ts

Sex

Preference

Sex-Role 0ríentatíon

Sex-Role At t itudes

Two-Way In terac t ions

Sex x Preference

Sex x Sex-Role orientat íon

Sex x Sex-Role Attítudes

Preference x Sex-Role Orientation

Preference x Sex-Role Attitudes

Sex-Role orientation x Sex-Role
At Li tudes

Error

1

3

0. 14

7 .20

0 .26

0.77

r.46

0.30

0,07

0 ,22

0 .32

0 .52

0 .2L0

U.tb

5. 73*

3 .67

6 ,97 t\

1.43

0,33

1. 03

r.s4

2.49

42

02

30

06

1

3

1

3

1

01

24

57

38

22

3 07

7I

o P' .05
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Figure 2. Mean rate of responding !o TpF reason 3 as a function of sex

of subject and preferred sex of therapist.
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significant F(1 ,71)=5.86, p<.02 (see TabIe 11). À test of
simple effects indicated that there were significant
differences between women and men who preferred a rnale

therapist, F(1,64)=7.18, p<.009 and betrreen women who

preferred a female lherapist and women who preferred a male

therapist , î(1 ,6a)=5.51, p<.02 (see Figure 3). Again, as

with the third reason listed in the Therapist preference

Form this was a reason more often cited by subjects who

stated a sane-sex preference for therapist.

For the fifth reason, ',A person of that sex woul-d

probably be very intelIigent.," there v¡ere no significant
effects (see Table I2),

For the sixth reason, "past experience with professionals
of that sex has been satisfactory", there were no

sign i f icant ef fects (See TabIe 13).

For the seventh reason, rrI prefer professionals of that
sex in generaI", there was a significant nain effect of sex-
role attiLudes (see Table 14). The preference x sex-role
orientation interaction and preference x sex-role attitudes
interaction were significant. Àll other interactions were

non-signíficant (see Table 14 and Figures 4 and S).

Since the significant main effect of sex-role attitudes
was a component of one of the significant interactions
(preference x sex-role attitudes), post-hoc analyses were

restricted to exploration of the preference x sex-roLe
orientation and preference x sex-ro1e attitudes terms.
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lable 1l

of Variance of ts of Sex of sub I ect. Pref Sex ofAnalysls

sex-Ro tatíon Ar rl TPF Reason

df MSF PSource

Maln EffecËs

Sex

Preference

Sex-Role OrÍentation

Sex-Ro1e AttiEudes

Two-waY Interactions

Sex x Preference

Sex x Sex-Ro1e 0r íentat i-on

Sex x Sex-Role AttiEudes

Preference x Sex-RoIe oríentation

Preference x Sex-Role At t í tudes

Sex-RoIe OrienËation x Sex-Role
Attitudes

Error

I

1

3

1

0.08

0 ,29

0.19

0. 11

1.30

0 .27

0.04

u. z¿

0.11

0.06

0 .22

0.35

1.33

0.84

0.49

5,86*

r .23

0,20

l. 0l

0 ,47

0.28

L ,24

,56

.25

.48

,49

02

3l

66

40

49

84

1

I

7L

o.P 
'.05
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TabLe 12

Analvsls of Varlance of Effects of Sex of SubJect- Pref Sex of

Theraoist - 1e Orientatlôn - Sex-Role Attitudes .rn TPF Reason 5

LSource df MS p

Maln Ef fec ts

Sex

Preference

Sex-Role 0r ientaEion

Sex-Role Attltudes

Two-way InËeractions

Sex x Preference

Sex x Sex-Ro1e 0rientat Íon

Sex x Sex-Role AtÊitudes

Preference x Sex-Role Orientat fon

Preference x Sex-Role Attítudes

Sex-RoLe orientation x Sex-Role
Attitudes

Error

1

3

I

0. 08

0.00

0,03

0. 04

3. 65

0.10

1 to

I.79

0.13

0 .23

0. 00

L,64

0.17

UO

75

29

l9

1

3

0.00

0,01

0. 00

0. 04

0. 00

.72

.88

oc

10

.68

3

1

3 0.02 0,83 .48

77
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Table 13

Srrr¡ma rv îable of Analvsis of Varlance of Effects of Sex of

Subi ect . Preferred Sex of Therapist. Sex-Role orientation. and Sex-Role

Attitudes on TPF Reason 6

Source df MS F p

Main Ef fec Ès

Sex

Preference

Sex-Role oríen ta t ion

Sex-Ro1e Attítudes

Two-I,iay Interâctions

Sex x Preference

Sex x Sex-Role Oríentatior

Sex x Sex-Role At t itudes

Preference x Sex-Role Or ien tat lon

Preference x Sex-Role At t íÈudes

Sex-Role orientåtion x Sex-Role
At t itudes

Error

1

1

0 ,11

0.71

0. l4

0.00

0. 34

0. 36

0.07

0.07

0.01

0 .41

2.99

0.59

0.01

r .45

1.53

0 ,28

0. 30

0.03

49

09

62

92

3

23

2t

60

83

86

3

I

3 0 .42 r,79 76

7L
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Table 14

AnaLvsis of Varlance of Effects of Sex of Sublect- Preferred Sex of

TheraDist 1e Orientatlon - Sex-Role AEtitudes on TPF Reason 7

Sour c e df MS F p

Main Effects

Sex

Preference

Sex-Role 0rientation

Sex-Role At t itudes

Tbo-Way In terac t ío ns

Sex x Preferenee

Sex x Sex-Role orientat íon

Sex x Sex Role Attitudes

Preference x Sex-Role Orientation

Preference x Sex-Role Attitudes

Sex-Rol-e 0rienÈatíon x Sex-Role
AÈtitudes

Error

1

I

0.02

0.03

0, 01

0.50

0 .22

0. 0l

0 ,20

0 ,44

0,34

0. 30

0.36

0.07

6,41*

2 .89

0.18

2.s4

5.65**

¿ ?A*

.58

.55

o''7

.01

09

91

L2

00

04

99

1

3

3

1

0. 00 0. 0s

7l

o P t '05

oo¿'.01
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A test of simple effects of the preference x sex-role
orientation interaction indicated that no groups were

significantly different from the others: preference within
undifferentiated subjects, !(1,64)=2,77, p<.10, preference

r.rithin feminine subjects, E( 1 , 6a)4.64, p<.06, preference

wit.hin masculine subjecÈs, F(1,64)=l .77, p<.1 9, preference

within androgynous subjects, F(1,6a)=.21, p<.65, sex-role
orientation within preference for male therapist,
F (3,64)=1 ,41 , p<.25, and sex-role orientation within
preference for femaLe therapist, E(3,64)=.88, p<.46.

Although thère were no significant differences bet!¡een

groups in this interaction, it is noteworthy that
undifferentiated subjects preferring a male as well as

feminine and masculine subjects preferring a female

therapist did not check this reason at atl. Feminine

subjects who preferred a male therapist were most likely to
cite this reason (see Figure 4).

A test of simple effects of the preference x sex-rol-e 
,

attitudes interaction indicated that there were only

significant differences between liberal and conservative
subjects who preferred a male therapist, E(1,64)=5.55,
p<.02. Liberal subjects who preferred a male therapist
never cited this reason, I'I prefer professionals of that sex

in general" while conservative subjects who preferred a male

were most likely of all groups to endorse this reason (see

! 1gure 5r.
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For the eighth reason, 'rPast experience with
professionals of the other sex has been unsatisfactory'r,
there were no significant effects (see Tabl-e 15).

Subjects had an opportunit.y to add their own reasons Êor

stating a preference for sex of therapist at the end of The

Therapist Preference Form. These additional reasons are

included in Table 16.

Problems, Adiustmentr Sex of Subiect, and Therapist
Preference

Hypothesis 3a, that lhe nature of reported problens

selected from the Personal Problems Rating Sca1e will relate
to sex of subject and statèd preference for sex of therapist
or lack of preference; levels of adjustment on the

California Personality Inventory wiIl relate to sex of
subject and preference or lack of preference for sex of

therapist $as tested with two 2(sex) x 3 (preference)

MANOVAS, one r,¡ith PPRS factors as dependent variables and

the other with CPI factors as dependent variables.

MuLtivariate analysis of variance of ppRS factor scores

indicated only a significant main effect of preference,

E(8,414)=3.46, p<.001, (sex, F(4,207)=.37, p<.827, and sex x
preference, F(8,41 a)=1 .37 , Þ.<.21) . The univariate F-tests
following the significant multivariate main effect indicated
that there was a significant relationship between preference

and the Anxiety factor of the PPRS, g(2,210)=3.91 , p<,02,
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Table 15

Analysís of VarÍance of Effects of Sex of Sublect, preferred Sex of

Thêránl s i - ex-Role 0rientatlon - Sex-Role Attitudes on TPF Reason I

S ourc e df MS F P

MaÍn Effects

Sex

Pref er ence

Sex-Ro1e Or ientation

Sex-Role Attitudes

T\,ro -Way Interac ! ions

Sex x Preference

Sex x Sex-Ro1e OreinaËiona

Sex x Sex-Role Attítudes

Preference x Sex-Role OrienEaÊion

Preference x Sex-Role AË titudes

Sex-Role orientation x Sex-Role
At t itud es

Error

1

1

0.0s

0.17

0. 15

0.02

0 .L2

0.14

0. 0I

0.03

0. 14

0 .44

L.44

L.27

0.L4

l. 04

1. r8

0, 10

o .25

L .24

31

33

75

86

27

51

23

29

7I

I

3

I

3 0.04 0.33 .81

7L
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Table.16

Reasons Provtded by Subiects for Stât Preference for Gender of TherâDíst

Sex of Subject TheraplsË Preference Reason

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

Ì4a 1e

Female

2 (Mate)

6 (Female )

7 (Female )

6 (Fernale )

5 (Female)

3 (Ma1e )

3 (Male)

r (Ma1e)

7 (Female)

2 (Ma1e)

5 (Female )

t'SLlght fear of women (strangers
who might not like me)'l

"I would prefer someone my age or
somewhat older'l

"Female was recommended for
Rl'(chtld)

"more s ens it ive"

"I would feel it would be harder
to be dishonest with someone of my
own sex"

"ma1e if older, otherwíse a fenale"

"I haven't had much dealíngs wíth
the other sex in professional
capacities"

t'Since I am here for my own benefit,
I would not lÍke to be bothered r,riÈh
any feelings of competitiveness I
nlghË have during the course of
treatnent rvith a female therapist"

"Hopefully this preference \n'ould
put ne in touch with a feminist
therapist"

"ma1e therapís! r,Jould help M. at
this stagerr(chi1d)

"I have always seen male psychíatrists
and counsellors. A psychiatr 1s t
suggested I see a female as she
may understand my problems better'r

Female

Female

F erna 1e

Female

Note: Ratlngs for therapisÈ preference are on a scale of L Eo 7, $rith 1

being a strong preference for a male, 4 - no preference, and 7 -

strong preference for a fe¡na1e.
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(see Table 17 tor group means). Scheffe's post-hoc

comparisons (Hays, 1973, p, 606) were performed for alL
pair-wise comparisons on Factor 4. Two comparisons vrere

significant (<.05): between the no-preference group and the

mal-e-preferred group, and belween the no-prefèrence group

and femaLe-preferred group. Subjects who preferred a male

thèrapist or a f e¡na1e therapist were significantly more

1ikely to state a high l-ikelihood of discussing Ànxiety
(Factor 4) problems. There were no significant differences
be tvreen the preference groups.

When exanining the canonicaL correlations, it was found

that Identity-Depression (as well as Ànxiety) was

significantl.y correlated (.433) with therapist preference
(or lack of preference). The means (see Table 17) indicated
that the preference groups were almost equally likely (Mean

for male preference group=3O.47, Mean for female preference

group=30.84) to report Identity-Depression problems and were

more Iikely to report these problems than subjects who had

no preference (Mean=37.47). Therefore, for both Identity-
Depression and Ànxiety, subjects vrho reported being more

likel-y to discuss those problems in therapy had a greater
preference for a particular gender of therapist.

Multivariate analysis of variance of CpI factor scores

indicated a main effect. of sex, F(4,206)=3.63, p < .007; no

effect of therapist preference, E(8, a12)=1.66, p <.11;
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Table 17

Mean Personal Prob l-ems Râtins Scale Fåc Scores Accordinq Eo Preference or Lack

of Preference for TherapÍst I s Gender

Preferred Gender of Therapís t

Factor Female
(n=59)

No Preference
ln=l20)

Male
(n=3 2 )

Identity Depres s ion

Career-Academic Role Functíoníng

Gender Related Is sues

Anxíety

30. 84

38.47

30. 1l

16.52

37 .47

44.88

3t.28

2L.7 0

4t .66

30 .47

31.56

17 .00

Note: îhe lower lhe mean value on a given ppRS factor, the greaÊer the

líkellhood of reporting that group of problems,
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and no sex x preference interaction, F(8, a12)=1 .48, p<.16,

The univariate F-tests for the main effect of sex indicated
that the rel-ationships between sex and General Adjustment

was significant, F(1,209)=11.37, p<.001 and between sex and

Confident-Outgoing was significant, E(1 ,209) =5.04 p<.026.

Canonical correlations between sex and the CpI factors were

all significant (p <.05): General Adjustment (.88), Mature

Socialized Ðominance (.5f ), Confident-Outgoing (-.59), and

Other Orientation (.47). Mean scores for males and females

on all four CPI factors can be seen in Table 18. post-hoc

interpretati.ons were limited to the effècts found in the

univariate F-tests. Women were better adjusted than men

(General Àdjustment factor). Men, however, scored

significantty higher than women on the Confident-OuLgoing

factor (including dominance, social presence, and

sociability).

Àdiqstment and Psvcholoqical Problems in Relation to Sex of
Subiect, Sex-RoIe Orientation, and Therapist PreferencJ

Hypothesis 3b, that the nature of reported probJ.ems and

level of adjustment wiIl relate to sex of subject, presence

or absence of therapist preference and sex-roIe orientation,
was tested using two 2(sex) x 4(sex-role oríentation) x 3

(preference groups) MANOVAS, one with CpI factors as the

dependent variables and one with PPRS factors as the

dependent var iables.
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Table 18

Mean Californía Psycho logical lnventorv Factor Scores According Eo Sex

of Subj ect

Sex

CPI Fâc to rs

General
Adj us tment

Mature
So c ia 1iz ed
Doninance

Confident- 0ther 0r ientat ion
0utgoing Acceptance

Males

(n = 90)

Females

-216 ,34

-L92,37

-11.37

, /, '70 10.33 6 ,24

14.35 4,36

(N = 126 )

Note: The higher and more positive Ëhe mean factor score, the higher the

level of âdj us tment.
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Multivariate analysis of variance of the CPI factors
indicated a main effect of sex, E(4,188)=2.82, p <.027i a

main effect of sex-roIe orienlation, L(12,497.69) =2.00, p
<.022; a significant sex x sex-roLe orientation interaction,
F(12,497.69)=2.34, Þ. <.006; no effect of therapist
preference, 812,376ìt=1.33, p <.23; no sex x preference

interaction, F(9,376)=1 .49, p <..1 6; no sex-role orientation
x preference interact ion, F ( 24,657.06 ) ='1 . 13, p <.30 , and no

sex x sex-roLe orientation x preference, L(24 ,657 . 0 6 ) = 1 . 1 I ,

B<.25.

Since lhe significant main effects of sex and sex-role

orientation were components of the significanL interaction,
sex x sex-role orientationr the post-hoc analysis was

restricted to exploration of the sex x sex-role orientation
interaction. The univariate F-tests indicated that this
interaction was significant for General Àdjustment E(3,19f )

= 4.15, p<.01 and for Confident-Outgoing, E(3,191)=3.41, p <

.02. Figures 6 and 7 respectively iJ-J.ustrate these

interactions. A test of sinple effects indicated that of

the four sex-roLe orientation groups, significant
differences occurred between women and men v¡ho were

feminíne, E_(4,188)=2.68, p<.03 and between women and men who

were undifferentiated, F(4,188)=3.77, p<.01 . For feminine

subjects, univariate F-tests indicated that significant
differences occurred on General Àdjustment, E(1 ,191)=9.60,
p<.002 and on Mature Socialized Dominance , F(1 ,191)=6,20,
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p<.01. Feminine womên scored higher on both these factors
than feminine men. For undifferentiated subjects,
significant differences occurred betr\'een women and men only

on Confident-Outgoing, E(1,191 )=13.32, p<.000.

Undifferentiated men scored signifÍcantty higher than

undifferentiated women (see Figure 7).

Multivariate analysis of variance of the ppRS factors
indicated a rnain effect of preferencef F (8 ,378)=2.60, p

<.01; no effect of sex, F(4,189)=.aA, Þ <.78; no effect of

sex-role orientation, E(12,500.34)=1 ,63, p <.08; no sex x

preference interaction, E(8,378)=1 .29, p <.25; no sex x sex-

role orientation interaction, F ( 1 2 , 5 0 0 . 3 a ) = 1 . 0 3 , p < ,42; no

preference x sex-ro1e orientation interaction,
P(24,660.55)=.90, p <.60; and no sex x preference x sex-role
orientation interaction, E(24,660.55)=1 .02, p<.43,

The univariate E-tests for the significant main effect of
preference indicated significant differences between the

therapist preference and no preference groups onLy on the

Anxiety factor, F(2,192).=3,22, p<.04. Canonical

correlations between these groups and Identity-Depression,

Career-Àcadernic Functioníng, and Ànxiety were significant at
.50, .33, and .56 respectively, The means reported in Table

17 were identical to those resulting from this analysis.

Scheffers post-hoc comparisons (Hays, 1973, p. 606) were

performed on the group means for Ànxiety, (the only
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significant univariate ÀNOVA result). Significant
differences (p<.05) were found between the preference groups

and no preference group. Às v¡ith the results found from

testing Hypothesis 3a, both subjects who preferred a mal-e

therapist and those who preferred a female therapi.st, were

significantly more J-ikeIy to discuss Anxiety problens than

the nopreference group. No significant difference in the

extent of reporting these problems occurred beiween the two

preference groups.

Ideal Therapist Traits in Relation to Subiect
Charactersitics and Therapist Preference

Hypothesis 4a, that sex of subject and stated preference

or Lack of preference for sex of therapist will reLate to
perceptions of the "ideal" therapist was tested by a 2(sex)

x 3(preference) ¡¿eHov¡ with the three Counsellor Rating Form

factors as dependent var iables.

Multivariate analysis of variance of the CRF factor
scores revealed no effect of sex, F(3,208)=1.11, p <.34; no

effect of preference, E(6,a16)=.80, .p <.57; and no sex x

preference interaction I Y(6,416)=.59, p<,74.

ttypothesis 4b, that sex of subject, sex-roi.e orientation,
and stated preference or no preference for sex of therapist
will relate to perceptíons of lhe "ideal" therapist was

tested by a 2(sex) x 4(sex-ro1e orientation) x 3(preference)

MANOVA with the three CRF factors as dependent variabl-es.
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Multivariate anaLysis of variance of the CRF scores

indicated only a significant sex-roIe orientation x

preference interaction, F(18,537.89)=1 .76, p<.03. There was

no effect of sex, F(3,190)=.75, Ê <.52; no effect of sex-

role orientation, y(9,462,56)=1.65, p <.10; no effect of

preference, L(6,380)=l .41 , Þ. <.21 ; no sex x sex-role
orientation interaction, î(9,a62.56)=.81, p <.6'f ; no sex x

preference interaction, F(6,380)=.77, p <.59; and no sex x

sex-role orientation x preference interaction,

E ( 1 I , 5 3 7 . I9 ) = 1 . 1 2 , p<.33. The univariate F for the sex-roIe
x preference interaction on Agentic Interpersonal SkiIIs
(Factor 2) was significant, î(6,192lr =2.16, p<.05. Figure I
illustrates the interaction for this CRF factor. À test of
simple effects on the sex-roLe orientation x preference

terrn indicated that of the two preference and single no-

preference groups, there were significant differences only

within the subjects who preferred a mal.e therapist,
F(9,462.56)=1.90, p<.05 for Agentic Interpersonal Skills
(according to univariate F-tests), 4(3,192)=3.'1 3, p<.03.

Since hígher means reflect a greater endorsenent of the

Counsellor Rating Form facLor, the test of simple effects
indicated that of the subjects who preferred a male

therapístf those who were feminine rated their "ideaL"
therapist higher than any other groups on Àgentic

Interpersonal SkilIs (i.e., cheerful, c1ear, dependable,
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f riendJ.yr honest, inf orrned, reliabLe, respectful ,

straightforward, and trustworthy).

The test of simple effects also indicated significant
differences between the preference and no preference groups

who were mascufine in sex-role orientation, F(6,380)=2.51,

p<.02. Hol¡everr none of the univariate F-tests were

significant: Professional Compet.ence f(2,192)=.19, p <.83;

Agentic Interpersonal SkiIts, î(2,192)=.43, p <.65; and

Communal-Expressive Interpersonal SkiIls E (2,192)=.14,

p<..87. By examining the group neans (see Table 19) it can

be seen that on Professional Competence and Àgentic

Interpersonal. Ski11s, masculine subjects who preferred a

female therapist rated their "ideal" therapist the lowest of

all preference or no preference groups. Masculine subjects
who had no preference or preferred a female therapist rated
their rrideal" therapist. higher on Communa 1-Expres s i ve

Interpersonal SkilLs than the male-therapist-preferred
group. The third factor included the items: appreciative,
attractive, closer compatible, believabJ-e, friendly,
1i keable I open, and sociabLe.

It was considered of interest to include sex-role
attitudes in a further multivariate analysis of variance

with a 2(sex) x 2 (sex-role âttitudes) x 3(preference

groups) MANOVA with the three CRF factors as de¡:endent

variables. This analysis yielded only nonsigníficant
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Table 19

Mean Counsel-lor Rating Form Fåctor Scores According to Sex-Role orlentatlon

and TherapÍst Preference

Therapis t
Preference

Sex-Ro1e 0rlentatíon

Und if f erent iated FeminÍne Masculine Androgynous

Prof essional Competence

Male Therapist
Pr ef erred

No Pr ef erenc e

Female Therapist M 43 .52
Preferred n 19

Agentic lnterpersonal Ski1ls

Male Therap is t
Pr ef erred

No Pr ef er ence

Fernale Therapist M 46,86
Preferred ã fg

4r.92
l3

41.00
6

47 .61
27

41.00
26

4r .68
37

48.60
10

M

n
54.50

8

4s.00
26

41.80
5

43.89
8

38. 60
5

42 ,23
30

40. 38
22

46,78
37

45.38

42 ,33
6

42,76
37

4L
30

40
8

46
5

u
n

g
n

u
n

00

6044.77
13

54.75
8

45 .67
6

48.s6
27

46 .27
30

Cornmrlnal-Exores s ive Inter

4049
10

3342
I

Female Therapist M

personal Skílls

Male Therapist
Preferred

No Preferenc e

Preferred

M

n

M

n

40 .11
13

49.L3
I

45,11
27

40 .69
¿6

n
44.L4
19

44 .60
10

40.50
22

Note: Higher rneans reflect a grealer endorsement of therapíst characterístics

for a given fac tor .
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results: no effect of sex, Y(3,202)=1.10, p<.35, no effect
of sex-roIe attitudes, F(3,202)=.a9, p<.69, no effect of

preference, E<6,404)=.78, p<.59, no sex x sex-role attitudes
interactions, F(3,202)=1 .09, p<.35, no sex x preference

interaction, F(6,404)=.70, p<.65, no sex-roIe attitudes x

preference interaction, F(6,a0a)=,65, Þ<.69, and no sex x

sex-role attitudes x preference interactionf E(6,404)=1.15,
p<.33.

Prior Psvc hothe rapeut i c Experience,
Preferred Sex of Therapi st

Cli ent Gender, and

Hypothesis 5, that prior psychothe rapeut i c experience

wiIl influence the extent to which subjects prefer a same-

sex or opposite-sex therapist, or state no preference at
all, was tested with a 2(sex) x 4 (previous therapy status)
univariate ANOVA with therapist preference or lack of
preference (TPF score) as the dependent variable.

Anal.ysis of variance of Therapist Preference Form scores

indicated no effect. of sex, E(1,199)=1.984, p<.161, no

effect of previous therapy experience, F(3,199)=0.98, p<.40,

and no sex x previous therapy experience interaction,

E(3,199)=0.56, p<.65. Therefore, nhether subjects reported

no previous therapy experience or previous experience with a

female or male therapist (or both, con jointJ.y) made no

significant difference in the extent to which women or men

preferred a therapist of a specific aender.



DI SCUSSI ON

The primary purpose of this research vras to clarify some

of the gender-related variabLes affecting clients'
psychological health and their preferences for
psychothe rapi st s as they enter psychotherapy. Previous

research, although inconsistent, suggested that clients do

have preconceived notions of Hhat they desire in a

therapist. The current study was designed to explore the

multifaceted relationships between client gender, sex-role
orientation, sex-ro1e a!hitudes, current psychoJ-ogical

functioning, at!ributed characteristi.cs of the "ideal"
therapist, and preferred sex of therapist. A more complete

understanding of the correlates of client expectations, it
is hoped, could further the pursuit of optimal conditions
for therapeut ic gains.

In addition, this research was designed to study sex

differences in psychological adjustment and presenting

problerns as r{ell as the effects of sex-role orientation on

these two dimensions of .psychological functioning. The

extent to which a subject endorses masculine and feminine

traits was studied in relation to several mental health

factors and psychological problen areas. A related purpose

was to explore the potential. of androgyny âs a model of

mental health for women and men.

163
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Of the subjects in this sample, 44.44e" indicated a

preference for sex of therapist, supporting the view that
asking clients if they prefer a particular gender of

therapist may be an important way of meeting clients' needs.

The strength of the preference should also be considered,

since group means varied within the range of slight
preference for males (Conservative-undifferentiated

subjects) to sIight preference for females (liberal-

undifferentiated subjects). There was support for the

hypothesis that preference for sex of therapis! was affected
by a conplex interaction of sex-role orientation and sex-

role at t i tudes.

The hypothesj.s that sex-role orientation r.rould reLate to
psychological adjustment and self-reported problems was also

supported. To varying degrees, masculinity and androgyny

were related to both dimensions of psychological

functioning, adjustment and presenting problems.

The fol-Iowin9 discussion will first describe the results
pertaining to cLient preferences (including reasons for
these preferences) and perceptions of the I'idealt' therapist
in relation to previously reported findings in this area of

research. Resul.ls concerned with the effects of gender and

sex-role orientation on factors derived from the two

measures of psychologicaJ. functioning, the CpI and ppRS,

wiIl then be discussed. Further analyses regarding the

effects of these mental health measures on stated preference

for sex of therapist will also be interpreted. The
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implications of the finding that prior psyc hothe rapeut i c

experiences did not appear to affect whether a subject

siated a preference for a therapist of specific aender r¡i11

be discussed. À final section will incLude a sumnary of

these results as they have contributed to the area of
gender-related psychotherapy research and the rnethodological

limitations inherent in Èhe current study. Recommendations

for future research wiIl be provided as well as the

implications of the current findings to inproving future
psychotherapy pract ices.

Preferred Gender of Therapist and Attributes of the Ideal
TheraÞi st

The first issue to be addressed was whether clients
entered therapy with a particular preference for lhe

therapist's sex. Earl"ier research (..g., EngIeman, 1974;

Jackson, 1972) }:.ad reported a preference for a male

therapist (or physician). More recent researchers have

reported a trend of female therapists becoming increasingly
rnore acceptable and perhaps even preferred by clients
(particularly female clients), (Brodsky, 1980; Simons &

Helms, 1976; !{a1ker & Stake, 1978). Ànother finding
frequentLy reportèd in the analogue research (".g., Briere &

Lanktree, 1983a; Johnson, 1978; LittreIl & LittrelI, 1982)

suggests that when confronted with a choice of therapists,
subjects rnay prefer one of the same sex.
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The currenL research revealed an actual tendency of

almosl one-half of t.he subjects (44.44e") to state a

preference for the therapist's sex and more of these

subjects stated a preference for a female therapist (64.44e"1

than statèd a preference for a male therapist (35.56%),

AJ.though more men preferred a female therapist than

preferred a male therapist, the sex of therapist difference
is accounted for more by the fact that women who stated a

preference were twice as Iikely to state a preference for a

female therapist than for a male therapist. These findings
support the view stated by Marecek and Johnson (1980) that
when viewing such studies chronologicalLy, iÈ becomes quite

apparent that the number of clients, especialty women, who

prefer female therapists is increasing. These writers aLso

stated that the modal client does not have a preference for
the gender of his or her therapist. In fact, the current
research supports one of the other such studies

ínvestigating therapi.st preferences in clinical subjects
(Davidson, 1976) in demonstrating that al.most one half the

sampJ.e (44.44e") did have a preference. The rnajor difference
between Davidson's findings and the current findings is t.hat

the proportion of preferences for a female was much greater

in Lhe current study while the number of subjects preferring
a male was much less. Davidson reported that 35p. of her

total sample preferred male therapists but the present study

found that 15.242 of the entire sample preferred a nale

therapist. In Davidson's study, .1 
5eo reported a preference
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for a female therapist whereas a female t.herapist was

preferred by 27.62% of. the current sample (the remaining
'1 .58s" stating a preference could not be accounted for due to
rnissing data). In any event, over the eight years since

Davidson reported her findings with comparabJ.e samples

(predorninantly white, middle income), the preference for
nale thèrapists decreased to less than one-haLf and the

preference for a female therapist almost doubled. This

fínding certainly indicates, as previously suggested (e.g.,
Brodsky, 1980; Clopton & HaydeI , 19e2), that female

therapists have become much more acceptable to male and

female clients, with women expressing a clear preference for
female therapists. This preference may also explain why

female cLients frequently report greater satisfaction and

more positive therapy outcome with female therapists (HilI,
1975; ,Jones & Zoppet, 1982; Kirshner et aI., 1978¡ Rice &

Rice, 1973; Schaeffer & ÀbeIes, 1977).

Some of the motives for these preferences will be

elaborated subsequently, in reviewing the reâsons endorsed

by subjects. Also, it appears that subject characteristics,
particularly sex-role orientation and sex-ro1e attitudes
(rather than simply, subject sex) are integratly related to
such preferences.

Subjects of both sexes who had liberal attitudes toward

women and were undifferentiated in sex-roIe orientation had

the strongest preference for a female therapíst.
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Undifferentiated subjects who had conservative attitudes
toward women had the strongest preference for a maLe

therapist. Therefore, subjects with profeminisL attitudes
were more J.ikeIy to prefer a female therapist, especialJ.y if
they indicated a low endorsement of instrumental and

expressive personality traits on the PAo. With further
post-hoc anaLyses, it was found that these undifferentiated-
Iiberal subjects had a significantly greater preference for
a female therapist than aII groups except androgynous

subjects, where the difference was non-significant.
Àndrogynous subjects (whether Iiberal or conservative in
their attitudes toward women) preferred a male therapist
sign i f icantly less than conservative-undifferentiated
subjects.

Some researchers have suggested that androgynous

individuals incorporate behavioral flexibility (e.g., Bem,

1972, 1974, 1975; Bem & Lenney, 1976; Bem et aI., 1976;

Kelly & Worell , 1977). The suggestion (e.g., Johnson , 1978)

that androgynous subjects may have no preference for
therapist gender due to behavioral flexibility was not

supportèd by these findings. Àndrogynous subjects tended to
prefer a female therapis! more often than a male therapist.
This finding does suggest that androgynous subjects
(regardless of their attitudes toward women) may be less

critical of female psychotherapists than some other

subjects, confirming results reported by Merluzzi and
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on percept ions of

presently.
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The effect of such subject characteristics
the "ideal-" therapist will- be discussed

Subjeets were asked t.o indicate reasons for their stated
preference of therapist gender, using the Iist developed by

Davidson (1976). One of the issues raised by her research

ínvolved whether attributions of therapist behaviour were

reLated to the therapist's actual behaviour or the client's
own sex-role stereotypic attitudes. "Feeling comfortabLe"

and rrattractiveness" rrere not atÈributes endorsed more by

one group or the other (male therapist versus female

therapist preferred) in the current study. In contrast,
Davidson found that "feeling comfortable" was one of the

most frequently checked reasons for preference of either sex

of therapist. Ðavidson's finding that males and females

expect to be able to "ta1k more freely" v¡ith a therapist of
the same sex was confirmed with the present sample.

Subjects expected that a therapist of the same sex would

"understand my problems better". Intelligence was not

checked significantly more by any group, perhaps because

this is an attribute assumed to be present in a therapist.
Davidson reported that among clients preferring a female

therapist, men were more Iikely than women to cite lhe
therapistrs attractiveness and intelligence as reasons for
their choice. Some of the discrepancies between Davidson's

findings and those of the current study may be accounted for
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by the fact that a female therapist was preferred to a much

lesser degree by the earlier study, therefore, undoubtedLy

affecbing the reasons endorsed by subjects.

The writer found that both "satisfactory'r and

"unsatisfactory" prior experiences with a therapist of a

particular sex failed to significantly relate to preferences

stated and were ínfrequently checked by subjects as reasons

for their preference. FinaJ.ly, " I prefer professionals of

that sex in general" was differentially checked by subjects

in an interesting manner. Undifferentiated subjects
preferring a male and feminine or masculine subjects
preferring a female therapist did not cite this reason at
aI1. Perhaps feminine and rnascuLine subjects who preferred

a f emal-e did not feel that they had enough exposure to
female professionals to endorse this statement. Feminine

subjects who preferred a male Lherapist were most likety to

check this reason. This finding suggests thal subjects who

perceive themselves as feminine (higher in expressiveness

than instrumentality) and prefer a nale therapist would

support the stereotype that a ¡na1e therapist is generally

more competent.

Attributed characteristics of therapists as they are

influenced by the subjects' sex, preferred sex of therapist,
sex-role attitudes, sex-role preference, and presenting

problems of subjects were explored further using the

Counsellor Rating Form (Barak & Lacrosse, 1975), Due to the
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controversy surrounding previous factor analyses of this
measure and lack of data based on clinical subjects, factor
analyses were performed on data provided by the 2.1 6 clinical
subjects of the present study. Despite reports of three

distinct factors: expertness, trustworthiness, and

attractiveness (e.g., Barâk & LaCrosse, 1975; LaCrossê &

Barak, 1976), this factor structure was not supported by the

current findings and does suggest that this assumed factor
structure shouLd be rejected. The existence of three

orthogonal factors allegedly accounting for all the variance

should not be appJ.ied, particuJ.arly to clinicaL subjects.
InitialJ.y, a 10-factor solution resulted from t.he factor
analysis. When a 3-factor solution was pursued (consistent

with previous research suggesting fewer factorsr e.g.f
Heesacker & Heppner, 1983), the actual factors bore very

Little resemblance to the supposed factors of rrexpertnessrr,

"trustworthiness", and "attractiveness". The first factor,
Professional Competence (e.g., experienced, insightful,
intelligent, prepared etc.), accounted for 68.8s. of the

variance originally accounted for by the 10 factors. These

results support Heesacker and Heppner's (1983) findings
which led to their concl-usion that one major construct
operaLes in the client's perceptions of counselLors. Àfter
this first factor, there was little comparability betweèn

lhe present factors and those reported by Barak and Lacrosse

(197s).
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The second factor, Agentic Inst.rumental Skill-s relàted to
the factor of trustworthiness but was not that similar to
the factor originally reported by Barak and LaCrosse. This

factor also contained traits consistent with cultural norms

for masculine behaviour, The third factor, Communal-

Expressive Interpersonal SkilIs had a more feminine (as

perceived in our culture) sense !o it with hì.gh loadings on

such traits as appreciative, attractive, cJ.ose, compatible,

believable, friendly, warm, likeable, open, and sociable.
These results suggest that the factor structure of t.he CRF

may not be identical with aII populations and especially,
that clinical subjects wiLl rate their "ideaL" therapist
differently than college students will rate video tapes of
psychotherapists. The method of administering the CRF in
the current study (i.e., rating the "ideaJ.,' therapist) was

quite different to the technique originaLly used by Barak

and L,aCrosse (subjects rating videotapes of therapists in an

analogue design). However, researchers such as Leung (1984)

who aLso used an analogue design, reported a factor
structure quite discrepant from the 3-factor solution
described by Barak and L,aCrosse.

Further analyses were performed using these factors to
determine the relationships of perceptions of therapists to
other variables (e.g., preferred sex of therapist, sex-roIe

orientation of subject, etc.). There were no significant
relationships between the CRF factors and sex of subject or
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preferred sex of therapist (see Hypothesis 4a). However,

more complex relationships were tested in Hypothesis 4b,

which reveal.ed an interaction of sex-ro1e orientation and

preferred sex of therapist in relation to the three factors

of "idea1" therapist traits. Feninine subjects who

preferred a male therapisl rated their 'idea1" therapist
highest of all groups on Agentic Interpersonal SkiIIs (i.e.,

reliabJ-e, dependable, informed, friendly, honest). lt
appeared that subjects who were more dependent, submissive,

and less instrumental in personality traits (characteristics

of the feminine stereotypic role) preferred a maJ-e therapist
who was "credible" and "competent" (Barak & LaCrosse, 1975;

LaCrosse, 1980) yet someone they could depend upon. In

contrast, masculine subjects preferring a female therapist
(or having no preference) r.rere more inclined to want a

therapist high in Communal-Expressive Interpersonal SkilIs
(i.e., apprec iat ive, attractive,close, conpat ibIe, wa rn,

sociable etc.). In some respects, these findings agree with

those of Feldsteín (1979, 1980) and Heilbrun (1976). They

reported that men more than nonen rated their ideal

therapist as having femaLe sex-role stereotypic traits while

h'omen nore than men rated their ideal therapist as having

nale sex-role sterotypic traits. Since in most cases,men

are more likely to be masculine in sex-ro1e orientation than

are women, and women are more likely to be feminine, the

current findings could be considered to be comparable to

those reported by Feldstein. It is interesting, however,



that sex-role orientation was the salient variable here,

not nerely gender of the subject as reported by previous

researchers (..9. , Subich ,1983) .
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and

Both sex role of the client and the preferred gender of

therapist should be taken into account when considering the

type of therapist a prospective client prefers. Some

subjects (depending on their sex-role orientation) have sex-

rol-e stereotypic expectations of a therapist determined by

the therapist's gender. Although such an effect has been

suggested in the literature (..9., Feldstein, 1979, 1980¡

Johnson , 1978 ), studies have tended to be analogue in nature

and often overlook the gender of the client anð/ot

therapist, resulting in incomplete comparisons. This effect
of stereotypic expectatíons is mitigated by the sex-ro1e

orientation of subjects, with feminine and masculine

subjects having more stereotypic expectations than

androgynous or undi f ferent iated subjects.

Certain linitations of this questionnaire should be

mentioned at this time. The nature of the items is at times

general or ambiguous (e.9., analytic-diffuse) sometimes

leading to subjects exc).uding those iterns. The resulting
factors overlap and, as reported by Corrigan and Schmidt

(1983), there is a narrow range of responses on such items

as aggreeable-di sagreeable, undependabl e -dependabJ.e ,

inexperienced-experienced, in which one adjective is clearly
negative and the other positive.
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LaCrosse (1980) trrote that "expertness" may be the most

powerf uJ. predictor of positive therapeutic outcome. This

nay well be true to the extent that all subjects to some

èxtent would prefer that their therapist have these

characteristics which load highly on the first factor and

secondaril-yr on the second factor. Holrevêr, masculine

subjects who preferred a femaLe therapist rated their
rridealrr therapist lower than any other group, on the first
two factors, Professional Competence and Agentic

Instrumental Ski11s. So it wouLd seem that individuals
entering psychothèrapy have differen! expectations and may

not be necessarily looking for a therapist who is
instrumentaJ. and "expertrr in the traditional, masculine

manner .

In summary, it was demonstrated that considerable overi.ap

between the factors as well as differences within the

factors (as compared to Barak & LaCrosse's 1975 factor
structure) preclude an interpretation of the CRF as

containing 3 distinct, orthogonal factors: expertness,

trustworthiness, and attractiveness. Heesacker and

Heppner's (1983) suggestion that these factors may be nore

distinct in subject.s' expectations of therapist behaviour at
the beginning of therapy was not supported. In addition,
such expectations are affected considerably by an

individual's sex-role orientation and the sex of therapist
preferred. Perceptions and expeclations of therapists have
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been shown to be further influenced by factors relating to
the individual's problems that s/he brings into the therapy

relationship (e.9., Boulware & Holmes, 1970; Lee et aI.,
1980; Mezzano, 197 1; Schneider et al. , 1976), This area

will be discussed in detail f oJ.lowing the interpretation of

results related to the adjustment and psychological problems

measures.

It was shown in this inveslì.gation that subjects do not

prefer a therapist who is female or male as a function of

their previous experience with a therapisÈ or co-therapist
leam. It is important to note, however, that more than half
(53.70e.) of the subjects had not been in therapy previously,
so that this analysis was performed on only 100 subjects.
Most of these individuals (60) had been involved in therapy

with male therapists while only 28 subjects reported having

a female therapist; thereby limiting the extent to which

valid comparisons could be made with such unequal groups.

Effects of Gender, Sex-Role Orientation and Sex-role
Attitudes on Àdiustment and Presentinq Problems

One of the major purposes of this investigation vras to
clarify the relationships of gender and sex-role orientatíon
to psychological adjustment and presenting problems. The

resul!s in fac! do elucidate how sex-role orientation, in

particular, is integrally related to mental health and

psychological disLress. Before discussing these results,
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measures be interpreted.
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that the resuLts for the individuaL

Sex-RoIe Orientation and Sex-Role Àttitudes

Women have typically scored higher than men on the

femininity-expressiveness scale and men typically have

scored higher than women on the masculinity-instrurnent.ality

scale on both of the most comrnonly used measures of sex-role

orientation: the BSRI and PAQ (Aem, 1974; Spence &

Helmreich, 1978). This has held true for "normaI" samples

of varying ages and socioeconornic status. The extent to
which such findings occur among individuals seeking

psychological treatment has been somer,¡hat less cIear,
particularly in relation to actual medians on the subscafes

(masculinity, f ernininity) compared for women and men.

The present study found that women, in fact, had a higher

median than men on both t.he masculinity and femininity
scales. It was, thereforer not surprising that women were

represented in the androgynous group (high femininity, high

masculinity) more than in any other sex-role orientation
category and that androgynous vronen outnumbered androgynous

men. It was surprising, however, given prevÍous research

especially r,¡iÈh clinical samples (Ànti1I & Cunningham, 1979¡

Bernard, 1980; Berzins et aI., 1978 i Jones et a1., 1978,

Ke1Iy, 1983; KelIy & WoreIl , 1977; LocksLey 6, CoIt.en, 1979i

Tayl-or & HalI , 1982), to find that feminine women comprised
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the smallest group for women. The largest group of men

assigned to a sex-role orientation group occurred wiLh the

undifferentiated category (low masculinity-Iow femininity)

Previous researchers studied membership in sex-ro1e

orientation groups in relation to likelihood of seeking

treatment in a psychological clinic. LaTorre and Gregoire
(1977), for example, found that college studenls seeking

psychotherapy were more androgynous than those students

seeking medical treatment. This finding vras confirmed for
women seeking psychotherapy in the present study. LaTorre

and Gregoire interpreted their finding as indicating that

"confusion regarding role adoption" was related to subjects

having greater psychological difficulLies. Obviously, such

a statement cannot be made without actualJ.y measuring

psychological adjustments and presenting problems I as vras

done in the current investigation. It cannot be assumed

that individuaLs seeking psychological treatment are

automatically less well-adjusted or more troubled than those

not seeking psychotherapy.

In terms of sex-roLe attitudes, women scored higher (were

more profeminist) on the AWS than men, confirming previous

findings (u.g., Goldberg et aI. , 1979i Spence & Helmreich,

1972; Spence et aI .,1973). In fact, the neans found in

thís study were comparable to those reported by Gilbert et

aI. ('1 979). In the present study, there were al-so (across

both sexes) more conservative subjects (who scored below the
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median) than liberal subjects. Atthough ZeLdow and

Greenberg (1979) reported that more conservative individuals
are Less inclined to seek help for psychological problems,

116 of the 216 subjects in the current sample were

conservative. The ÀWS is, therefore, not necessarily a good

predictor of who act.uali-y seeks help, as was suggested by

Zeldow and Greenberg.

Psvcholooical Adiustment and Presentinq Problems

Before relating sex-roLe orientation and sex-role
aitributes to the measures of psychological functioning,
factors generated from the initial factor analyses wiII
di scussed.

the

be

Four and sometimes five factors have been reported in
many factor analyses of the California Psychological

Inventory (Gynther & cynther, 1976). Four factors resulted
from the present factor analysis. The first factor was

similar to the factor of "impulse management and

socialization" and "interpersonat effectiveness" previously

reported (Gynther & cynther, 197ü. In the present study,

this factor was large in accounting for 42.8e" of the total
variance and was labelled General Adjustment. The second

factor (accounting for 14.8% of the tot.al- variance) included

scal-es related to " interpersonal effectiveness or even

extraversion" (Gynther & Gynther, 1976): dominance, capacity

for status, and socialization scales which were typically
included on t.he second factor in previous factor analyses.
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This factor, Mature Socialized Dominance, also included a

high J.oading on sense of well-being. Sociability and self-
acceptance did not load significantly on this factor as

previously reported. The third factor, Confident-Outgoing,

did not resemble the third factor of previous factor
analyses (achievement via independence and intellect,ual
efficiency vrere not incLuded in the current investigation)
which had also included flexibility and sonetirnes tolerance.
This third factor of the present study included three scales

of Gough's (1968) Cfass I, 'rmeasures of poise, ascendency,

self-assurance, and interpersonal adequacy": dominance,

sociability, and social presence, all somewhat related to
the instrumental nature of masculinity. Dominance has been

defined as involving "leadership ability"; sociabilily as an

"outgoing, sociable, participative temperamenL"; and social
presence as 'rpoise, spontaneity, and self-confidence in
personal and social interaction " (Gough, 1968). The fourth
CPI fãctor, Other Orientation, included communality (aIso

found on the fourth factor of previous factor analyses)

reJ-ating to 'rinternalization of conventional values"
(Gynther & Gynther, 1976), responsibility, psychological-

mindedness, and self-acceptance(which was negatively related
to the other scales). This factor appears to meâsure a

tendency to please ot.hers (to be responsive to others'
needs) and to be selfless at the expense of a sense of
personal worth and independent thinking or action (see

Appendix A).
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These factors had internal consistency, were reliable,
and distinct from each other. In comparing the current
factor analysis to previous factor analyses, it must be

reiterated that the majority of previous analyses were based

on nonclinical subjects. Further research using the CpI

should incorporate factor analyses of data provided by

clinical subjects. It is also inportant to remember that
some differences could occur due to previous factor analyses

using the fuLL-version CPI scal-es.

Gender, Sex-Role Orientation, and Psvchotoqical Adiustment

Given the current controversy in the research concerning

reLative benefits of androgyny and masculinity to
psychological adjustment | ít was predicted that subjects

high in masculinity or high in both masculinity and

femininity (androgyny) would be better adjusted than

subjects fow in both masculinity and fernininity
(undifferentiated) and subjects lovr i.n masculinity and high

in femininity (feminine). Such effects were expected to
hold across sex with the qualification that androgyny could

have unique benefits for women and less so, for men. An

inportant finding of the current study whích disagreed with
much of the previous research (..9., Gilbert et a1., 1981 ¡

.lones et aI., 1978) was that, on GeneraL Adjustment (the

first CPI factor), androgynous subjects (male and female)

scored significantly higher than aIl other groups of
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subjects including masculine subjects of both sexes. AIsol

an unexpected finding was that feminine subjects were not

significantly less ¡,¡ef I adjusted than mascul-ine or

undif f erentiated subjects.

On the second CPI factor, Mature Socialized Ðominance,

undifferentiated and feminine subjects were significantly
Iess adjusted than androgynous and masculine subjects of

either sex, with no significant differences occurring

between androgynous and masculine subjects. ÀIthough there

is a quality of "interpersonal effectiveness" and

"extraversion" (Gynther & Gynther, 1976) to this factor,
masculine subjects who have been reported to exceed other

groups in these areas (cilbert et a]., 1981; KeIIy & worell,
1977; Spence & HeLmrich, 1978; ,Jones et aI. , 1978; O'Conner

et al. | 1978), did not rate themselves higher than other

groups on this dimension. The current findings are

consistent with previous research (AntilL & Cunningham,

1979; Kelly et aI. , 1991; Orlofsky and Windle, 1978)ì

Rodriquez et a1., 1980); suggesting that androgynous

individuals also have high self-esteem and effective social

ski11s.

The third CPI factor, Confident-Outgoing, nas the last
factor to demonstrate significant relatÍonships; i.e.,
significant differences between groups did not occur on

Ot.her Orientation. This factor was characterized by traits
considered instrumental (masculine) in our culture:
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dominance, sociability, and social.presence. RêIationships

between scores on this factor and sex-ro1e orientation
groups were similar to those found with the sècond CpI

factor. Feminine and undifferentiated subjects (both sexes)

were signíficantly less adjusted than were androgynous and

masculine subjects, again $rith no significant differences
occurring within those pairs of groups.

When subject sex and sex-ro1e orientation were considered

together with therapist preference in relation to
psychological- adjustment as measured by the California
PsychologicaL lnventory (see Hypothesis 3b), some

interesting relationships resulted. Significant differences
occurred between women and men who were undifferentiated and

women and rnen l¡ho were feminine. Feminine women were better
adjusted than feminine nen on the first two CpI factors,
General Adjustment and Mature Socialized Dominance. Àmong

undi f ferent iated subjects, mèn were significantly better
adjusted on the third CPI factor, Confident-Outgoing. It is
not surprising that f e¡ninine women are better adjusted than

feminine men who are nòt only emitting behaviours that do

not typically elicit social revrards (".9., nurturance,

responsivity, emotionaLity), but' also are violating sex-ro1e

norms. Despite the lov¡ endorsenent of sex-role traits by

both sexes of undifferentiated subjects, it is possible that
undifferentiated males (by virtue of the sociaLization
process related to being male) have incorporated more of the

traits of instrumentatity inherent in the third CpI factor.
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Baucom (1980) reported that masculinity and femininity
scaLes derived from the CPI I'ere differentiaJ.Iy relat.ed to
various CPI adjustnent scales. The current results seem to
indicate that masculine traits alone or masculinity paired

with feminine traits benefit an individual most in terms of
psychological adjustment. In the case of the first large

factor of adjustment, those individuats who incorporated to
a great extent both mascul-ine and feminine traits were most

adjusted. rhis finding confirms Spence et aI.'s (1975)

assertion that because masculinity and femininity relate
positively to self-esteem and psychological adjustment that
androgyny contributes a unique potential for general

ad j ustrnent.

An important issue in this research, however, relates to
the actual measurement of androgyny. Since no normative

data were availabl-e for a large, comparable clinical sampfe,

the medians which resulted from this current study were

utilized in assigning subjects to sex-rol-e orientation
groups. This method is typical of most, if not all,
research using sex-roIe orientation as an independent

variable and obviously presents problems in terms of the

generalizability and comparability of the results. There is
a very reaL need for normative data based on large clinical
sarnples using the PÀQ so that I'androgyny" in oné sample is
similar to "androgyny" in anolher.
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Another issue reLates to the question of why androgynous

women were overrepresented in this clinical sample, given

that androgyny apparentJ.y relates to superior psychological

adjustment. To clarify this issue, it is appropriate to
reÍer at this point to results occurring when sex-role

orientation was not used as an independent variable (see

Hypothesis 3a). These results indicated that when sex-role
orientation was not taken inlo account, there were sex

differences. women scored significantly higher than men on

General Àdjustment and Other Orientation. This latter
factor (communality, responsibility, psycholog i caI-
mindedness, and self-acceptance which v¡as negatively

related) seemed to measure I as was earlier stateds a

tendency to pLease others and to be responsive to others'
needs which has been considered to be rnore typical of women

in our cul-ture (Baucom, 1980; Bem, 1974, 1975; GiIbert,
'1 981; Spence & Hel,mreich, 1978; 1980). Men were betler
adjusted on the Confident-Outgoing factor.

These findings appear to suggest that in terms of
psychological- adjustment, women in this sample entering
psychotherapy vrere better adjusted than the men seeking

treatment. To some extent., this difference can be explained

by the medians that r¡ere found: i.e., women were higher on

both ¡nasculinity and femininity than men, therefore making

it ¡nore Iikeìy for women to be classified as androgynous.

The fact that men had lower masculinity (an unusual finding)
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also suggests that this sample of men is al higher risk for
psychological problems, given the high value in a

patriarchial cuLture placed on instrumental trait.s (..g.,
Block, 1973; GilberE, 1981; Gilbert et al. | 1981; Jones et
al., 1978) which they appear to be lacking to some extent.
In addition, as was previously discussed, men who are

feminine in personality orientation in the absence of

masculine traits will al-so be at risk for psychological

difficulties.

SeveraL interpretations for these differences with
respect to more adjusted women entering psychotherapy than

men may appl-y to these results. Women who are not playing
the traditional female role may be labelled as disordered
(Boverman et aI. , 1970; Chesler, 1972; Kaplan, 1983;

Sherman, 1980). They may also experience greater behavioural

confLict (xe1l-y & woreII , 1977l, with traditionat sex-ro1e

standards continuing to be enforced, A response bias may

prevail in our society, where women are expected to be more

emotional than men and it is less stigmatizing for women to
discuss emotional problems so that they are more willing to
articulate such problems (Nathanson, 1975¡ phillips & SegaL,

1969). The view that has often been stated (Franks ç

Rothblum, 1983; Gove & Tudor, 1980) regarding the dernands of
traditional sex roles being more maladaptive for women than

for rnen, and women having less controL over their lives does

not seem to apply particularly to the present sample.
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However, women did have a higher degree of other orientation
and l-ower degree of self-acceptânce regardless of sex-role

orientation, which could precipitate help-seeking behaviour.

Sex-role orientation must be considered, nevertheless, in

such theorizing.

It wouLd seem that previous findings regarding the

earlier entry of women into psychotherapy as compared to men

have been supported by the current research. Kirshner et

al. (1978) found that female college students sought help

from the counselling service at an earlier stage of distress
than did men. Kessler et aI. (1981) found with extensive

surveys that women were considerably more like1y than men to

recognize emotional problems thereby causing women to

outnunber men in mental health facilities. They concLuded

that similar feelings of depression or distress are more

Likely to lead women to perceíve themseLves as having a

psychological problem. It is possible that with a less

acute sensitivity to emotional distress, men enter therapy

only when they experience more severe problems.

Gender, Sex-Role Orientation, and Presentino Problems

With the relationships found in this study betneen

gender. sex-roIe orient.ation, and adjustment, it is now

necessary to turn to the effects of gender and sex-roLe

orientatíon on presenting problems. First, the actual

factors of the Personal Problems Rating Sca1e will be

di scussed.
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Depression (both the individual item and depression-

related symptoms on the first factor) ¡,¡as the most commonly

reported problem while sexual and physicaL abuse was the

l-east often reported probJ.em area. Àlthough subjects were

informed several times that this research was confidential
and anonymity of their responses would be rnaintained, it is
quite 1ike1y thal subjects did not wish to acknowledge a

Iess socially acceptable problem area which they also may

never have acknowledged to themselves (e.g., the code of

secrecy related to incest), (Herman, '1 981; Rush, 1980), The

items included on this questionnaire were general in nature
(rather than specifically focused on the symptoms relatêd to
a problem like sexuaL or physicat abuse) and sampled several

areas of psychological- distress. NevertheLess, a

significant finding was that a factor with high loadings of

sexuat/physíca1 abuse and sex-rol.e related issues emerged.

Generally, the PPRS separated through factor analysis
into four relatively distinct factors involving clusters of
problems focused in these areas: Identity-Depression,
Career-Àcademic RoLe Functioning, Gender Related Issues, and

Anxiety. Àgain (as vrith t.he adjustment analyses) when sex-

role orientation was included in the analyses, no

differences occurred in relation to just subject sex but

instead, the resuLts related to membership in sex-roJ.e

orientation groups. Undífferentiated subjects.were

signif icantJ-y more likeIy than masculíne and androgynous
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subjects t.o report having the problens found on the PPRS.

Fe¡ninine subjects were also more J.ikely to report these

problens, in general, than were masculine subjects. This

finding furthèr supported the mental heatth advantages of

androgyny, but also, instrumentality(masculinity) alone,

especially in contrast to communality-expressivity
(femininity) alone. No differences appeared in relation to

Gender Related Issues or Career-Àcademíc RoLe Functioning,

as expected, so that relationships between sex-ro1e

orientation and problems in these areas were not

distinguished. It is not entirely clear why this research

faiLed to reveal such relationships. For example, masculine

subjects (especía1Iy males) did not rate thenselves as being

more like1y to discuss in therapy the more instrumental

problems of Career-Academic RoIe Functioning (e.g., Kelly,
1983: Ke11y & Worell , 1977). This could be explained by the

high proportion of rnales in this sample who were not

mascul i ne-stereotyped.

WhiIe one cannot disregard the higher prevalence of such

problems as depression in women (18 to 23*" ot all femaLes

versus I to 11% of all males as indicated in the ÐSM-III i
Àmerican Psychiatric Association, 1980), many researchers
(Jones et al. ,1978; KeIly, 1983; Rosenfield, 1980) have

reported sex-roLe orientation to be a much more salient
factor than gender in the development of psychological

problems. The current research also supports previous
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analogue research (".g., Baucom & Danker-Brown, 1979; Briere
& Lanktree, 1983b) in which depression was related to sex-

role orientation rather than sex, per se Furthermore, when

gender was considered in isolation (without considering sex-

roLe orientation) as recommended by researchers such as

KeIJ.y (1983), no gender effects were found in relation to
self-reported psychological problems (see Hypothesis 3a).

The few studies which, thus far, have attempted to
examine such effects (including gender and sex-roIe

orientation) wittr clinical samples, have either f ail-ed to
include both genders of subjects (Thomas & Reznikoff , 1984)

or excluded a sex-roLe orientation group (e.g, masculine

femaLes in a study completed by Burchardt & Serbin , 1982)

thereby limiting the comparisons that can be made i.o other

enpirical research. In any event, it would appear that
androgynous and masculine subjects consistently report
f eeJ-ing less troubled with psychological problems than do

undifferentj.ated and feminine subjects. It is also

interesting that subjects of both sexes within a given sex-

role orientation group Ìrere morè al-ike than dissimilar.
Baucom (1980) also reported that CPI profiles of women and

men l¡ithin each sex role were remarkable sinilar, although

he assigned subjects to sex-role orientation groups using

the masculinity and femininity scales derived from the CpI .

Briere and Lanktree (1983b) reported that masculine women

(as well as undifferentiated and feminine women) were more
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depressed on the Beck Depression Inventory than were

androgynous women I whereas masculinity benefitted men in

terms of reducing the risk of depression. Such sex

differences vrere not found in the current investigation,
perhaps because this was not a sampLe comprised only of

college students, bub included subjects from a range of age,

educat ionaI, and socioeconomic backgrounds.

In sumnary, lhis research exploring the relationships of

sex and sex-role orientation to psychological functioning
provides empirical evidence for a strong relationship
between sex-role orientation, adjustment, and risk of

developing psychological problems. Androgyny provided

similar benefi!s for men and women, in lerms of greater

psychological adjustnentr social- competence, and fewer

psychological problems. In other instances, mascuJ-ine and

androgynous subjects of both sexes were equally better
adjusted and less troubled than reere undifferentiated and

feminine subjects. Undifferentiated subjects were

significantly more troubled, in many respects, than were

both masculine and androgynous subjects. Subjects lackíng

in culturally sanctioned behaviours of either sex role may,

in fact, be the most disordered group (lteLly et al., 1981)

because "undifferentiated orientation ... should be related

to ineffective handling of situalions, since the individual
is endorsing few desirable attributes of eit.her kind"
(Ke1Ìy, 1983, p. 16) culminating in their social
incompetence (Burchardt & Serbin, 1982; Kel1y, 1983),
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These findings contrast with the common view that
stereotypical.Iy feminine sex-roLe behaviour is particularly
related to greater risk for psychological problems (Hare-

Mustin, 1983; Ke1ly, .1 983; Taylor & Ha1I, 1982), In

summary, these results support the perspective that
androgyny may provide benefits for both women and men j.n

terms of psychological weLL-being. Nevertheless, caution

nust be exercised in interpreting these resul.ts beyond the

definition of androgyny supported by Bem (1977), Berzins et

aI. (1978), Kelly and Worell (1976), Spence et al-. (1974,

1975, 1979), Strahan (1975), and ttorel-1 (1978), i.e., hí9h

Ievels of both masculinity and femininity as measured by

Spence and Hel,mreich's (1975) Personal Attributes
Questionnaire.

Psvcholoq ica 1 Problems and
Therapi st

Adiustment in Rel-ation to
Preferences

As was stated earlier, the type of presenting problem has

been demonstrated extensively to influence preferences for a

particular gender and lype of therapist (e.g., Boulware &

Holmes, 1970; Fuller, 1974¡ Haviland et aI., 1983; L,ee et
aI., 1980t Vice, 1975). Much of this previous research,

however, was based on analogue studíes with college

students, was retrospective in nature, or included only

women clients.
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The present research expLored this issue with clinical
subjects using naturalistic means, by asking subjects prior
to therapeutic contact, their preference for sex of

therapist. These subjects stated therapist preferences

differentially as a function of the type of problems they

wished to discuss and not in relation to the level of
psychological adjustment they experienced prior to therapy.
When gender of subject and stated preference or Lack of
preference for sex of therapist viere considered in relation
to psychological problems reported, gender of subject was

not import.ant (see Hypothesis 3a). However, there was a

main effect of preference for sex of therapist in relation
to self-reported probLems. The results were not in the

expected direction; i.e., same-sex preferences for rnore

personal problems versus no preference or preference for a

mal.e therapist for vocat i ona l/ca reer -type problems (rulter,
1964; Haviland et aI., 1983; Lee et aI., 1980; Vice, 1975).

The current findings revealed that subjects who were likely
to discuss Anxiety (PPRS factor 4) problerns

and Identity-Depression (ppRS factor 1) problems in

therapy, stated a preference for therapist gender with no

significant differences between a female or male therapist.
In other words, subjects who were depressed and anxious

stated a preference for t.he therapist's gender but the
particular gender vas nonsignificant. This could mean that
when individuals are in greater distress, they have more

specific needs with respect to the type of therapist they
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prefer. So, for example, noL only was it sho¡rn that
feminine subjects preferring a maLe therapist wânted a

therapist especially high in Àgentic InstrumentaL skills but.

that feminine subjects who were more anxious and depressed

had a stronger preference for a male therapist. Therefore,

sex-rol-e orientation and type(s) of presenting problem(s)

affected the preferred therapist of prospective clients. tn

comparing the current research to previous studies, the

present study demonstrated that clients who stated a higher

likelihood of discussing problems in therapy expressed a

stronger preference for the sex of therapist while there was

no relationship between type of problem and specif ì.c gender

of therapist preferred by the client.

It was also surprising that there was no relationship
between Gender Related Issues ( sexual or physical abuse,

sexual discrimination, rigidity of expectations of sex

roles, etc.) and preferred sex of therapist. previous

research has found that wornen not onLy report these problerns

but often prefer a female therapist (Franks & Rothblum,

1983; Marecek & Johnson, 1980; Orlinsky & Horvard, 1975,

1976; Simons & HeLms, 1976). However, it was shovrn that
sex-role orientation rather than gender per se is directly
related to the development of certain problems. perhaps

rnore important in terms of this factor, the questionnaire

included general items in the area of women's issues and

might have produced some significant differences if the
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items had been more specific to issues of wife battering,
incest, sexual assault, etc. It is also Iikely that the

Gender Related Issues that were included on this
questionnaire !¡ere under-reported due to the tendency for
clients to be less willing to discuss more sensitive issues

as opposed to the "socially-acceptable" problems of anxiety

and depression.

Summarv of Prirnary Findinos and Conclusions

It was found that, where such comparisons could be made

(i.e., CRF, CPI), clinical subjects completed such forms

differently than did nonclinicaL subjects. The current
results, particularly vrith the Counsellor Rating Form, calL

into question previously held assumptions that this measure

assesses ratings on three distinct, orthogonal dimensions:

expertnessr trustworthiness, and attractiveness. It was

suggested that further research be directed at using such

measures to assess clinical subjects' expectations and

perceptions rather than generalizing from college students

who are quite different in age, background, and investment

in clinícaIly-related issues. Furthermore, it was shown

that responses on the PAQ provided by a clinical sample of

individuals varying on age, education, and occupational

factors (but more comparable to the general population) were

quite different than those provided by college student

samples. Previously, it was reported that the largest
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proportion of vromen were feninine-typed and most maLes

masculine-typed (e.9.f Bem, 1974¡ Berzins et aL,1978;
Spence & Helmreich, 1978). The present study did not

suppor! these findings, in that the largest group of women

were androgynous and the largest group of men werè

undifferentiated.

Às expectedr more vromen than men participated in this
study, reflecting the sex ratio of individuals seeking

psychological services in most clinical settings. However,

entry into treatment did not reflect greater dysfunction in
L'omenr as they exceeded men on a General Adjustment factor
and a factor involving responsivity to others, although at

the expense of self-acceptance. Alsor a relationship was

found between androgyny (which occurred more often in women)

and better adjustment, as well as lower ratings on self-
reported psychological problems (with some advantage of

instrumentality alone occurring). These findings suggest,

as Kirshner et aI. (1978) reported, that h'omen are more

likely to seek psychological trealment at an earlier stage

of distress than are men. It is also possibLe that as

Broverman et a1. ( 1970 ) ; Chesler (1972) i and Kaplan ( 1983 )

have asserted, women who refuse to play the traditional
female role nay be labelled as disordered and may,

therefore, seek treatment.

is possible that theIT

thi s

benefits of androgyny found in

to a certain group of people butresearch relate only
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this is a much broader group than was previously studied
(e.9., college student samples, upper middle-cLass

subjects). The subjects ín this study had a mean age of

32.5 years, almost half were married, and 58.80s" had

finished high school or had completed some colJ.ege,

suggesting that this was a fairly average, Iower-middle-

class to middle class population. As Baucom (1980), Kap1an

(1976, 1979), and others have proposed, a changing culture
may become gradually more accepting of instrumental and

expressive behaviours in both sexes so that freedom from

sex-role stereotypes may become the model of mental health

for the future. In 1984, we may be experiencing, finaIly, a

period of transition where such behaviour can become the

idea I .

A third major area of findings is that¡ in contrast to
previous findings usually based on analogue research, major

differences in preferred sex of therapist. did not occur

principally in relation to the subject's gender. Preferred

sex of therapist is a much more conplex issue involving the

interaction of severaL factorsi sex-roIe orientation and

presenting problems significantly affectèd the preferences

that subjects expressed. MasculÍne subjects preferring a

fenale therapist perceived their ideal therapist as conmunal

and expressive while feminine subjects preferring a male

therapist perceíved their ideal therapist as agentic and

instrumental. High J.evels of anxiety and depression al-so
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wère related to a greater preference for the sex of

therapist. These findings do support the view (Bem, 1974;

Brodsky & Hare-Mustin, 1980; KelIy, 1983; Marecek, 1979;

Wore]l , 1978) suggesting the potential of sex-role
orientation as a predictor of preferences and stated reasons

for those preferences.

Androgyny also related to preferred sex of therapist in

terns of a greater preference for a femaLe therapist being

expressed than generally across other groups, regardless of

sex-roIe attitudes (liberat versus. conservative). Not only

were androgynous subjects more accepting of women in a male-

dominated profession (with Liberal-undifferentiated subjects
being the exception) but they al-so did not express extreme

preferences, perhaps suggesting the behavioural flexibility
that some researchers have described (e.g., Motowid!e, 1982¡

Spence, 1979; Spence & Helmreich | 1979, 1980).

Preferences were aLso affected by the particular distress
reported with subjects who reported greater anxiety or

depression being more likely to state a preference for sex

of therapist. Overal1, t.hese findings pointed to an

increase in the tendency for cLíents (especially women) to
prefer a female therapist. À1so, this research confirms
previous findings (..9., !.lalker & Stake, 1978) that a

significant proportion of clients entering therapy have a

preference for the thêrapist's gender.
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Despile the methodoJ.ogical Iimitations of this study,

which will be elaborated below, expectanc ies of therapist
behaviour and the existence of distinctive client
preferences were found as weLl as some of the sex-role
orientation factors related to psychological health. These

findings were based on a large sample of subjects more

representative of the general population at large (except on

racial¡ socioeconomic factors) than was the case in previous

research. Therefore, it is hoped that these findings
indicate some important trènds in individuals seeking

psychotherapy.

Methodoloqical Considerations of Present Investioation and
Recommendations for Future Research

One of the most obvious considerations relates to the

measures used in this research. The Counsellor Rating Form

is not the sensitive measure of therapist behaviour that it
has been purported to be. The Personal Problèms Rating

Scale proved to be an instrument which distinguished
psychological problems into four dist.inctive, internally
consistent areas. However, future research couLd extend the

questionnaire in adding rnore specific items, particularly in

relation to gender issues, when studying the effects of sex-

role orientation. As mentioned previousty, generalizations

from these findings regardíng the effects of sex-role
orientation are further Iirnited by this data's definition of
androgyny. Future research should attempt to increase the

base of normative data with clinicaL subjects.
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Another issue which cannot be overLooked relates to the

self-report nature of these measures. Although subjects'
self -perceptions and perceptions/preferences of therapists
are very important, more behavioual measures, particularly
of sex-roIe orientation are required (Ke11y, 1983).

Perhaps, therapists' observations of clients could be used

to validate these self-ratings in the future. Spence and

Helmreich (1980) stressed that abilíties, interests,
attitudes, values, external pressures, relationships to
significant others as welL as expectations and behaviours of

others must al-so be considered when assessing sex-role
behaviours and preferences. Future research shouLd atlempt

to assess the effects of these factors.

It is also important to recognize that the perceptions

and effects reported in this study were rel-evant to a

particular time for the client, prior to the actual
psyc hothe rapeuL i c process. CertainLyr more information is
needed regarding the expectancies ¡r'ith which cLients enter
psychotherapy, and more research is required to assess the

relationship of such expectancies to process and outcome of

therapy. The study of psychotherapy can be divided int.o

three parts: 1) "the functional impacts to therapy, i.e.,
potential detertllinants of therapeutic process and the
potential predictors of therapeutic outcome', i 2) the

unf oJ-ding sequence of events and experiences that constitute
psychotherapy as a systematic phenonenon"; 3) "future Iife
and personal condition of the patient, ... the possible
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consequences or effects of therapeutic process" (OrIinsky &

Howard, 1980, p, 5). The current research has attempted to

sample expectations and subjects characteristics at the

particular point of time when a subject enters therapy.

Obviously, vrhether these expectations are confirmed or

disconfirmed will affect the process and outcome of therapy

and warrants follow-up studies which can study such factors,
including sex-role stereolyping (Brodsky & Hare-Mustin,

1980). Further, as suggested by Deaux (1984), such resarch

could consider the choices subjects make as weLl as the

process of interaction and seguences of expectancy

confirmation within the therapeutic relationship.
Observations of clients and therapists in interaction with
each other could be made more directly with particular
attention to the effects of gender, sex-roJ.e interaction,
and race on these interactions,

Às sÈated previously, sex-role and androgyny literature
has relied upon "nornal" colìege student samples using

analogue adjustment paradigms. 'rÀn important goal for the

1980's may be to integrate more dírectly sex-roLe

'personality' research l¡ith research on clinical disorders"
(neIly, 1983, p. 24).
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ImÞI ications and Recommendations for Mental HeaIth Services

This research has clearly denonstrated that many clients
do enÈer psychotherapy relationships with specific
preferences concerning what they desire in a therapist,
There may be benefits to soliciting such information from

clients to reduce the tendency for professionals to view the

client as a passive participant and to enhance the optimal

conditions for therapeutic change. Às clinical practice

incorporates the use of such information provided by the

client, research should observe the changes in these

perceptions in relation to cl-ient-therapist interactions as

well as the effects of such perceptions and preferences on

therapeutic process and outcome. It is also important to
keep in mind that in this sample, almost one half of the

subjects stated a preference for the sex of therapist.
There was no evidence of an anti-female bias but there was a

strong indication of an emerging preference for a femaLe

therapist by both genders. However, most therapists are

male and such preferences cannot be met with current
resources. Thereforef greater efforts should be rnade to
bot.h encourage women into these helping professions but aLso

to support them through their training with more female role
models and attention to women's issues (as recommended by

the American Psychological Association Task Force, 1975) so

that this male-dominated profession wiLl become Less rnale-

domi nated.

Finally, clear evidence has been presented in
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support of the benefits of incorporating expressive and

instrunental personaJ.ity traits for greater psychological

adjustment and reduced risk of experiencing personal

problens. This evidence, in contrast to insufficient
evidence from previous research, does support androgyny as a

potential model- of mental health for both women and men.

However, in a lraditional culture, sex-ro1e violations can

reduce an individual's chances of receiving rewards (t<etly,

1983). Clients should be enlightened regarding the

beneficial effects of androgyny over sex-typing, as well as

the confl-icts that they may encounter. Gilbert (1981)

stressed the importance of discovering for oneself what

behaviour is appropriate rather than being aware only of

stereotypic socially appropriate behaviours one has been

taught. It is imperative that therapists also evaluate the

effects of cultural norms on their own behaviour as

individuals, as well as therapists. À continuíng goat for
mental health practitioners should involve the pursuit of a

conceptual base for integrating psychological androgyny and

effective personal functioning rather than genderizing such

human characteristics as expressiveness and instrumentality.
In conclusion, as other researchers have stated (..g.,

Gilbert, 1979; Kenworthy, 1979), androgyny is important in
understanding effective personal functioning but is not a

solution to institu.tional sexism and discriminaiion against

women .
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Appendfx A

Callfornia Psvcholoslcal lnventory Scales and PurÞoses

Scale Purpose

Class I. Measures of Poise. Ascendancv. Self -Assrrre n ce . and In terÞer sonal
Adequacy

Do (dominance)

Cs (capacity for starus)

5y (socraþrI].ty)

Sp (social pres ence)

Sa ( s elf-acc eptance )

hlb (sense of well-being)

To assess facEors of leadership ability,
domínance, perslstence, and socíal inítíative

To serve as an lndex of an Índividualrs capacity
for status (not actual or achieved status).
The scale attempts to measure the personal
qualities and attrlbutes which underlie and
lead to status.

To identify persons of outgoing, sociable,
particípative temperament .

To assess factors such as poise, spontaneity,
and self-confidence in personal and social
ínteraction.

To assess factors such as sense of personal
worth, s el f-acceptanc e, and capacity for
independent thinking and actÍon.

To identify persons who minimíze their worries
and complaints, and who are relatively free
from self-doubt and dis í1lus lonment .

lI. Measures of Soc
Dersonal S truô turing of

Maturít Res ibili
ues

To identify persons of conscienËious,
responsible, and dependable disposition and
t emperament .

To indicate the degree of social maturity,
íntegríty, and rectítude which the tndivldual
has attaíned.

To assess the degree and adequacy of self-
regulaLion and self-control and freedorn from
lmpulsÍvity and self-centredness,

To ídentify persons wÍth permissive, âccepting,
and non-Judgemental social beliefs and
attitude.

Re (r es ponsib i1t ty)

So ( soclal Íza t ion)

Sc ( s e1f *conrrol )

To (tolerance)
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CaIÍfornta Psychologlcal Inventory Scales and Purposes

Sc a1e Purpose

Gi (good ímpression) To identify persons capable of creaEing a
favourable impression, and who are con-
cerned about how others react to them,

Cm (Conrnunali ty ) To indicate the degree to whtch an índí-
vidual's reactíons and responses correspond
to the nodal (rrcommonr') pâttern establíshed
for the inventory.

Class III Measures of Achievement Potential and Intellectual Efficency

Ac (achievement via
conformance)

Ai (achievemenl via
ind ependenc e )

Ie ( intellec tual
eff ic iency )

To identify those factors of interest and
noEivation which facilitate achievement
in any se!Ëing where conformance is a
posítive behaviour,

To ídentífy those factors of interest and
motivation which facílitate achievement
in âny setting where autonomy and Índep-
endence are posítive behaviours.

To indícate the degree of personal and
intellectual efficíency which the indi-
vidual has attained

To measure the degree to which the
índividual is interested ín, and res-
ponsive to, the inner needs, motives,
and experiences of others.

To indicate the degree of flexibilíty
and adaptability of â personts thinking
and social behaviour.

To assess the masculÍnity or fenininlty of
interests, (High scores indicate more
feninine ínterests, low scores more
masculine),

Class IV Measures of Intellectual and Interest Modes

Py (p sychological-
mindedness )

Fx (flexibility)

Fe (feminínity)
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Appendlx B

Demoqraphíc lnforrna Elon

You r.¡i1l be involved in a research project lncluding several questionnaires

0n1y generaL results will be of interest and your identity will remain anonymous

All of your responses wí1I be kept strictly confidential. For Ëhe purpose of

relaling your answers to general background information, please complete Ehís

form.

Sex: M_ F

Marital SEatus:

Education:

0ccupaÈion:

Have you ever, at any time, been in psychotherapy? Yes

hrha t sort of therapy \^ras it? acadenic /vo caE ional

individual psychotherapy

marítal psycho therapy

famíly psychotherapy

other psycho therapy

No

If you have been ín therapy, what was the sex of your last psychotherapist?

Mal e Fema 1e

Both a nale and a f ernale therapist
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l'erso¡r¿.¡l 
^LLribü

stioltrìairetes Quc

item
For

Tlre itens below lnquire abouL
consists of a pair of characce

example: Not at all .ArEistic A

what klnd of person you thlnk

ll. . . , C. . . . D. . . . Ii Very Art

on tlte sca1e. For

you a re , llac lr
in be twe en

Ilac h pair descríbes conÈradfctorvat the same time, such as very artistic
characterisEics--that is, you cannot be bothand not at alI ârtlstlc.

lette r which descril¡es wtre
ale be tweenThe letters form a sc

you have no artlstic abiligood, you might choose D

tlìe two extremes. you are Co choose

istic

example, if you thlnk
think you are pretty
¡nÍghc choose C, at'ld so forLltPlease c ircle your ansrre

re you fal l
ty, you would choose A

, and if you are only
if you

medium, you

l. NoL at a1l aggressive
2. Not at aIl independent
3. Not at all emotiorìal
4. Very submissivc:

5. Not at al1 excitallle
in a maj or crisis

6. Very passive

1 . Not at alI able to devo¡e
sel f completely to others

8. Very ro ugh

9. Nor ar alI helpfut
to ot¡ìers

A.

8..C..D..u

Very aggressive
Very lndependent

Very emot iona I
Very dom ina n t
Very excifable in
a nâj or crisis
Very ac t ive
AbIe ro devote self
conpletcly to otlìers
Very gen t 1e

Very helpf u1
to others
Very competitive
Very v7orl d 1y

Very kind

Highly needfut of
othersr ap prova I
Feel iRgs easily hurt
Very a\ra re of feelings
of o t hers

Has ditficulty making decisjons
Never gives up casily
Cr ies very easily
Very self-confident
Fc.c 1s very superior
Vc ry undcrstârìdlrìg
of otlìcrs
Vcry warnt j¡t relitt ions
witlr otl¡crs
Vc ry st rong rrctc.cl
f or sor:trrity
Stnr)(ls r¡l) wt:ll r¡rr<Jcr
J)l(ìssüra,

l0

u
I2

t3

Not åt all competitve
Very home orienced
Not at al1 kind
Indi fferent to
othersr approval
Feel ings not easily hurt
Not at all aware of
feelings of others
Can make dec isions easily
Gives u¡r very easily
Neve r crie s

Not ¿t af1 sclf-confidenr
!'ee I s vcry infer_lor
Not rl ¡l I rrrrtlcrsr arrcl ing
ot otllcrs
Vcry col d in rcl ¡t ions
!ritlì ot 11(,rs

Ve-'ry I it t l.c nec,ii l. c1.
sc(:Uritv

{iocs to l) ir,ccts un(lcr
l) r(,s s u f(,

I4

15

Ì6

t7

I8

l9

20

2t ,

22

2)

^. 
.Ij. . (;. . t). .1,)

24



APPendix D

The Attltudes Toward Women Scale -Short Form

The statements llsted below deecrlbe atÈtltudes EolaTard the roles of wonen
ln soclety which dtfferent people have. There are no righÈ or \{rong
anslters, only opinÍons. You are asked Èo express your feeling abouÈ each
statenent by indicaËlng ri'hether you (A) agree strongly, (B) agree miLdl-y,
(C) dlsagree ni1dly, or (D) dÍsagree strongly. (Circle the letler that
best describes your feeling. )

Swearing and obscenity are more repulslve ín the speech of a woman than a man

ABCD
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Agree
strongly

A

A.gree
strongly

Agree
strongly

Agree
strongly

Agree
strongly

A

Agree
strongly

Agree
strongly

l,Iornen should take Íncreasing responsibí1ity for leadershÍp in solving the
ÍntelLecËual and social probLens of the day.

Agree
mÍ1dly

B

Agree
mildly

Agree
mtl-d1y

Agree
mi1-d1y

Agree
nildly

B

Agree
mildly

Agree
mild1y

Disagree
míld1y

C

Disagree
mildly

Disagree
mildly

Disagree
mlldly

Dísagree
nÍldly

c

Disagree
mlldly

Disagree
mild1y

Disagree
stTongly

D

Disagree
strongly

D

Disagree
sÈrongly

D

Disagree
stTongly

D

Disagree
strongly

D

Ðisagree
strongly

Dísagree
slrongly

Both husband and wife should be allowed the same grounds for divorce

ABC

Telling dirEy jokes should be mostly a masculine perogative

ABC

IntoxicaËion among women Ís worse than intoxicatíon among men

ABC

6 Under modern economlc condltions with women being active outslde the home, men
should share in household tasks such âs u'ashing dlshes and doing the laundry.

It ís ínsulLing to women Eo have the "obey" clause rernain in the marriage servíce

ABCD
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There shoul-d be a stríct merft systen Ín job appointment and prornotlon wfthout
regard to sex,

A

Agree
sttongLy

Agree
strongly

A

Agree
strongly

A

Agree
strongly

A

Agree
strongly

A

Agree
strongly

A

Agree
strongly

A woman should be as free as a man to propose marríage

ABC

B

Agree
mÍ1d1y

Agree
mi1d1y

Agree
ni1d1y

B

Agree
rn í1d 1y

B

Agree
ní1d1y

B

Agree
mi1d1y

B

Agree
nildly

c

Disagree
nlldly

DÍsagree
mildly

c

Disagree
mi1d1y

c

Dísagree
mildly

c

Disagree
mÍ1dly

c

Disagree
mild1y

c

Disagree
mild1y

D

DÍsagree
strongly

D

D i.s agr ee
s trongly

D

Disagree
s tr ongly

D

DÍsagree
s È rong 1y

D

Disagree
strongl-y

D

DÍsagree
strongly

D

Dísagree
sLrongly

10. Women should worry less about their rights and more about becoming good wives
ând mothers.

l1 Wonen earnÍng as much as their dates should bear equally the expense when Ehey
go ouE Eogether.

IZ

I4

Women should assume theÍr rightful place in buslness and aLl the professions
along krfEh men.

13, A woman shoul-d not expect to go to exactly the same places or to have quíte
the same freedom of action as a nan.

Sons in a farnily should be given more encouragement to go to college than
daughters.



15. It fs ridlculous for a woman to run a locomoÈlve ând for a man to darn socks

26r

D

Dlsagree
strongly

D

Disagree
s t rongl y

D

Disagree
strongly

D

Ðísagree
strongly

D

Dlsagree
strongly

Disagree
strongly

D

Ð{sagree
s trongly

16. In general, the father should have greåter authorlÈy lhan the mother in the
bringing up of children.

A

Agree
strongly

A

Agree
strongly

A

Agree
strongly

A

Agree
strongly

A

Agree
strongly

Agree
strongly

A

Agree
s t rongL y

B

Agree
mi1dly

B

Agree
mildly

B

Agree
mildly

B

Agree
mí1d1y

B

Agree
mildly

Agree
mildly

B

Agree
mÍld1y

c

Dlsagree
mfldly

c

Disagree
miLdly

c

Disagree
mi1d1y

c

Disagree
mt1d1y

c

DÍsagree
mi1d1y

Disagree
mÍ1d1y

c

Dl-sagree
rn 11-d ly

L]

18

L9

2t

Wo¡nen should ba encouraged not Èo become sexually intimate with anyone before
marriage, even their fiance'

The husband should not be favoured by 1aw over the wife in the disposal of
family property or íncome.

I{orqen should be concerned with their duties of childbearing and house tendíng,
rather than with desires for professional and business careers.

20. The intellectual leadership of a cormnunity should be largely in lhe hands of nen

ABCD

Econonìic and social freedom is worth far more to women than acceptance of the
ideal of fe¡ûininity which has been set up by men.
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22

¿J

t\

0n the average, women should be regarded as less capable of contrlbuting Èo
economic productíon than are men.

A

Agree
strongly

A

Agree
sÈrongly

Å

Agree
strongly

A

Agree
strongly

B

Agree
mild1y

B

Agree
mi1d1y

B

Agree
mi1d1y

B

Agree
mi1dl-y

There are many jobs tn whlch men should be given preference over wonen in being
hlred or promoEed.

c

DÍsagree
mildLy

c

Disagree
mi1d1y

c

Dísagree
rnt 1d1y

c

Disagree
ni1dly

D

Disagree
s t rongly

D

Disagree
strongl-y

D

Dísagree
strongly

D

Disagree
strongly

24 Wornen shoul-d be gÍven equal eppoïtunity with men for apprenticeship in the
various trades.

The modern girl is entitled to the same freedom from regulation and conÊro1
thaL is given to the nodern boy.
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Appendix E

The Per sonal ' Probl ems Rating Scale

For each of the followlng probl-ems, indlcate whether this ¡.rould be å problem
that you would discuss wlth a therapfst lf you were ever in therapy. Place an X ln
the space whLeh corresponds to how likely you feel 1t !¡ould be for you to talk about
thât probleE.

l. I so 1at Íon/ lonel lne ss

very likely Not at. ar1 likely

2, Sexual problems

very likely Nor ar all rikely

3. Drug or alcohol abuse

very likely Nor aE a1l likely

4. Academíc problems (such as test anxiety, studying problems)

Very llkely Not at all líkely

5. Difficulties naking career choíces

very likely Not ar âI1 likely

6, Physical problems re1âted to nervousness, anxiety

very líkeJ.y Not âÈ all likely

7. Overeating, keepÍng weighÈ down

very likely NoÈ ar all lÍke1y

8. Difficulties sleeping and having some appeEite for food

very líkely Nor ar all lÍkety

9, Feeling anxious

Very likely Nor at all likely
10. Feeling low or depressed

Very

11.

Very

L¿.

Very

like1y

Problems

l ikely

P ro b 1e¡ns

1ikely

Not

being assertíve around other people, and expressing rnyself

Not

going on with livlng; feeling like I want ro end 1t all

Not

at

aE

all-

al1

al l

1Íke1y

likely

I ike 1y



13.

Very

14,

Very

15.

Very

16,

Very

17.

Very

i8.

Very

19.

Very

20.

Very

21.

Very

'))

Very

Rigid expectations of what a úan or r,¡oman should

llkeIy

Sexual or physical abuse (lncluding lncest)

likely

Probl"ens wlEh self-esteem and feelÍng ínsecure

1lkely

Sexual discrimÍnation; problerns involving sexism

1íke1y

Difficulttes controlling my temper

likely

Problems getting along \urith others

Unusual thoughts or feel ings

likely

Fears of ttgoing crazy"

likely

Poor concentraEion or aÊtention

Identity issues--rrl{ho an I ?rl

1ike1y

264

be (particularly in relat lonshtps )

Nor at al-1 likely

Not at alL llkely

Nor ar all likely

(particularly at !¡ork or ât school)

Not at all líke1y

Not at all 1ikely

Not at all 1ike1y

Not at all 1ike1y

Nor ar all l_íkely

Nor at all L Íkely

Not at all J- ikely

Not ât all likely

23. Rapid nood changes

Very likely



26s. Appendlx F

Callfornía Psychology Inventory

Directlons: Thls booklet contains a serles of statements, Read each one,
decide how you feeJ- about it, and then nark your answer on Ehe special IBM
answer sheet. Make no marks on Ëhe test booklet. lf you agree wlth a
stateEent, or feel thât tt Ís true about you, answer TRUE. If you
disagree wlth a statement, or feel thaÈ it 1s not true about you, anawer
FAISE.

If you find å few quesEions whích you cânnot or prefer not to ansrrer,
they mây be omitted. Holrever, in marking your answers on the ansv¡er
sheet, make sure thât the nunber of the statement ls the same as the
nunber on the ansr.rer sheet.

I. I enjoy soclal gatherings just to be with people.

2. The only interesting part of the newspaper is the "funnies",

3. A person needs to "show off" a 1itÈle now and then.

4. our thínking would be a lot better off íf we ¡,,¡ould just forget about
words like "probably", rrapproxinrately", and "perhaps".

5. Soure people exaggerate cheir troubles in order to get s)'Tnpathy,

6. I often feel that I made a wrong choice in my occupation.

7. I al-ways fol1ow the rule: busíness before pleasure.

8. I ¡,¡ould ltke to be a journalist,

9. 1 think I v¡ould like the \rork of a building contractor.

I0. I have had very peculiar and strange experiences.

ll. My dafly life 1s full of' thíngs that keep me interested.

12. It rnakes me feel like a fallure when I hear of the success of somecne
I kno¡¿ we1l.

I4

I5

I6

T7

I gossip a little at times.

I tend to be on my guard with people who are somewlìat nore friendly
Ehan I had expected.

When I was going to school I played hooky quite often.

Il is hard for ne to start a conversation with strangers.

For nost questions there is just one right ans\,rer, once a person ls
able to get all the facts.
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r8.

lo

20.

22.

23.

24.

'25.

I sometlnes prelend !o know more than I really do.

Sometirnes I feel like smashing thÍngs.

Women should not be allowed to drlnk 1n cocktail bars,

htten sorneone does ne a wrong I feel I should pay hím back if I can,just for the principle of rhe thing.

I seem to be about as capable and snart as most others around me.

I fínd it hard to keep my mlnd on a tâsk or job.

The trouble wíth nany people is thât they donrt take things seriously
enough.

t have often met people who were supposed co be experts who r¿ere no
better tharì I.

I 1íked school.

I think Lincoln was greater than Washington.

A \¿Índstorrn terrÍfies me.

Sometimes I feel like swearing.

I am e¡nbarrassed by dirty stories.

Sometines I cross the street just to avoid meeting someone.

I used to keep a diary.

hlhen I get bored I like to stir up somc excitement.

I like to boast ¿tl)out my itclrievernents every now and then.

¡lost ol the ¿ìrgunìents or <ltrarr:c1s I get into are over ntatters oÊ
principle.

once a week or oftener I feel. suddenly hot â11 over, without appârent
cause,

SonetÍnes I Ehink of things too bad to talk about,

I r¡ould do almost anything on a dare.

l{lth things going as they are, ít's pretty hard to keep up hope of
anounting !o something.

I carìnot keep rny mind on one thing.

I rnr¡st admit that I often do as 1iLt.l.e work. as I can get by with.

26

27

28

29

30

3l

32,

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

10

40.

4I.
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43

44

45

46

47

48,

LA

50.

51.

52.

55.

56.

5t.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.
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, I líke to be the centre of ättentíon,

, I like to listen Èo symphony orchestra concerts on the radlo.

. I can be friendly \nrith people who do things which I consider wrong.

, I have no dread of going into a roorn by rnyself where other people
have already gathered and are Ëalking,

' lrrhen in a group of people I have trouble thinking of rhe right thingsto taLk about,

I set a hígh standard for myself and I feel others should do the same.

School teachers complain a lot about their pay, buÈ it seems to nethât they get as nuch as they deserve,

At tirnes I feel like picking a flst fight with someone.

Sometines I have the sane drearn over ancl over,

It Ís allnoyíng to listen to ¿ì lecturer who cannot seem to make up hisnind as lo what he real]y believes.

I donrt blame anyone for trying to grab all he can get in this ra,orld.

I believe we are made better by the trials and hardships of 1ife.
I do not always tell the truth.

I was a slow learner in school.

I like poerry,

I lhink I an stricter al)out right and wrong than most people.

I an likely not to speíìk to people untjl they speak to rne.

It t¡ìkes ¡ lot of ítrguncnr Lo coDvirìcc ,nost people oI lhe trutit.
I f ec'l ¡rs good now ¿¡s I eve¡: h¿rve,

It nìakes me uncomforlable to put on a scunt åt a party even r¿henothers are. doing the sane sort of thiug.

ffost people make friends beca.se frien<ls are likely to be useful. to therTr

I wish I were not bothered by thoughts about sex.

I seldom or never have dizzy spells,
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65

66

It ís all righE to get around Ehe 1aw if you donrt actually break it,

Most people v¡iI1 use somer,;hat unfalr means to gain profit or an
advantage rather than to lose it.

I like to be v¡Íth a crowd who play jokes on one another.

I an sornewhaC afraid of the dark.

I have a tendency !o give up easily when I rneet difficult problerns,

I would like to wear expensive clothes.

I believe rnronen should have as much sexual freedom as men.

Critícism or scolding rnakes ¡ne very uncomfortable.

I have strange and peculiar thoughts.

If I am not feeling well I am sonewhat cross and grouchy.

I frequent.ly notice my hand shakes when I try to do so¡nething.

Every citizen should take the time to find out about national aflaLrs,
even if it means giving up sorne personal pleasures,

I Iíke parties and socíals.

My parents have often disapproved of my friends.

I should like to beJ.ong to several clubs or lodges.

Ily home 1if e was always l.rappy.

I often act on the spur of the monent wlthout stopping to think,

I do not have a great fear of snakes.

My way of doing thíngs is apt to be misunderstood by ottrers.

I never make judgements about people until I am sure of the facts.

I commonly \",/onder what hidden reason another person may have for dolng
sonething nice for ne.

I arn certaín1y lacking in self-confidence.

When I work on a conrìitLee I like to take charge of things.

Sometin('s [ 1-ec.1 as if I nrust in.j urc either myself or sotneone else.

I lt¡ve lr¡d luore llr¡n nry sJrirre ol tltings t{) \rorry about.

67

68

69

70

1T

12

73

74

75

76

77

18

79

80

8l

82

83

84

86

87

88

89
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, I often do whatever makes me feel cheerfrrl here and now, even at the
cost of sone distant goa1.

I am lnclined to take things hard.

I am quite often noE ín on the gossip and talk of the group I belong to,

I can remember "playing sÍck" to get out of something.

once in a v¡hile I laugh at a dirty joke.

Before I do something I try to consider how rny friends Lril1 react to it,
I r,¿ould like to be a soldier.

In a group of people I would not be embarrassed to be called upon to
start a discussion or give an opinion about something I know wàl1.

If gÍven the chance I r.loutd make a good leader of people.

I enjoy â ¡ace or game better when I bet on it.

. I have often found people jealous of rny goocl ideas, just becâuse they
had not thought of then first.

SometinÌes at electlons I vote for nen about whom I knov,¡ very litt1e.

r lilte to go ro parties and other affairs where there is lots of loud fun

Most people are honest clriefly thror¡bh lleiìr of beiûg caught.

I very nuch likei hunting.

I lt:tve frequentJ-y found ntyself, r+hen alo¡rcr. pondering suclì abstract
problens as freewÍ11, evi1, etc..

I have never been in trouble with the Iaw.

ln school I was sometines sent to the princjpal f or: cutting up,

I think I would like the work of a libra::ian.

I love to go Eo dances.

Most people invardly dislike putting themselr,es out to help other people.

I feel uneasy indoors,

I usualJy expect to succecd in things I do,

Most pcoPle worry .Lo() much ¿rl¡or¡t sox,

1t is lì¿ìrd for ne to find anytlring to tall< ¿ìl)out rvhen l. ¡neet a new person.

I 1Íke to read about history.

9I

92

93,

94.

95.

96.

97 .

98.

99.

100

r01.

t02 .

t03.

104.

105 .

106.

i07.'

108 .

I ôO

IIO.

tll.

It2.

lI3.

4.

Ir5.
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II7.

I r8.

u9.

r20 .

t2L .

t22 .

124 ,

125 .

126 .

127.

128 .

t29 .

130.

131 .

ï32 .

r33.

134 .

135.

I36.

r37.

138.

139.
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I am apt to show off in some way 1f I get the chance.

A person does not need to worry about other PeoPle lf only he looks
after hfmself.

We ought to pay our elected officlals better than lte do'

I cån honestly say thaÈ I do not really mind paylng my taxes because
I feel thatrs one of the things I can do for whât I Set fron the
comûuni ty ,

I an so louchy on some subjects that I canrt talk about them.

The future Ís Eoo uncertain for a person to make serious Plans'

I r.¡ould like to be a nurse,

The ¡nan who provldes tenptation by leaving valuabLe ProPerty unprotected
is about ab much to blame for its theft as the one \"ho steals it.

I am a good mlxer.

I am often bothered by useless thoughts íuhlch keep running thDol'rglì
ny mind.

If I were a reporEer I \.rould like very rnuclt to reporl news ol Ehe theâter

MosÈ of the time I feel happy,

I llke nechanics magazlnes,

I líke large, noisy partíes.

I often feel as though I have done something !¡rong or r¡icked'

Ín schooL l found it very hard to talk before Lhe class.

I usually feel that life is worthr^rh1le.

I thlnk mosÈ people would 1le !o get ahead.

I â¡n a better talker lhan a l1stener.

Ilúke sc lenc e.

I an boÈhered by people outsfde, on streetcars, in stores, etc., \tatching
me.

Sometines I rather enjoy going against the rules and doíág things I'n,
not supposed to.

I have very few quarrels with nenbers of my family'

If I get too much ehange 1n a sÈore, I alnays give Ít back.
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r40.

I4T,

r42,

143,

r44,

145.

146.

r47.

r48.

r49.

150.

l5r.

r52.

r53.

r54.

l5s.

r56.

157.

r58.

159.

160.

16r.

t62 .

r63.

t64.

I enJoy many different kínds of play and recreation.

I líke to read about science,

It 1s hard for me to acÈ natural when I am r,7íth new people.

I refuse to play sone games because I am not good at them.

I have never done anythlng dangerous for the thrill of it,

As a youngster I was suspended from school one or more times for
cuE t ing up.

I used to like it very much tvhen one of rny papers wâs read to the
class in school.

I feel that I have often been punished without cause.

I would like to be an actor on the stage or in the movies.

At timês I have a strong urge fo do sonething harmful or shocking,

I often get feelings like crawlíng, burning, tlngling, or rrgoing
to sleep" in different pårts of my body.

I donrt seem to care krhat hâppens to rne.

Police cars should be especially marked so that you can always see
them coming.

When the cornmunity mâkes a decision, it is up to a person to help
carry it out evèn if he had been against ít.

I have nightrnares every few nights.

If I ¿r¡n driving a car, I try to keep others fronr passing me.

I have a great deaL of stonach trouble.

I have been afraid of things or people that I knew could not hurt tne

I would rather have people disLike me than look down on me.

Any man who is able and willlng to i.¡ork hard has a good chance of
suc ceed ing.

I hardly ever feel pain in the back of the neck.

My parents wanted ne to imake good" in the world.

I alnost never go to sleep.

Vot ing is notlìjng brrt ¡ nujs¿nce,

IìveryLlì1ng L¿tstcs !he s¿ì ìc.
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165, I often start things I never finish.

166. Education is nore lrnportant Ehan most people think.
167, Sometisìes I used to feel that I would like to leave home.

168. Much of the tlme my head seems to hurt all t¡ver.

169, I never \,rorry about my looks.

170. My people treat me more 11ke a chlld than a grown_up.

I71. In school most teachers treaLed rne fairly and honestly.

172. I usually try to do r^/ha t is expected of me, and to avoid crÍtícisn,
173, A person shouÌd not be expected to do anything for his coTrununityunless he is paid for it.

174. Some of my farnily have habits that bother and annoy me very rnuch.

175. No one seems to understand me.

176. I drearn frequently about Èhings that are best kept to myself.

177. I think I an usually a leader in my group.

178. I seern to do things that I regret more often than other people do.

179, I have reason for feeling jealous of one or more members of my famity

180. My table nanners âre not quite as good al ho¡ne as when I an out in
compâny.

t8I

182

183

r84

185

186

181

188

r89

I would never go out of my way to help another person if it meantgivÍng rrp some personal pleasure.

I doubt if anyone is re¿ìtly happy.

I arn known as a hard and steady vorke¡.

I usually have to stop aDd think before I âct eve¡! in trif 1j.ng marter:s

It is pretty easy for people to win argurnents wÍth me.

I knor,J \,Jho is responsible for most of my troubies.

I get pretty dÍscouraged with the 1aw wben a sm¿ìrt lawyer gets acriminal free.

I have not lived tlìe Iight kirld of 1iftr.

I h¡rve used alcohol cxccssively.
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I90.

l9L

r92 .

193 ,

194 ,

r 95.

196 ,

197.

Llfe usually hands me a pretty raw deal.

Most young people get too ¡nuch educâtion.

I regard the right to speak rny mind as very lmportanE,

I am bothered by acid stomach several times a ¡¡eek.

I get all the sympathy I should,

The things sorne of rny famíly have done have frighlened me.

I am troubled by attacks of nausea and vomiting.

If I sa\.y some children hurting another chi1d, I an sure I \rould tryto make them slop.

Alnost every day sonethÍng happens to frighten rne.

My family has objected to the kind of work I do, or plan to clo,

There seens to be a 1ump in my throat much of the time.

I have more trouble concenfraEing thân others seen to have.

A person is better off if he doesn't trust anyone.

People who seem unsure and uncerEain about things make me feel
unco¡nfortable.

198

r99

200

20r

202

203 ,
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Thls ís a research form
would be apprecÍaËed.

Appendíx G

(0) (+r) (+2 )

You do not have to fill it 1n, but your cooperation

Therapist Preference Form

ftnagine that you are going to a therapist to talk abou! yourself, thÍnk
about how you would feel about the sex of the therapisl, Please answer the
followíng questions, Circle the black dot that best corresponds to your
feelíng.

If I were seeing a therapist, ny preference as far as the sex of the Lherapist
would be:

Male Therapi s t No Preference Fenale Therapist

/_'ì\ /,r\ (-r ) (+3 )

s trong
preference

mod era t e
pre f er enc e

sl ight
preference

slight
pref er enc e

moderate
preferenee

s trong
preference

If you indícated any preference at all, please check those reasons thaÈ ínfluenced
your choíce.

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

I would feel more conforEable in the presence of a person of that sex

A person of thât sex would be more atEractlve to me personally.

I could talk more freely about my problems.

A person of that sex would understand ny problems betler.
A person of that sex r,¡ould probably be very ÍntellÍgent,
Past experíence r,¡í ch professionals of that sex has been satisfactory.
I prefer professionals of that sex in general,

Pas! experience with professionals of the olher sex has been
unsatisfactory.
0 ther
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Appendix H

Counsellor Ratlns Forrn for the t'Ideal" Therapist

Listed belo\'r are several scales which conLain word pairs at eíther end of
the scale and seven spaces between the pairs. Please raEe the \^¡ay the ',ideal,'
counseLlor would be for you (dlsregarding Eheoretical oríentation),

If you feel that the "ideal" counsellor very closely resembles Êhe word
at one end of lhe scaLe, place a check mark .l-follor",

fair _: _: _: _: _:_: _: X unfair

OR

fair X: : : : : : : unfair

If you thínk thât one end of the scale quíte closely describes the "ideal,,
therapísÈ then nake your check mark as follows:

rough _: X

rough _

OR

: : : sûtoo th

: X: : _ smoo th

If you feel that one end of the scale only slighEly describes the rrideal"
therapÍst, then check the scale as follor¿s:

active _: _: X : _: _: _: _: _ passive

OR

actÍve _: _: _: _: _: _L: _: _ passive

lf both sides of the scale seem equally associaLed with your feelings of the
way the "ideal" therapist is or if the scale ís írrelevant, lhen place a check
mark in the níddle space:

hard _: _: _: _L: _: _: _: _ soft

Your first Ímpression is the besL ans\rer.

PLEASE NOTE: PLACE CHECK ì{ARKS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SPACES
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agreeable _:

unaler t

anâlytic

Lrnsure _:

suspicious _:

undependable _i

indifferent :

: _: _: _ disagreeable

::::ålert

: _ diffuse

unappreciâtive

at trâc t Íve

casual

vague _: _: _: _: _:

dístant _: _: _: _; _:

compatíble _: _: _: : :

::::::aDDrecíatíve

::::unatlractive

: _ fornal

cheerful _: _: _: _: _: _: _ depressed

_: _ c lear

_: _ conf id ent

_: _ believable

_: dependable

: incomÞa t ib 1e

close

enthus ias t ic

exper t

inexperienced _ : _: _: _ exper.ienced

inexper t _: _: _: _: _: _:

unfriendly _: _: _: _: _: _:

honest::::::

_ fr iend ly

d ishones t
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ínformed

insightful

unlikeable

1ogíca1

deceítful

stupíd _

_: _: _: _ lgnorant

_: _: _: _: _: _ Ínsightless

: _ in tell lgent

_: _ likeable

_ ilJ.ogical

open

prepared

unrel iab 1e

irresponsible _

s ancer e

disrespec tful _: _: _

closed

unprepared

reliable

respectful

res pons ible

selfísh

l-ns ancere

unskillful

unsociable

straightforward

untrustworthy

selfless : : : :

sklllful _:

sociable _:

trustworthy _: _

genulne _: phony

walm::: cold
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Appendlx I

DescrÍDtion of Research ând Request for Par ticipâ tion

Hello, my name is I am assÍsÈing a graduate studen!
in ClÍnicaL Psychology, in her díssertation research which she Ís doíng wÍth
people like yourself r,¡ho are beíng seen at Ëhe Psychological Service Centre,

What we would líke for you to do ís to take thís packâge of questionnaíres
home and fill them out in relatíon to your feelings and lmpressions, your
responses wiLl be kept strictly confidential and separate from your therapy (or
any contacts) at the P.S.C. In no way \^rilL your anskrers affect the treatment
that you receive. However, we hope that Ehls research wilL benefit future cLíents
at the P,S.C. in the treatment that they recelve.

It is imporEant that you partícipate in this research, if at all possible.
If you do decide to partícipate and return a1l the forrns with your responses, we
will provide you with a snal1 token of our appreciation ($3), This v¡í1I in no
way entirel-y compensate for your time and effort but in a small wây vJill represent
our gratitude for your partícipation.

I will be phoníng you in the next week at whÍch tÍme I will answer any
questions you night have. You can return the package to the p.S.C. when you
have your rext scheduLed sessíon or mail it in \^rith the enclosed stâmped envelope.
It is very inportant that \'re receive your complete questionnaires at your eârliest
convenlence,

Thank you very much for your co-operaEÍon
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Appendíx J

Cover Letter to Sub i ects

Dear P. S. C. Client :

As â graduate student ín clinical psychology, I am requesÈlng that you ParticiPate
in a iesearch project I am engaged ín for my doctoral dissertation. Although
this research ;i11 not directly âffect your presen¡ therapy, Ít ís our hoPe that
the infornation gaEhered from this research will benefít people who are tleated
ín the future at the P.S.C. and elsewhere, PaIticíPation is entirely voluntary
but your time and effort ín comPleting these quesEionnaires will be very rnuch

appreciated.

The package includes questionnaires consisting of checklísts and sEatements \thich
you \till ans\rter in terms of how they relate to yourself' lnstructions are
included with each questíonnaire. Please cor'Ìplete a1l the forms. L{hile we

certainly do not have enough funds to Pay you adequately for your time' we would
like to !itr" yor, 3 dollars as a token of our appreciatíon for comPletÍng the
forms. All your responses r.Jill be kept completely confidential' l'le are not
inÈerested in the indlvidual's responses but rather, how people generally
answer such questionnaires. only general results of this research will be

available. if you would like to receíve such feedback, please índicate below:

Yes, I would like to receive general results of thís research

could you take some tine now to answer the questionnaíres? An addressed envelope
is enclosed in whích you can return the questíonnaire to the Psychologicâl
Service Centre.

Thank you very much for your co-operatíon.

Cheryl B, Lânktree, M.A'
Clinical Psychology Ph. D. Student

John R. Scha11ow, Ph.D., Research Advisor
Director of Clinical Tra ín in g
Associate Professor, DePt, of Psychology
Uníversíty of Manitoba




